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BEFORE THE SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

COMMUTER RAIL DIVISION OF THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY, d/b/a METRA

VERIFIED PETITION FOR DECLARATORY ORDER
Finance Docket No. FD 36420

The Union Pacific Railroad (“UP”) has advised the Commuter Rail Division of the
Regional Transportation Authority, an Illinois unit of local government, d/b/a Metra (“Metra”),
that UP has no common carrier obligation to provide commuter passenger service on the UP North,
UP West, and UP Northwest lines and that it intends to cease providing essential elements of that
service. UP’s action will inflict serious harm on the commuting public that pre-COVID relied on
this service for 89,000 trips per day. Metra hereby requests the Surface Transportation Board
(“STB” or “Board”) to issue a Declaratory Order stating that UP has a long-standing and
continuing common carrier obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service on the three
subject UP lines; and that the STB has the jurisdiction and the authority to enforce the common
carrier obligation under 49 U.S.C. § 11101 and require UP to fulfill that obligation by providing
the commuter rail passenger service under the circumstances presented herein. Enforcement of
UP’s common carrier obligation is entirely consistent with the Rail Transportation Policy’s goal
of ensuring the rail transportation system meets the needs of the public.
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I. Introduction
After forty-one years of taxpayer subsidization of its commuter rail passenger service, UP
now declares it has no common carrier obligation to provide this service on three lines that
comprise a part of the essential web of passenger rail lines serving Chicago and its suburbs. UP’s
predecessor in interest1 acknowledged specifically that it had a common carrier obligation to
provide these services on these lines. Nevertheless, and even after it has for years received
subsidies for those services, UP has announced that it will no longer provide necessary support
services that are essential elements of operating commuter rail passenger service on its three lines
between the Ogilvie Transportation Center in Chicago and, respectively, Kenosha, Wisconsin
(“UP North Line”); Harvard and McHenry, Illinois (“UP Northwest Line”); and Elburn, Illinois
(“UP West Line”) (collectively the “UP lines”). Two of the lines are intrastate, one is interstate,
and all three operate on tracks and facilities that comprise a part of UP’s interstate operating
network in the greater Chicago region.
Metra has subsidized the operation of commuter service on the subject UP lines in excess
of $2 billion over the past 41 years. The subject UP lines serve 66 stations in northeast Illinois
and one in Wisconsin. They account for almost 580 million annual passenger miles, over onethird of all trips on Metra annually; prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the subject UP lines provided
89,000 daily passenger trips – approximately one-third of the daily passenger trips on the Metra
system.
To preserve the operation of these essential pieces of the service to the residents of Chicago
and its northern and western suburbs, Metra files this Petition for Declaratory Order requesting the
Board to:

1

As described more fully below in Section I.D, UP is the successor-in-interest to Chicago and North Western Railway
Company, which UP acquired in 1995.
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1. Declare that UP has a long-standing common carrier obligation that predates the
formation of Metra to provide commuter rail passenger service on the UP North,
UP West and UP Northwest lines; and
2. Affirm that the STB has the jurisdiction and the authority to enforce the common
carrier obligation under 49 U.S.C. § 11101 and require UP to provide the commuter
rail passenger service.
A. The Parties
Metra is one of the largest and most complex commuter rail systems in North America,
serving Cook, DuPage, Will, Lake, Kane and McHenry counties in northeastern Illinois and the
City of Kenosha in Wisconsin. Metra provides service to and from downtown Chicago with 242
stations over 11 routes totaling approximately 500 route miles and 1,200 miles of track. Prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic, which severely reduced daily ridership,2 Metra provided an average of
251,000 passenger trips3 each weekday. As a fundamental part of the regional transportation
network, Metra provides efficient commuter rail passenger service that enhances the economic and
environmental health of northeast Illinois.
UP is a Class I interstate rail carrier, providing transportation subject to the Board’s
jurisdiction under 49 U.S.C. § 10501. UP provides freight common carrier service in twenty-three
states and over 32,000 miles in the United States and has conducted commuter rail passenger
service on the UP North, UP West, and UP Northwest lines since its acquisition of the Chicago
and North Western Railway Company (“CNW”) in 1995.

2

Mary Wisniewski, Clean cars, fewer mystery spills, and plenty of open seats greet riders as they slowly return to
mass transit, Chicago Tribune, June 11, 2020, https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/transportation/ct-biz-publictransit-return-cta-metra-pace-20200610-w5b734yqbrb4xhbvzent7rtfxa-story.html (Noting initial Metra ridership
decline of 97% at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic).
3
Federal Transit Administration, Transit Agency Profile: Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad Corporation
(2018).
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B. UP’s Predecessor, the Chicago and North Western Railway Company,
Provided Common Carrier Commuter Rail Passenger Service on the Subject
UP Lines with respect to which UP is Currently Trying to Hold Metra Hostage
Historically, the CNW provided the commuter rail passenger service on what are now the
subject UP lines, which were constructed between 1854 and 1856.4 These early passenger services
fostered the growth of the Chicago metropolitan region. Population centers developed along the
lines, taking advantage of affordable and efficient commuter service to and from downtown
Chicago.5
In 1887, Congress passed the Interstate Commerce Act, which codified the railroads’
common-law obligations as common carriers. American Trucking Ass’n v. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe R.R. Co., 387 U.S. 397, 406 (1967). Accordingly, CNW, like all other railroads then
operating in the U.S. had a statutory common carrier obligation for all service operated on their
lines – freight, as well as both long-distance passenger service (now known as “intercity” service)
and short distance passenger service within major metropolitan areas (now known as “commuter”
service). At no time did CNW receive any legislative or any regulatory agency authority to
discontinue the commuter rail passenger service.
C. Illinois Enacted Legislation to Provide an Option for the Railroads to Obtain
Subsidization for Operating Commuter Service by Entering into Contractual
Arrangements with Metra Rather Than Operate the Service at a Loss
In 1974, as railroads filed for bankruptcy, Chicago area voters created the Regional
Transportation Authority (“RTA”) by referendum to provide an avenue for railroads like the CNW
to have tax funds subsidize their commuter rail passenger services. Regional Transportation
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See Chi. & N. W. Ry. Co., 137 I.C.C. 1, 104-105 (1928). CNW was formed from various predecessors in 1864, 137
I.C.C. at 98, and became Chicago and North Western Transportation Company in 1972. N. W. Emps. Transp. Corp.-Pur.—Chi. & N.W. Ry. Co., 342 I.C.C. 58, 60 (1972). It returned to the Chicago and North Western Railway
Company name in 1994. E.g., Chi. and N. W. Transp. Co.--Abandonment and Discontinuance of Serv. Exemption-In Hennepin County, MN, ICC Docket No. AB-1 (Sub-No. 252X), slip op. at 1, n.1 (Service Date July 15, 1994).
5
See generally Chicago & North Western History, https://metrarail.com/about-metra/our-history/chicago-northwestern-history (last visited July 17, 2020).
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Authority Act, 70 ILL. COMP. STAT. 3615 (2019). “[W]ithin 180 days after receiving a written
request from [the private carriers] [the RTA or Metra must] tender and offer to enter into . . . a
purchase of service agreement that is in conformity with this Act and that covers the public
transportation services by rail.” 70 ILCS 3615/2.02. RTA took over rail passenger commuter
services on some of the commuter lines in response to the bankruptcies of the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railroad (the “Rock Island”) and the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad (the “Milwaukee Road”). In other cases, at the request of the railroads, RTA entered into
contracts, i.e., purchase of service agreements (“PSA”), with them to financially subsidize their
long-standing commuter rail passenger services. The three subject UP lines fall into the latter
category. From the outset of this arrangement, CNW explicitly acknowledged that it retained an
independent obligation as a common carrier on the affected lines.

In a 1978 Commuter

Improvement Grant Agreement, RTA and CNW agreed that “[i]n the event no Service Agreement
is in effect, Railroad [CNW] shall provide Commuter Rail Service over or upon the Project
Facilities in accordance with its common carrier obligation.” See Exhibit A, RTA and CNW
Commuter Grant Agreement, Article VI, Section 6.02 (“1978 Agreement”) (emphasis supplied).
The RTA eventually bought the tracks of both the Rock Island and the Milwaukee Road
that had long been used in commuter service and created the Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter
Railroad Corporation (“NIRC”) to operate the lines in 1982. The RTA was reorganized in 1983,
and a commuter rail division was created to oversee all commuter passenger rail services. The
Commuter Rail Division of the RTA, known as Metra, through NIRC operated the lines formerly
owned by the Rock Island and Milwaukee Road directly and executed PSAs with the other
railroads for operation of the remaining commuter lines. At this time, CNW continued to negotiate
and execute its own PSAs with RTA and Metra, respectively, for subsidization of the commuter
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rail passenger services it continued to provide on the UP North, UP West, and UP Northwest lines.
At no time did CNW receive any legislative or regulatory agency authority to discontinue this
service.
D. UP Service on the Subject UP Lines
UP acquired the CNW in 1995. Union Pac. Corp., Union Pac. R.R. Co. and Mo. Pac. R.R.
Co.—Control—Chi. and N. W. Transp. Co. and Chi. and N. W. Ry. Co., ICC Finance Docket No.
32133 (Service Date Mar. 7, 1995).6 Upon UP’s acquisition of CNW, UP, as the surviving entity,
succeeded to CNW’s ownership of and common carrier obligation on the UP North, UP West and
UP Northwest lines. Since 1995, UP has provided this commuter rail passenger service pursuant
to three successive PSAs with Metra. The third, current PSA, attached as Exhibit B, was
negotiated in 2010. Under the current PSA, UP employees operate the trains, maintain all three
commuter lines, and perform various administrative functions. Exhibit B, Article 2. Metra owns
and provides the rolling stock required for the operation of the commuter trains on the three subject
UP lines. UP owns and maintains the track, bridges and signal systems, which are also used for
freight services. Metra retains overall authority over fares. Exhibit B, Article 2.02. Metra will
continue providing equipment to UP in the event the PSA between Metra and UP expires.
In recognition of the important public interest in the freight and commuter rail passenger
service on these three lines, Metra, the State of Illinois and the Federal government have invested
heavily in improving the lines to ensure the viability of continued operations. Metra’s total annual
operating budget for service on the subject UP lines for Fiscal Year 2019 was $236.3 Million. This
represents 29.5% of Metra’s total system operating budget.

6

CNW was formally merged into UP on October 1, 1995. E.g., West Texas Util. Co. v. Burlington N. R. Co., 1 S.T.B.
638, 650 n.17 (1996).
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In 2019 alone, Metra paid to UP $61 Million in operating payments under the terms of the
PSA. In addition, Metra provides subsidies to UP in the form of materials including fuel,
mechanical parts, rent, utilities, and uniforms. For 2019, these in-kind subsidies totaled $37
Million. As a result, in just one year, Metra and Illinois taxpayers paid UP over $98 Million under
the PSA. To summarize:
UP direct expenses to run service:
Ticket revenues:
UP Operating Deficit:

$199 Million
- $138 Million
$ 61 Million

Metra purchased materials to support service:
+ $ 37 Million
(Diesel fuel, mechanical parts, rent, utilities, uniforms)
Total Metra/taxpayer contribution:

$98 Million

Further, since 1979 the State of Illinois and the Federal Transit Administration have
invested $1.2 Billion in capital improvements on these lines. These investments benefit both the
commuting public and the fluidity of UP’s operation of the interstate freight services that have
continued unabated on these lines concurrently with commuter rail passenger service.
The term of the 2010 PSA extended through December 31, 2016. UP and Metra agreed to
extend that PSA through 2019. In the summer of 2019, UP requested that Metra take over the
commuter rail passenger service on the subject UP lines. Metra and UP continued negotiations
but UP thereafter would only agree to 60-day extensions of the PSA. The latest extension provided
an expiration date of August 31, 2020.
During negotiations for the new agreement, the parties disagreed on whether UP possessed
a common carrier obligation to provide service if the parties were unable to negotiate new terms.
Metra asserted that UP has a common carrier obligation with respect to commuter rail passenger
service, independent of the terms of the PSA. UP responded that it no longer has an obligation to
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continue operating commuter rail passenger service on the subject UP lines after the expiration of
the PSA. UP is wrong. Its common carrier obligation continues.
E. The District Court Dispute over Union Pacific’s Common Carrier Obligation
On December 5, 2019, UP asked the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois
to declare that UP has no common carrier obligation to operate commuter rail passenger service
on its lines after the expiration of the PSA. Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. Commuter Rail Div. of the
Reg’l Transp. Auth., d/b/a Metra, No. 1:19-cv-07957 (N.D. Ill. Filed Dec. 5, 2019). On March 3,
2020, Metra filed a Motion to Dismiss or Stay Based on Primary Jurisdiction asking the Court to
dismiss the Complaint without prejudice because this Board has primary jurisdiction over matters
related to determination and enforcement of a rail carrier’s common carrier obligation, or in the
alternative, refer the matter to this Board and stay the matter pending consideration by the Board.
That Motion remains pending.
F. UP’s Reduction of Service Notification
On June 30, 2020, Cynthia M. Sanborn, UP Vice President for Network Planning and
Operations, notified Metra, via letter attached as Exhibit C, that despite its pending action in the
District Court UP planned to begin discontinuing services associated with the UP North, UP West,
and UP Northwest lines beginning on August 31, 2020.7 UP intends to discontinue providing the
following services, without District Court or STB authority, by November 30, 2020: law and
claims, passenger ticket agents, federally mandated mechanical car and mechanical locomotive
repair, engineering and communications and telecommunications. Each of these functions is
integrally related to the commuter rail passenger services on these lines and constitute part of the

7

UP’s letter states that revenue accounting will be transferred on July 31, 2020. However, Metra already provides
revenue accounting services. The actual reduction in services will begin on August 31, 2020 when UP stops Law and
Claims services.
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transportation that UP provides on the subject UP lines. Federal safety regulations require the
inspection and periodic maintenance of passenger equipment and locomotives. See generally 49
C.F.R. Part 238, “Passenger Equipment Safety Standards” and 49 C.F.R. Part 229 “Railroad
Locomotive Safety Standards.” Because Metra currently relies on UP to provide these maintenance
and inspection services, UP’s threatened refusal to provide them threatens the viability of the
commuter rail passenger service on the subject UP lines.
In response to UP’s letter, and in order to avoid a potentially devastating lapse in service,
Metra has asked UP to continue fulfill its common carrier obligation to provide this commuter rail
passenger service by maintaining the coaches and rolling stock as it does now. See Exhibit D,
page 2. UP must also continue to perform the other services it currently provides under contract,
until either: (1) the parties reach agreement to transfer those services from UP to Metra; or (2) UP
elects to provide those services pursuant to its long-standing common carrier obligation to operate
the commuter rail passenger service without the subsidy provided by a PSA. Exhibit D, page 2.
In addition, concurrent with the filing of this Petition, Metra has filed a Petition for a Preliminary
Injunction in this matter to require UP to provide the commuter rail passenger service to avoid a
severe disruption in Chicago commuter rail service.
Because of the importance of receiving confirmation of UP’s long-standing and continuing
common carrier obligation in order to preserve the viability of the crucial service on its lines, and
consistent with Metra’s motion before the District Court, Metra submits this Petition for
Declaratory Order to resolve the dispute created by UP with respect to the status of that obligation.
The relief Metra requests in this Petition and its Petition for Preliminary Injunction is limited to
the extraordinary circumstances presented in this Petition. No new precedent is created here. The
Board’s decision here is limited to the unique circumstance where a railroad has a common carrier
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obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service on its lines that has not been otherwise
relieved by legislative or regulatory authority.
II. ARGUMENT
A. The STB Has Jurisdiction to Issue a Declaratory Order in this Proceeding to
Resolve an Important Question Affecting Rail Service in the Chicago Region
The Board has discretionary authority under 5 U.S.C. § 554(e) and 49 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(4)
to issue a declaratory order to eliminate a controversy or remove uncertainty. The nature of the
commuter rail passenger service in this case raises unique and unprecedented legal and
jurisdictional questions regarding UP’s remaining, long-standing common carrier obligation to
provide commuter rail passenger service on the UP North, UP West, and UP Northwest lines. The
STB is best suited to assure that Metra’s commuters are not left in the lurch and to address these
questions through a declaratory order proceeding.
UP’s claim that it does not have a common carrier obligation to provide commuter rail
passenger service on the UP North, UP West, and UP Northwest lines unavoidably implicates
issues regarding the nature of its ongoing common carrier obligation. This Board must address
the scope and application of UP’s common carrier obligation under 49 U.S.C. § 11101 to provide
this commuter rail passenger service, because this Board is the only forum with the expertise to
properly adjudicate the complex questions presented under the unique facts of this case. While
courts have jurisdiction to adjudicate some matters that could also be addressed by the STB, courts
often refer complex matters involving unique railroad obligations to the STB. See e.g. Ill. Cent.
R.R. v. South Tec Dev. Warehouse, Inc., No. 97-c-5720, 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11222 *4-*6 (N.D.
Ill. 1999) (referring question of reasonableness of demurrage charges to STB but rejecting request
to refer additional question regarding application of demurrage to boxcar traffic). The questions
surrounding UP’s unprecedented claim that a railroad may disregard its common carrier obligation
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when it has received a request to provide service pursuant to that obligation, and the confirmation
of what constitutes the elements of the service required as part of fulfilling that obligation, requires
the institutional knowledge and expertise of the Board.
“Courts recognize that the STB has substantial expertise in determining what constitutes
an unlawful refusal to provide service under [49 U.S.C] § 11101.” Chlorine Inst., Inc. v. Soo Line
R.R., No. 14-cv-1029, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 71825, *8 (D. Minn. 2014) (citations omitted).
Courts “almost invariably defer to the STB’s expertise” with respect to disputes over whether a
carrier’s practices violate § 11101.” Id. at *6. In addition, “[c]ases involving the extent to which
a party has an obligation to provide rail service and whether it has met that obligation can be
difficult because often the required factual determinations are inherently subjective.” Groome &
Assocs., Inc. and Lee K. Groome v. Greenville Cty Econ. Dev. Corp., STB Docket No. NOR 42087,
slip op. at 5 (Service Date July 27, 2005). In circumstances where a railroad stops providing
service requested by the public, “[t]he Board reviews whether the carrier was justified in stopping
service, and whether, and when, it should have taken steps to reinstitute service.” Id. at 6 (citing
GS Roofing Prods. Co. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 143 F.3d 387 (8th Cir. 1998); Decatur Cty.
Comm’rs, et. al. v. The Cent. R.R. Co. of Ind., STB Finance Docket No. 33386, slip op. at 7 (Service
Date Sept. 29, 2000), aff’d, Decatur Cty. Commissioners v. Surface Transp. Bd., 308 F.3d 710 (7th
Cir. 2002) (setting forth a balancing test for the reasonableness of an embargo)).
The Board has routinely issued declaratory orders to resolve disputes over the existence or
extent of railroads’ common carrier obligation. See e.g., Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program,
United States Army Military Surface Deployment and Distrib. Command, and Fluor Marine
Propulsion, LLC—Petition for Declaratory Order, STB Finance Docket No. 36298 (Service Date
Oct. 15, 2019); Union Pac. R.R. Co.—Petition for Declaratory Order, STB Finance Docket No.
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35219 (Service Date June 11, 2009); and Pejepscot Indus. Park, Inc., d/b/a Grimmel Indus.—
Petition for Declaratory Order, 6 S.T.B. 886 (2003). Likewise, the Board is best situated to
address the complex questions of what actions are part of fulfilling that common carrier obligation,
issues that arise because of UP’s proposal to cease providing essential elements of the commuter
rail passenger services on the subject UP lines.
Finally, the Rail Transportation Policy of 49 U.S.C. § 10101 raises public policy
implications that this Board is uniquely qualified to address. Specifically, 49 U.S.C. § 10101(4),
states that, in regulating the railroad industry, it is the policy of the United States Government to
“ensure the development and continuation of a sound rail transportation system with effective
competition among rail carriers and with other modes to meet the needs of the public . . .”
(emphasis supplied). The Board, “given its far greater and unique experience in dealing with such
matters, is far better suited than any court to uniformly apply national rail policy.” Buffalo Crushed
Stone, Inc. v. R.J. Corman R.R. Corp., No. 97-cv-0875E, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4832, *15-*16
(W.D.N.Y. 2001).
The issues set forth in this case demand the special expertise of the Board. To address the
important legal and public policy issues raised by this Petition, the Board must address the
questions presented and grant the relief requested by Metra.
B. UP has a Common Carrier Obligation to Provide the Long-Standing
Commuter Rail Passenger Service on the UP North, UP West, and UP
Northwest Lines that has Never Been Extinguished by Any Statute or
Regulatory Agency with Jurisdiction Over the Matter and Therefore Remains
Fully in Effect
“Railroads have a statutory common carrier obligation under 49 U.S.C. § 11101(a) to
provide transportation or service upon reasonable request.” Riffin v. Surface Transp. Bd., 733 F.3d
340, 346 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (internal citations omitted). The scope of that obligation begins with
the definition of “transportation” in the statute. “Transportation”:
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includes—
(A) a locomotive, car, vehicle, vessel, warehouse, wharf, pier, dock, yard, property,
facility, instrumentality, or equipment of any kind related to the movement of
passengers or property, or both, by rail, regardless of ownership or an
agreement concerning use; and
(B) services related to that movement, including receipt, delivery, elevation,
transfer in transit, refrigeration, icing, ventilation, storage, handling, and
interchange of passengers and property;….
49 U.S.C. § 10102(9) (emphasis supplied).
In this case, CNW’s fulfillment of its common carrier obligation on the UP North, UP
West, and UP Northwest lines continued when the merger with UP occurred in 1995 and included
the obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service. That obligation remains in full force
and effect today following UP’s acquisition of CNW. “No carrier by railroad subject to this
chapter shall abandon all or any portion of a line of railroad, or the operation thereof, unless and
until there shall first have been obtained from the Commission a certificate that the present or
future public convenience and necessity permit of such abandonment.” Chicago & N. W. Transp.
Co. v. Kalo Brick & Tile Co., 450 U.S. 311, 320 (1986) (internal citations omitted). No statute has
repealed, and no public agency ever entered an order releasing the UP or its predecessors from the
obligation to provide this service.
Nor has the fact that CNW and now UP have been providing commuter rail passenger
service under contract to Metra diminished their continuing common carrier obligation. Pursuant
to the Illinois RTA Act, which allowed the CNW and later the UP to enter into contractual
relationships to continue running service and obtain compensation, Metra is subsidizing UP’s
operation of the commuter rail passenger service under the terms of the PSA. However, UP, as
the owner of the line and successor to CNW, still has a common carrier obligation to provide
commuter rail passenger service if that PSA lapses.
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The law is clear on this point. Courts have held that railroads’ “obligation as common
carriers is comprehensive and exceptions are not to be implied.” American Trucking Ass'n, 387
U.S. at 407. Railroads “cannot lawfully make fulfilling their statutory obligations contingent upon
whether they think it is ‘worth it’ to do so. Rather, a carrier must adhere to its statutory obligations
even if it suffers hardship in so doing.” Pejepscot Indus. Park, Inc. 6 S.T.B. at 898 (citing Decatur
Cty. Comm’rs, 308 F.3d at 715). UP cannot walk away from a 150-year old service obligation
that, pre-COVID, was relied upon for 89,000 daily passenger trips--approximately one-third of the
total daily passenger trips on Metra—and now provides transportation for first responders and
front line workers assisting in the recovery. The STB must order UP to fulfil its long-standing
common carrier obligation on the subject UP lines.
1. UP’s Common Carrier Obligation to Provide Commuter Rail Passenger
Service in Illinois and Wisconsin that it Inherited from CNW Remains in
Place, Unaffected by the Passage of Time and the Intervening Contractual
Subsidies
Commuter rail passenger service on the UP North line to Waukegan began in 1855, and to
Kenosha in 1867. Service on the UP Northwest line began in 1857 and service on the UP West
line began in 1864. Congress established the common carrier obligation of railroads in the late
19th century and, consistent with that obligation, CNW continued to provide common carrier
commuter rail passenger service on these lines for the next hundred years. In 1975, 1980 and
1984, CNW sought subsidization of its service and, under the authority granted in the RTA Act,
asked the RTA to enter into PSAs to obtain payment for the service. CNW confirmed in the 1978
Agreement, discussed supra, that if the PSAs lapsed it would still have a common carrier
obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service.
Railroads like BN, CNW and later UP, which were primarily engaged in freight service,
continued to provide commuter rail passenger service under their long-standing common carrier
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obligation on these lines for generations. When UP purchased CNW in 1995, Union Pac. Corp.,
ICC Finance Docket No. 32133, it assumed the long-standing common carrier obligations for
commuter rail passenger service in the Chicago area. See Groome & Assocs., STB Docket No.
NOR 42087, slip op. at 10 (“By acquiring full ownership of an active railroad, [the owner] assumed
a common carrier obligation”). UP’s common carrier obligation for the commuter rail passenger
service on these three lines, as a result, remains in effect and was never extinguished by any
legislation or Board authorization. Metra stepped in to subsidize the service in conjunction with
RTA, as discussed above, on the three subject UP lines pursuant to the existing PSA.
Upon expiration of the PSA, UP’s common carrier obligation remains in place and UP is
obligated to continue operating commuter rail passenger service pursuant to that obligation until
such time as that obligation is extinguished under applicable law. If there is no PSA with Metra,
UP must provide service on the subject UP lines unless and until it is relieved of the common
carrier obligation. “The only appropriate mechanisms a railroad may employ to excuse itself,
permanently or temporarily, from its common carrier obligations on a line of railroad are
abandonment or embargo,” Pejepscot Industrial Park, Inc., 6 S.T.B. at 898. Accordingly, UP’s
long-standing common carrier obligation remains.
i.

The Common Carrier Obligation Persists to this Day

The common carrier obligation refers to the statutory duty of rail carriers subject to the
STB’s

jurisdiction

to

provide

“transportation

or

service

on

reasonable

request.”

49 U.S.C. § 11101(a). The definition of “transportation” includes “movement of passengers.” 49
§ 10102(9). “The statutory common carrier obligation imposes a duty upon railroads to provide
transportation or service on reasonable request. This duty reflects the well-established principle
that railroads are held to a higher standard of responsibility than most private enterprises.” GS
Roofing Products Co., 143 F.3d at 391(internal citations omitted). “[A] railroad may not refuse to
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provide services merely because to do so would be inconvenient or unprofitable. In addition, a
railroad may not unilaterally abandon a line at its own election; it must instead apply for and
receive permission from the proper administrative agency.” Id. (internal citations omitted). The
law governing the common carrier obligation does not distinguish between the standards and
responsibilities imposed by that obligation for freight service or for commuter rail passenger
service. While the governing statutes previously distinguished between the processes for
terminating freight and passenger service, see infra at page 18, it never diminished the duty to
respond to requests for service as a common carrier for as long as that obligation continues.
A railroad subject to the Board’s jurisdiction may not abandon or discontinue common
carrier service at will. “Before termination of [a] carrier’s service obligation, the [Interstate
Commerce Commission] must be permitted time and scope to assure the public interest is
considered and protected.” Gibbons v. United States, 660 F.2d 1227, 1234 (7th Cir. 1981).
Bankrupt railroads retain their common carrier obligation. Id. at 1234-35. Indeed, “a railroad may
not refuse to provide services merely because to do so would be inconvenient or unprofitable.”
GS Roofing Products, 143 F.3d at 391. Even when track that is subject to the Board’s jurisdiction
has become unused over a lengthy period and has been removed, the line of railroad would still be
subject to the Board’s jurisdiction because abandonment authority has never been obtained for
such rail line. See Chelsea Prop. Owners—Abandonment—Portion of the Consol. Rail Corp.’s W.
30th St. Secondary Track in New York, N.Y., 8 I.C.C.2d 773, 790-91 (1992), aff’d sub nom. Consol.
Rail Corp. v. Interstate Commerce Comm’n, 29 F.3d 706 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (rail line remains within
the Board’s jurisdiction unless Board abandonment authority is obtained even if the rail line has
not been used for many years or has been removed).
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Historically, this legal framework applied to both passenger and freight railroads. When
Congress transferred many of the regulatory functions of the former Interstate Commerce
Commission (“ICC”) to the STB in 1996, the ICC Termination Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104–88,
109 Stat. 803 (1995) (“ICCTA”), repealed the portions of the U.S. Code that established separate
specific procedures to govern “discontinuing or changing interstate train or ferry transportation
subject to State law,” and “discontinuing or changing train or ferry transportation in one State.”
See 49 U.S.C. §§ 10908, 10909 (1993) (repealed by ICCTA). ICCTA did not, however, eliminate
the STB’s general jurisdiction over passenger rail, or the common carrier obligation to provide
service on reasonable request absent a line abandonment under 49 U.S.C. § 10903.
In DesertXpress Enters., LLC—Petition for Declaratory Order, STB Finance Docket No.
34914 (Service Date May 7, 2010), the STB addressed whether its jurisdiction over interstate rail
service included passenger rail. The STB explained that ICCTA “repealed the statutory sections
regulating passenger train discontinuance and special passenger rates—a significant reduction in
(but not elimination of) the regulation of passenger transportation.” Id. at 13. The Board held that
the interstate passenger rail service proposed in DesertXpress was subject to the Board’s
jurisdiction. “Nowhere in the statute or its legislative history has Congress defined the interstate
rail network as essentially or exclusively freight-based.” Id. at 17. “Congress’s intent in ICCTA
was to broaden the preemptive scope of STB regulation of railroad operations described in section
10501(b).” Id. at 14 (emphasis in original). “There is no basis [] for concluding that Congress []
anticipated and carved out—much less eliminated—from the scope of the Board’s jurisdiction any
and every other form of interstate passenger operations that might arise in the future as part of the
nation’s general system of rail transportation.” Id.
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ICCTA repealed the statutes that established a separate procedure for discontinuance of
passenger service, but ICCTA did not absolve railroads of their existing common carrier
obligations or eliminate the STB’s jurisdiction over passenger rail service. Therefore, even after
the expiration of Metra’s subsidy arrangement with UP under the existing PSA relating to
commuter rail passenger service on the subject UP lines, UP’s common carrier obligation to
provide commuter rail passenger service remains. Just as there was “no basis for concluding that
Congress [] anticipated and carved out—much less eliminated—from the scope of the Board’s
jurisdiction any and every other form of interstate passenger operations that might arise in the
future as part of the nation’s general system of rail transportation,” id. at 14, there is no basis for
concluding that Congress intended to allow railroads with a long-standing common carrier
obligation to unilaterally cease providing a service relied upon, pre-COVID, for 89,000 daily
passenger trips each day when, as here, it has received a reasonable request to continue providing
that service.
ii.

Neither Prior to Signing the PSA with Metra Nor at Any Time Thereafter,
did CNW Take Action to Eliminate the Common Carrier Obligation

When the railroads operating commuter rail passenger service in the Chicago area asked
the RTA to enter into PSAs to subsidize existing commuter rail passenger services in the 1970s
and 1980s, the railroads, including CNW, did not absolve themselves of their existing common
carrier obligations. Nor did they take any regulatory action at the time to secure any change in the
status of those obligations. Section 6.02 of the 1978 Agreement affirmed that “[i]n the event no
Service Agreement is in effect, Railroad [CNW] shall provide Commuter Rail Service over or
upon the Project Facilities in accordance with its common carrier obligations” (emphasis
supplied). Exhibit A Section 6.02. CNW acknowledged that it had a common carrier obligation
if there was no PSA in effect. When the UP acquired “full ownership of an active railroad,” UP,
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“assumed a common carrier obligation.” Groome and Associates, STB Docket No. NOR 42087,
slip op. at 10. There is simply no support that either CNW or UP was relieved of the common
carrier obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service on the UP North, UP West or UP
Northwest lines.
UP cannot hide behind the ICC’s decision in Commuter Rail Division of the Regional
Transportation Authority of Northeast Illinois d/b/a Metra–Exemption—Tariff Filing
Requirements, ICC Docket No. NOR 41506 (Service Date Feb. 24, 1995) (“Metra Tariff Filing
Requirements”) as a justification for UP’s assertion that it has no common carrier obligation. In
that case, the ICC concluded that, at that time, Metra, not the operating railroads, would have been
the party responsible for filing tariffs associated with the commuter service.
The central question of Metra Tariff Filing Requirements was whether Metra should be
exempt from the tariff filing requirements of Subtitle IV of Title 49. ICC Docket No. NOR 41506,
slip op. at 2. The ICC found that Metra was exempt because, “the usual rationale for tariff filing
requirements, that public tariffs help to eliminate undesirable pricing practices in markets where
pricing decisions are not disciplined by normal competitive pressures, has no application to
Metra’s commuter service.” Id. at 3. The crux of the issue was whether Metra, as a commuter
service, should be subject to a tariff filing requirement that was fundamentally directed at freight
railroads providing common carrier services to rail shippers, not a commuter rail passenger service.
The ICC’s holdings related to Metra as the entity that “holds itself out to provide the
commuter service at issue,” id., are implicated only insofar as Metra is the named party which
commuters recognize as providing the service. The ICC recognized that, for purposes of the tariff
filing requirements, Metra was the facilitator of the service from the view of the passengers. Id.
However, the question of the status of CNW’s (or its successor UP’s) passenger common carrier
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obligation did not arise because at the time only Metra was holding out as the offeror of the service.
The ICC did not address whether CNW had ever relinquished its common carrier obligation, or
any other aspect of the complexities of the common carrier obligation as it related to the underlying
commuter rail passenger service that are presented here.
The ICC, in the Metra Tariff Filing Requirements case, did not and could not have
expanded upon Metra’s authority under its governing statute. Nor was the ICC being called upon
to express an opinion as to whether UP or any other railroad providing Metra service might have
a continuing common carrier obligation upon the expiration of an existing PSA with Metra. The
focus was on what entity, if any, should be required to file tariffs at the ICC at that time. Given
the limited scope of the inquiry in that proceeding, there was no reason for the ICC to address the
status of CNW/UP’s unquestioned common carrier obligation to provide commuter rail passenger
service in the absence of a PSA with Metra.
2. Removal of the Separate Statutory Authority to Approve Discontinuance of
Passenger Service Left Intact the STB’s Jurisdiction Over the Regulation of
the Passenger Rail Common Carrier Obligation
Neither the ICCTA nor any other statute has relieved UP of its obligation to provide
commuter rail passenger service upon reasonable request. The removal of the statutes establishing
separate authority for discontinuance of passenger rail service effected no such change. The
removal of the statute that described specific STB authority to approve passenger train
discontinuance did not affect the agency’s authority to authorize operation of passenger service or
to enforce any passenger common carrier obligation that had not been lawfully terminated prior to
1995 or otherwise transferred to Amtrak.
In DesertXpress, the STB noted that “ICCTA’s legislative history shows that the
Conference Committee considered, but then expressly rejected, complete elimination of Board
jurisdiction over passenger transportation in favor of a more limited ‘curtailment’ of Board
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regulation of such transportation.” DesertXpress, STB Finance Docket No. 34914, slip op. at 13
(citing ICCTA Conference Report 167, reprinted in 1995-2 U.S.C.A.A.N. 852). The ICCTA, as
the STB held in DesertXpress, did not remove the STB’s jurisdiction over the operation of
passenger rail services. Under the unique circumstances arising from UP’s succeeding to CNW’s
long-standing service, Metra’s request that UP provide that service as a common carrier if UP
terminates the PSA is reasonable. The Board retains authority to regulate some terms of that
commuter rail passenger service, including the reasonableness of passenger service and rates.
In the wake of the ICCTA and the transfer of the Board’s regulatory authority from the
ICC, the STB conceived of the possibility that it might, in highly unusual circumstances, apply
some of its regulations to passenger rail service. In a 1997 final rule removing the now-obsolete
regulatory provisions under 49 C.F.R. Part 1136, which required rail passenger carriers to file
tariffs and notices of fare increases, the Board wrote:
We conclude that the regulations in [49 C.F.R.] part 1136 can be eliminated . . .
[U]nder the ICCTA, with certain exceptions not relevant here, ‘the Board does not
have jurisdiction . . . over mass transportation provided by a local governmental
authority.’ 49 U.S.C. 10501(c)(2). Even as to rail passenger transportation that
might not qualify for that exemption, our regulatory authority is quite limited. The
vast bulk, if not all of such transportation is currently provided by Amtrak, over
which we have no rate regulatory authority. The tariff filing requirements formerly
applicable to rail carriers at former 49 U.S.C. 10761 and 10762 have been repealed,
and the circumstances under which we have authority to determine the
reasonableness of rates are extremely limited.
Removal of Obsolete Regulations Concerning Rail Passenger Fare Increases, STB Docket No.
Ex Parte 624, slip op. at 2-3 (Service Date June 18, 1997) (Final Rule) (emphasis added; footnotes
omitted). The emphasized language suggests that the Board believes that its authority over the
reasonableness of rates, passenger-related or otherwise, is “extremely limited,” but not nonexistent. The Board went on to state: “[f]inally, we see no need to institute a rulemaking
proceeding regarding disclosure of interstate passenger fares. As to any passenger transportation
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not covered by the mass transportation exemption of section 10501(c)(2), we believe that the
pertinent rate disclosure regulations issued at 49 CFR part 1300 would cover required disclosure
of passenger fares.” Id. slip op. at 3 (emphasis added). This passage expressly asserts that the
Board conceived that its regulatory provisions would implicate passenger fares and service in some
circumstances.
While the Board’s statements confirm that it has the authority in limited circumstances to
determine the reasonableness of passenger service and rates, it also suggests that the exercise of
such authority would be exceedingly rare, given the large carve-outs for public transportation
operated by local governmental entities and transfer of most interstate passenger rail service to
Amtrak, which leave as a practical fact almost no passenger rail subject to the Board’s jurisdiction.
Where a common carrier by railroad with no remaining obligation to provide passenger service
offers only freight service and does not otherwise hold itself out as providing passenger service,
the STB’s discussion does not suggest that freight railroads could be subject to demands for
passenger service rates and terms. The story is different here, however, where UP has a remaining,
unextinguished obligation to provide its long-standing commuter rail passenger service.
3. The Rail Passenger Service Act (“RPSA”) Does Not Relieve UP of its
Common Carrier Obligation with Respect to the Long-Standing CNW
Commuter Rail Passenger Service
Before the creation of Amtrak, all railroads had a common carrier obligation for all
passenger service operated on their lines – both long distance (now known as “intercity” service)
and short distance service within major metropolitan areas (now known as “commuter” service).
UP’s predecessor in interest, CNW, provided the commuter rail passenger service on the subject
UP lines that are now the focus of the dispute between UP and Metra. Upon the merger of CNW
and UP, UP as the surviving entity succeeded to CNW’s obligation. See supra Union Pac. Corp.,
ICC Finance Docket No. 32133.
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With the creation of Amtrak by the RPSA, CNW had the option to convey its obligation to
provide long-distance, or intercity, service to Amtrak. Section 401(a), Rail Passenger Service Act
of 1970, Pub. L. 91-518, 84 Stat. 1327, 1334 (October 30, 1970) (“Before May 1, 1971, the
Corporation is authorized to contract and, upon written request therefore from a railroad, shall
tender a contract to relieve the railroad, from and after May 1, 1971, of its entire responsibility for
the provision of intercity rail passenger service”) (emphasis supplied)).
The RPSA, however, did not affect the obligation to provide commuter rail passenger
service. It offered freight railroads only the opportunity to convey their intercity passenger
obligations to Amtrak. The ICC specifically noted in 1972 with respect to CNW that “[w]ith the
inauguration of Amtrak passenger operations on May 1, 1971, CNW no longer carriers [sic]
passengers in intercity service, although its commuter operations in and around Chicago remain
extensive.” North Western Employees—Pur.—Chicago & N.W. Ry. Co., 342 I.C.C. 58, 103 n.1
(1972). CNW could not and did not transfer its obligations to provide commuter rail passenger
service to Amtrak and therefore, the common carrier obligation it held in 1971 with respect to this
service, remains today.
Any common carrier obligation for commuter service that was in effect upon the creation
of Amtrak under the RPSA remained intact after the assumption by Amtrak of the freight railroads’
intercity passenger service obligations unless or until that obligation was discontinued in
accordance with the then-existing law. Likewise, when Congress relieved Consolidated Rail
Corporation (“Conrail”) of the obligation to operate commuter services on the lines it acquired
from the northeast railroads, Northeast Rail Services Act of 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §§ 1133(2), 1137,
95 Stat. 643, 644-647 (1981) (“NERSA”), that statute relieved Conrail, but no other railroads, of
the common carrier obligation to provide commuter service.
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Neither the ICCTA, nor the RPSA, nor NERSA extinguished UP’s common carrier
obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service.

CNW acknowledged in the 1978

Agreement that its common carrier obligation would continue should the public subsidy of the
commuter rail passenger service cease. There is no question that this obligation continues. Neither
CNW nor UP ever sought or received authority to cease this service. UP’s common carrier
obligation for commuter rail passenger service on these three lines, therefore, remains in effect.
4. The STB May Issue an Order Enforcing UP’s Compliance with its Common
Carrier Obligation with Respect to this Commuter Service
The STB may issue an order enforcing UP’s compliance with its common carrier obligation
for this commuter rail passenger service. 49 U.S.C. § 11101 requires a common carrier subject to
the jurisdiction of the STB to provide transportation upon reasonable request. UP has received
such a request from Metra. See EXHIBIT D. The STB has the authority to enforce that obligation
for commuter rail passenger service in this case despite the jurisdictional carve out that prevents
the STB from exercising jurisdiction over certain commuter rail transportation in some
circumstances. See 49 U.S.C. § 10501(c)(2). That exception applies when the service is provided
by a public authority or by a railroad pursuant to a contract with a public authority. If there is no
contract, there is no exception. The statute does not in any way limit the STB’s continuing
jurisdiction over the UP’s never-extinguished common carrier obligation with respect to this
commuter rail passenger service in the absence of a PSA with Metra.
Section 10501(c)(2) states that a local government authority “includes a person or entity
that contracts with the local governmental authority to provide transportation services.” Once
UP’s contract with Metra expires, the commuter rail passenger service is no longer service
provided by a “local government authority,” but is an obligation arising through UP’s longstanding, never-discontinued, never-relinquished, long-standing common carrier obligation and is
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enforceable under 49 U.S.C. § 11101. Ultimately, it is that long-standing obligation that the Board
must enforce in this case. See e.g. Union Pac. R.R. Co., STB Finance Docket No. 35219, slip op.
at 6-7 (granting petition for declaratory order and clarifying that UP has an obligation to provide
rates and service for the transportation of chlorine); and Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, STB
Finance Docket No. 36298, slip op. at 6-7 (granting petition for declaratory order and finding that
Canadian Pacific had a common carrier obligation to provide service on a specified segment of
track). Enforcement of UP’s common carrier obligation in this case is also entirely consistent with
the Rail Transportation Policy’s goal of ensuring the rail transportation system meets the needs of
the public.
III. Conclusion
The facts of the case present the unique scenario in which a Class I freight railroad also has
a long-standing common carrier obligation to provide commuter rail passenger service that is
subject to the jurisdiction of the Board. Despite the substantial alteration of the regulatory
framework for passenger rail, no legislation or STB action relieved UP of the common carrier
obligation it acquired when it purchased CNW in 1995. UP has a long-standing common carrier
obligation to provide commuter passenger rail service on the UP North, UP West, and UP
Northwest lines which the Board must enforce to avoid a transportation crisis in the greater
Chicago area.
The relief Metra requests is limited to the facts of this case and does not require the Board
to set new precedent or broaden the scope of the common carrier obligation. Metra simply seeks
to ensure that Chicago-area commuters can continue to rely on a service they have been subsidizing
for decades, and which UP has a legal obligation to provide.
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Metra respectfully requests the Board issue a Declaratory Order stating that UP has a
common carrier obligation to provide commuter passenger rail service on the subject UP lines, and
the STB has the jurisdiction and the authority to enforce the common carrier obligation.
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I hereby certify that on this 21st day of July 2020, I have caused a copy of the foregoing Verified
Petition of the Commuter Rail Division of the Regional Transportation Authority, d/b/a Metra, for
Declaratory Order to be served upon the following individual via e-mail:
Craig Richardson
Vice President – Law
Union Pacific Railroad
1400 Douglas Street, Stop 1580
Omaha, Nebraska 68179-1580
cvrichar@up.com

______________________
Charles A. Spitulnik
Kaplan Kirsch & Rockwell LLP
1634 I (Eye) Street, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 955-5600
cspitulnik@kaplankirsch.com

Dated: July 21, 2020
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VERIFICATION
I, Charles J. Harrison, Director of Real Estate and Railroad Contracts, verify under penalty of
perjury that I have knowledge of the factual statements made in the foregoing Petition for
Declaratory Order and that such statements are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.
Further, I certify that I am qualified and authorized to file this verification.

Charles J. Harrison
Director, Real Estate and Railroad Contracts
Commuter Rail Division of the Regional Transportation Authority d/b/a Metra
Commuter Rail Division of the Regional Transportation Authority, d/b/a Metra

Sworn to and subscribed before me
thisJOflday ~ , 2020.
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EXHIBIT A

ORDINANCE NO.

78-7

BE IT ORDAINED that:
1.

The proposed Commuter Improvement Grant Agreement

("Agreement") between the Chicago and North Western Transportation
Company and the Regional Transportation Authority ("Authority"),
which is attached to this ordinance, is hereby approved.
2.

The Chairman of the Authority is hereby authorized

and directed on behalf of the Authority to execute and
deliver said Agreement, and the Temporary Secretary is hereby
authorized and directed on behalf of the Authority to attest
said Agreement.
3.

The Chairman of . the Authority is hereby authorized

and directed to take such action as he deems necessary or
appropriate to implement, administer, and enforce said Agreement,
No substantive amendme nt to the Agreement, and no modification of
the list of projects ir. the Agreement shall be approved on behalf
of the Authority, wi thout approval of the Board of Directors of
the lrnth or i ty.

JANUARY 12, 1978

CHICAGO AND •

TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

LAW DEPARTMENT
DlflECT DIAL NUMa•R

(312) 454-6516
January 13, 1978
Regional Transportation Authority
300 North State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610
Gentlemen:
As counsel for the Chicago and North Western Trans r.ortation Company , a Delaware corporation (hereinafter called
1North Westernn),
I am familiar with the Commuter Improvement
Grant Agreement, dated January 13, 1978 (hereinafter called the
"Agreement") between the Regional Transportation Authority
(hereinafter called '''RTA") and North Western setting forth the
tenns of a $17 million grant from the RTA to be used by North
Western to perform rehabilitation projects. I have examined
such corporate and other documents and records and such questions
of law as I have considered necessary or appropriate for the
purposes of this opinion. On the basis of such examination, I
advise you that in my opinion:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

North Weste~n is a corporation duly organized and
existing and in good standing under the laws of
Delaware;
North Western is qualified to transact business
in, ad is in good standing under the laws of,
the State of Illinois;
the execution, delivery and performance of the
Agreement by North Western has been duly
authorized by all requisite corporate action
of North Western;
the Agreement has been duly executed and delivered
by North Western and, assuming due execution and
delivery by RTA, constitutes a valid and binding
obligation of North Western enforceable in accordance
with its terms, subject to limitations as to
enforceability imposed by bankruptcy, insolvency,
reorganizatiop, moratorium or other similar laws
affecting the enforcement of creditor~s rights
generally;
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Regional Transportation Authority
January 13, 1978
Page Two
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

compliance by North Western with the terms and
conditions of the Agreement will not result in a
breach of, or default under, any judgment. decree,
mortgage , indenture or other agreement applicable
to North Western known to me;
to the best of my knowledge and belief, there is
no action, proceeding, litigation or investigation
pendi ng or threatened against North Western before
any court or by or before any governmental authority
whi ch would materially adversely affect the abili t y
of North Western to perform its undertakings set
forth in the Agreementi and
a l l governmental and other approvals required to
permit the performance by North Western of its
obligations under the Agreement have been obtai ned.

MWP: mh

cc:

Hopkins , Sutter, Mulroy,
Davis & Cromartie
One First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60603

COMMUTER IMPROVEMENT GRANT AGREEMENT

This Agreement, entered into this

/J

1')!,,,
day of

January, 1978, by and between the Regional Transportation
Authority ("RTA"}, and the Chicago and. North Western Transportation Company, a Delaw~re corporation, a rail carrier
authorized to provide mass public· transportation within the
State of Illinois ("Railroad").

WHEREAS, RTA and Railroad entered into a Memorandum
of Agreement ( 11 Memorandum" } , dated January 6, 1977, by which
RTA agreed to pay Railroad a $17 million grant to be used by
Railroad to perform rehabilitation projects, payments under
said grant to be made as the work is performed; and

WHEREAS, the Memorandum contains a list of
projects which were to be performed in part with the proceeds from the Grant and RTA and Railroad have now agreed

to modify and supersede che list in the Memorandum; and
WHEREAS, Railroad has agreed to use its best efforts to assist RTA in obtaining Federal and State of Illinois
government f-w1ds for all or a portion of the $17 million
grant.;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual
covenants hereina£ter set forth, this Agreement is made to
impleme nt Part C of said Memorandum of Agreement by providing
financi.a .l assistance to Railroad in the form of a grant
("Grant''), to set forth the terms and conditions upon which
the Grant will be made and to set forth the agreement of
the parties as to the manner in which the work wil.l be
undertaken and completed, and as to the use of facilities
which are improved with the Grant.

ARTICLE I
Designation of the. Grant Projects
and the Amount of the Grant
1.01

The P.rojects.

Railroad agrees to undertake

and completa those items of work which are selected in the
manner hereinafter provided ("Projects"), and to provide for
the use of Project Facilities and equipment in accordance
with this Agreement and all applicable laws.

Two or more

items of. work. may be combined into a single Project.

The

ite!Ils of work are generally described as:
Estimated Cost
as of
Item of Work
L.

Renew rail and turnouts and
replace electro-mechanical

-

2 -

Dece.'llber 15, 1977

interlocking plant with an
all relay interlocking facility at Kedzie

$2,700,000

2.

rnsta.1.1 21.0,000 cross ties

3,922,000

3.

Renew 52.9 track miles of
rail

5,591,000

·· 4.

Ballast. and surface 95 track
miles

' 655,000

5.

Replace 12 Cumn1ins engines

l,200,000

6.

Repairs to bi-level coaches for
improved performance, plus new
480-volt jumper· cables and
receptacles for 248 coaches

2,950,000

$17,018,000

Projects to be performed shall. include item of work Nos.
l, 2, 3 and 4 on the above list, and such· other items of
work from said list as shall. be agreed upon by RTA and
~ailroad.

The selection of other Projects from said list,

and the o .r der of priority for all Projects, shall be mutually
determined by the Chief Operating Officer of RTA and the
Vice President-Ope.rations of Rail.road.

All Projects so

selected shall be completed not later than November 30, 1980
unless, and. to the extent that, Railroad's failure so to
complete any Project is due to failure by RTA promptly to

-

3 -

/

obtain fundinq for such Project.

The quantities of cross

ties, rail. and ballast to be instal.led as· set forth on the
above list represent the totals of such materials to be
installed (which totals may decrease if corresponding costs
increase); and the estimated costs for such items set forth
on the above list represent only that portion of the total.
estimated costs for such materials which is allocable to
Commuter Rail Service in accordance with Exhibit 17-A of the
Service Agreement.

It is agreed that Items of Work numbered

1, 5 and 6 are required only for Commuter Rail Service and
that therefore no part of the cost thereof shall be allocated
to freight or inter-city passenger service.

1.02

Amount of Grant.

(a)

RTA agrees to make a

Grant to pay for Project Costs, as determined upon completion
of the Projects and final audit thereof in accordance with
this Agreement, in an amount up to but not to exceed
$17,000,000

in the aggregate.

Onless the Authority may

otherwise consent pursuant to paragraph (b) of thi s Section
1.02, any excess of such aggragate Project Costs over
$17,000,000 shall be paid by Railroad, provided, however,
that nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to modify or

-

4 -

amend. the Service Agreement dated December 23, 1976.

In the

event that the aggregate Project Costs of the Projects
selected by mutual determination of RTA and Railroad is less

tban $17,000,000, the Chief Operating· Officer of RTA and the
Vice President- Operations of Railroad shall agree upon
alternative rehabilitation Pro.jects for improved rider
comfort and service so that the total amount of the Grant
will equa1 $17,000,000.

RTA shall nor. be l iable under this

Agreement for any amount in excess of $17,000,000, the total
amount of the Grant.

Payments shall- be made in accordance

with Article V hereof.

(b)

In the event that at any time cost increases

or changes in Projects cause Rai.lroad's estimates of the
total Eligible Costs for all Projects to exceed $17,000,000,
Railroad shall L-nmediately notify the Authority.

The

Authority shall, within 20 days after receipt of such
notice, give notice to aailroad setting, forth such restrictions, modi!ications or reductions in scope of one or more
Projects as will reduce Railroad's estimate of El~gible
Costs for all such Projects to $ 1 7,.000,000 or less and/or
(b) give notice to Railroad increasL11g the $17,000,000

-
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limitation on Project Costs to such greater amount as such
notice shall specify, provided, however, that in the event
the Authority's notice reduces the scope of any of Items
of Work Numbers 2, 3 or 4, any reduc.tion in items of Work
Numbers 2,

3 or 4 s.hall unless the parties- otherwise agree,,

be applied pro-rata to each of Items of Work Numbers 2, 3
and 4 in proportion to the estimated cost of each such item
as set forth in Section 1.01, above.
1. 03

UMTA

and IDOT Approval.

The parties agre.e

that RTA may apply to UMTA and IDOT for funds to pay a part
of the cost of each Project to be performed.

No Project for

which such an application has been, or will be, made by RTA
shall be· performed unless the grants for such Project are
first approved by UMTA and IDOT.

If grants have been ap- ·

plied for for a Project, and such applications have been
finally rejected by UMTA or IDOTr RTA shall nevertheless
elect to proce.e d .,.,.ith sufficient Projects in accordance
with this Agreement so that a<;gregate P:::oje.ct Costs of the
Projects under this Agreement satisfy the requirements of·
Section 1.02, provided, however, that the RTA shall. elect so
to proceed with Item of Work Number· 1 before proceeding with
any -other work hereunder.
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ARTICLE II
Definitions
As used in this Agreement, the following terms
shall have the following meaning.s' respectively=
Agreement
this Commuter Improvement Grant
Agreement and all e..4<hibits hereto as from time to
ti.me amended or modified pursuant to the terms
hereof.

Article -- an Article of this Agreement.
Commuter Rail Service
the commuter rail
transportation service provided to the public by
Railroad on a regular and continuing bas.is in the
service area described in the Service Agreement.
Contract -- a contract for a Project entered
into under this Agreement.
Eligible Costs -- expenditures made and costs
incurred by Railroad which meet all the requirements of Section 4.02, below.
Ecruipment Lease -- the Equipment Lease between
the RTA and Railroad, dated December- 13, 1977, and
covering the lease of 264 bi-level coaches and 46
locomotives by Railroad from the RTA.
E'g uipment Purchase Agreement -- the Agreement
between RTA and Railroad, dated as of June 1, 1977,
and covering the purchase of 264 bi-level coaches
and 46 locomotives by RTA from ~ai lroad and executed
on December 13, 1977.
Grantee Prooosal -- a proposal of Railroad
described in Section 7.03.

-
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IDOT -- the Illinois Department of Transportation and any agency, division or administration
thereof.
Project -- the meaning thereof set forth
in Section 1. oi.
Project Cost -- the sum of (i} the Eligible
Costs incurred in performing the· work on the
Projects, including· work done by Railroad, plus
(ii) any labor protecti.on costs RTA is required
to pay pursuant to Article XII, plus (iii) the
cost to RTA of any materials, supplies or equipment furnished to Railroad with respect to the
Project.
Project Facilities -- any facilities, equipment, materials or real property purchased; acquired, constructed, improved, renovated or refurbished as part of the Projects.
Project Funds -- all grant payments received by
Railroad from RTA, pursuant to this Agreement.
Railroad -- Chicago and North Western Transportation Company.
RTA -- Regional Transportation Authority.
Section -- a Section of this Agreement.
Service Agreement
the Purchase of Service
Agreement entered into between RTA and Railroad on
Dec.ember 23, 1976, and any successor agreement
under which RTA purchases Commuter Rail Service
from Railz:oad.
OMTA -- the United States Department of Transportation and any agency, division or administration
thereof.

-
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ARTICLE III.
Contracts

3.01

Project Contracts.

When a Project has been

selected, and its starting ti.me and priority have been
mutually determined, the parties hereto shall execute a
contract ("Contract")

for that Project.

Each Contract shall

conform in all. respects to and be subject to the applicable
provisions of this Agreement, shall contain the provisions
required by applicable governmental rules and re~ulations
and otherwise shall be substantially in the form of Appendix
A hereto attached.

Each Contract for a Project for which

UMTA and/or IDOT has made or is to make funds available

shall also include without limitation the clauses and
provisions required for such a contract by UMTA and/or IDOT,
as the case may be.

Each Contract shall include all pro-

visions required by the Illinois Fair Employment Practices
Act and regulations thereunder.
3.02

General Contract Requirements .

Upon execu-

tion of a Contract, Railroad shall itself or through its
subcontractors, as approved by RTA based upon applicable
state or federal standards, commence, carry on, and complete
the Project with all practicable dispatch, in a sound,

-
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economical. manner,. in accordance with the standards with
regard to materials and workmanship representative of the
rail.road industry, and in accordance with the provi.s·i ons
of the Contract, this Agreement , and all. applicable laws and
guidelines.

Railroad and its subcontractors shall comply

with all applicable provisions of Federal, State and local
laws, regulations and requirements.

Prior to beginning work

or incurring any Eligible Cost for a Project Wlder a Contract, Railroad ~hall submit to RTA all plans, specifications, drawings, subcontracts, Grantee Proposals and
related documents necessary to perform. and complete the
Project, and shall obtain RTA's written approval of them
which approval. shall be promptly (having regard. for any
approvals which may be necessary from tJMTA and IDOT) given
or denied.

3.03

Submission and Retention of Data, Contracts

and Other Documents.

Railroad shall submit to RTA such data,

reports, records, contracts, subcontracts and ctr.er documents relating to each Project as RTA may reasonably require.
Railroad shall retain intact, for three years following each
Project close-out, all Project documents, financial records,
and supporting documents.
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3.04

Changed Conditions Affecting Performance.

Rail.road shall immediately notify the RTA of any change in
conditions or local law, or of any other event, which ::nay
significantly affect its ability to perform any or all of
the Projects in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement or any Contract.
3.05

No RTA Obliaations to Third Parties.

RTA

shall not be lia ble for any obligations or liabilities of
Railroad, its subcontractors or its or their subcontractors
to any person in connection with the performance of the Pro-

.

jects pursuant to the provisions of this Agreement or any
Contract, without the specific written consent of RTA, and
notwithstanding its concurrence in or approval of the award
of any Contract or subcontract or the solicitation thereof.

ARTICLE IV
Accounting Records and Eligible Costs

4.01

Project Account.

Railroac shall establish

and maintain as an integral pert of its current accounting
system, separate accounts for each Proj ect ("Project Account"), the form and content of which shall_ be subject to
approval by RT.~.
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4.02

Eligible Costs.

Expenditures made and costs

incurred by Rail.road under a Contract shall be reimbursable
as Eligible Costs to the extent they meet all of the requirements set forth below.

They must:

1.

be necessary or desirable in order to
accomplish the Project;

2.

be actual net costs to Railroad (i.e.,
·the price paid minus any refunds or
rebates received by Railroad which
have the effect of reducing the cost
actually incurred) including fringe
benefits and direct overhead and
material handling additives in connection with labor and material furnished
by Railroad, and otherwise shall be
calculated in accordance with Appendix
C;

3.

be incurred (and be for work performed)
after the date of tne Contract, unless
specific authorization from RTA to the
contrary is received;·

4.

be satisfactorily documented iu accordance with Section 4.03;

5.

be treated uni£ormly and consistently
under acccunting principles and procedures heretofore used by Railroad, and
those approved or prescribed by Railroad
for its subcontractors;

6.

be properly allocable to Commuter Rail
Service Wlder Exhibit 17-A of the Service Agreement; and
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7.

be incurred pursuant to and in conformity
with subcontracts, Grantee Proposals, plans,
specifications, drawings and related documents approved in advance by RTA.

If it is impractical to determine exact costs of indirect or
service functions, Eligible Costs will include such allowances for these costs as are in accordance with General
Managers' Association of Chicago (GMA) Rules Covering Preparing Joint Facility and other Bills between Carriers as
may be in effect at the time the work is done, or a successor
or comparable publication if the
4.03

GMA

is no longer in existence.

Documentation of Project Costs.

All costs

charged to the Projects, including any approved services
furnished or supplied by Railroad or others, shall be supported by properly prepared, maintained or execu-ced payrolls, time records, invoices, c~ntracts, purchase orders,
support.:.ng documents, or vouchers evidencing in detail the
nature and propriety of the charges.
4.04

Checks, Orders and Vouchers.

Any check or

order drawn by Railroad with respect to any ita~ which is
chargeable agai.:ist a Project Account will be drawn only in
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accordance with a properly signed v ouch er then on file in
the· office of Railroad stating in proper detail the purpose
for which such check or order is drawn.

All checks, pay-

rolls, invoices, contrac:ts, vouchers, orders, and other
accounting documents (or true copies thereof) pertaining in
whole or in part to the Projects, shall be clearly identified,
readily accessible, and, to the extent feasible, kept separate
and apart from all other similar documents not relating to
the Projects.

4.0S

Audit and Inspection of Records.

Railroad

shall at all times during normal business hours, before,
during and after the performance of the Projects, permit the
authorized representatives of RTA, UMTA, IDOT, and the
Comptroller General of the United States,

(a) to inspect and

audit all data and records of Rai~road relacing to its
performance of the ?rejects,

(b)

to have access to all sites

of construction or fabrication, and (c) to inspect all work
performed under this Agreement or any Contract.

Railroad

shall furnish to RTA monthly, wich its requisitions for
payment, progress reports and detailed billings containing
such information as RTA, OMTA or !DOT may reasonably request.
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ARTICLE V
Requisitions and Payments

5.0l

Payments .

(a)

Under a Contract, Railroad

may make monthly requests for payment from RTA of preliminary
El,.igible Costs of the Project, and RTA shall honor such
requests in the manner set forth in this Article.

In order

to receive RTA Grant payments, Railroad shall:
l.

complete, execute and submit to RTA payment requisition form s approved by RTA;

2.

submit t~ RTA an explanation of the purposes for which costs have been incurred
to da.te; and

3.

have submitted all financial and progress
reports currently required by this Agreement.

I

(b)

Upon receipt of the payment requisition form

and the accompanying information in satisfactorf form on or
before the 15th day of a month, RTA shall process the requisition and RT...~ shall then reimburse preliminary Eli~ible
Costs incurred by Railroad. on or before the last day of the
month in which such paymen~ r2quisi~ion =orm was r~ceived
by it.
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(c)

Not later than 60 days prior to the first

day of each month for which Rail.road plans to submit a payment requisition under paragraph (b) of this Section, Railroad shall provide the Authority with a preliminary invoice
for such month showing tbe Eligible Costs for which Rail.road
estimates it will request payment for such month under paragraph (b) of this Section.

(d)

Reimbursament of any cost item pursuant to

this Section 5.01 shall not constitute a . final determination
by RTA that such cost item is an actual Eligible Cost and
shall not constitute a waiver of any violation of the terms
of this Agreement or a Contract committed by Railroad.

The

RTA will make a final determination as to whether each cost
item is an actual Eligible _Cost only after .a final audit of
the Project has been conducted as prov..:.ded in Section 5 . 02.

5.02

Project Settlement and Close-Out.

Within

six (6) months after receipt of notice of successful completion of such of the Projects the aggregate 9reliminary
Eligible Costs and other Project Costs of which equal or
exceed $17,000,000, or the termination of this Agreement,
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RTA shall perform a final audit of such Projects to d.e termine
the actual Eligible Costs incurred, and shall pay to Railroad
all remaining unpaid actual Eligible Costs: provided that
the aggregate of all Project Costs and all payments to
Railroad by RTA under this Agreement and all Contracts shall

....
'

never exceed $17,000,000.

If the final audit of any Projec~

indicates that RTA has made payments to Railroad which,
together with other Project Costs, exceed $17,000,000,

(by

reaso,n of having reimbursed Railroad for costs finally determined not to have been actual Eligible Costs O!: for any
other reason ) , then Railroad shall promptly remit such
excess to RTA.

The Project close-out shall occur when RTA

notifies Railroad of the results of the final audi t of such
Project and forwards the final Grant payment or, in the case
of an excess payment by RTA, when any required refund of
Grant fu~ds has been received from Railroad by ~TA.

Close-

out shall be subject to any continuing obligations imposed
on Railroad or incurred by RTA under this Agreement or a
Contract.

5.03

Simultaneous Pe~formance.

In the ca se of

each Project the cost of which is allocated between Railroad
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and the Authority on the basis of relative usage _for Commuter
Rail Service, freight and inter-city passenser service, Rail-

road agrees that i t will pay for or perform the portion of
such Project for which it is re.sponsible simultaneously with

performance of, and the Authority's payment for, the portion
.

.

of such Project for which the Authority is responsible.

ARTICLE VI
Continued Ose in Commutar Rail Service
and Use of the Project Facilities

6.01.

Applicability of This Article.

This Article

applies only to the Kedzie In.terlocker, the ties, rail and
ballast used to rehabilitate any track and any other property

or mate.rials permanently installed on Railroad's right-ofway as part of a Pro·j ect.
6.02

Continuance of Servi ce.

During the period

of use of the Project Facilities (as set forth in Section
6.03), Railroad shall provide Cormnuter Rail Service over or

upon the Project Facilities in accordance with the ter:r..s of

the Service Agreement.

In the event no Service Agreement is

in effect, Railroad shall provide Commuter ~ail Service
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over or upon the Project Facilities in · accordance with its
common ca...-riex obligations.

Reduction or termination of

such service may be made only upon compliance with all
applicable statutory and regulatory provisions.
shall. give written notice

to

Railroad

RTA of any such service reduc.-

tion or: termina-ti,o n no later than the earlie.r of (a) 30 days
prior to any such service reduction or termination or (b)
the filing of a request for such termination or reduction
with the appropriate regulatory agency.
6.03

Use of Project Facilities. · Railroad agrees

that the Project Facilities. wi;J.l continue to be used for the
period of the useful life of such facilities for the provision of Commuter Rail Service (certain track will be used
for both Commuter Rai_ Service and freight serv.:.ce) within
R:ilroad's service area within the State of Illinois substantially as described in the Service Agreement i..:nless such
continued use (i) is changed pursuant to the terms of said
Service Agreement, or (ii) if the Service Agreement is no
longer in effect, is changed pur suant to Section 6.02.

For

the purpose of this Agreement, the useful life of the Project Facilities or the improvement, renovation or refurbiah-
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I

ment o.f such facil.ities shall. be deemed to be the later of
twenty (20} years from· the time a Project is ~ompleted or
such ti.me when the continued use of such facilities in Railroad's Commute.r Rail Service is no longer compatible with

the·: ..overall level of Railroad's Commuter Rail . Service (ex-

cept that the useful life of frogs and swi tchpo·ints shall be
deemed to be 10 years).

If any Project Facil~ties are

not used in a manner consistent with, or _are withdrawn
from, such Conunuter Rail Service at the initiative of
Railroad, Railroad shall immediately notify RTA, and Railroad shall pay to RTA the greater of (i)

the salvage value

(less expense of removal) of such portion of the Project
Facilities so withdrawn as were paid for or provided by RTA
pursuant to this Agreement, or (ii) the amount of the original Grant paid by RTA attributable to such Project Facilities, reduced by 5% of such amount for each year s ich P=oject

Facilities were used in Commuter Rail. Service pursuant to
this Agreement (except reduced by 10% for each such year of
such use in the case of frogs and switchpoints).
standing t.he foregoing I

Notwith-

howe 1 rer, in the event that Railroad

ceases to use such Project Facilities for the provision of
Commuter Rail. Service at ~he specific request or direction

-
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of the RTA, except. as otherwise provided in a Service Agreement,
Railroad may instead elect, L~ complete discharge of its obligations to the RTA with respect to such Project Facilities no
longer used, either to pay to the RTA the net salvage value at
the ti.me. so removed from such service of the portion of -such
Project ' Facilities paid for by the Grant, or to make such portion
of such Project Facilities available to the RTA to remove at its
cost and expense, provided, however, that. t..r1e RTA shall have no
obligation to remove such portion of such Project Facilities.
Railroad shall submit to RTA upon reasonable request such information as is required in order to assure compliance with this
Section and shall immediately notify RTA in al~ cases where
Project Facilities are used in a manner substantially inconsistent
with this Article.

In the event chat Project Facilities newly

constructed or substantially rehab.:.litated by Project Funds are
damaged or destroyed during t~e period of required use, Railroad
agrees to promptly restore or reconst-ruct such facilities to the
levei of utility existing prior to such damage or destri~ction.
~ailroad shall, during the period of required use, maintain t~e
rehabilitated track as. required by the Service Agreement.
If no Service Agree!Ilent is in effect, Rai_road shall maintai~
said track in reasonable condition and repair for use in pro-
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viding Commuter Rail Service of the same ov·erall level as
was required under the last preceding Service Agreement as

in. effect at the time such Service Agreement terminated.

ARTICLE VII

Material Procurement and Awarding of Contracts

7.01

Procurement Procedures.

(a) Except as other-

wise specifically approved in advance by RTA in accordance
with Sections 7.02 or 7.03, competitive bidding procedures
shall be followed with respect to the hiring of independent
contractors and the purchasing of materials or equipment
when the contract price or cost of such materials or equipment exceeds $5,000.

The total. amount of a specific service,

equipment or material needed for a Project shall be included
for purposes of determining the applicability of this competitive bidding requirement and the $5,000 standard.
Notwithstanding the foregoing and notwiths tanding Sections

7.02 and 7.03, Railroad will follow such bid solicitation or
competitive bidding procedures as RTA may be required by
UMTA or IDOT to impose in any particular case.

(b) When competitive bidding procedures are re-
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quired, Railroad shall give full opportunity for free, open
and competitive bidding for each contract to be let by Railroad.

Rail.road shall give such publicity in its advertise-

ments or calls for bids for each such contract as will provide· adequate competition and Railroad may s,u bmit its own
bid.

The award of each such contract shall be made by Rail-

road as soon as practicable to the lowest responsible bidder

except as otherwise specifically approved in writi~g by RTA.
All competitive bidding shall be conducted in accordance

with the procedures for pre-bid approval, post-bid approval
and post-award requirements set. forth in Appendix D.
Profession.a l and Consulting Services Con-

7. 02

tracts Without Competit ive Bidding.

Subject to Section 4.02

and this Article VII, contracts for professional or consulting services may be negotiated without first seeking competitive bids.

Ea.ch such contract shall state t.he maximum

compensation or reimbursement that may be paid Wlder the
terms of the contract.
RTA for approva

The following shall be submitted to

prior to the execution of a thi =d party

contract negotiated pursuant to this Section:

1.

a list of all, and not less than three,
consultants considered;
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I

2.

a summary of proposals, if any, from each
consultant, or if there are no such proposals, an . explanation of- why there are
none;

3.

an analysis of the proposals giving reasons
for final selection of the consultant
select.ed (including a statement showing
the adequacy of the consultant's qualifications for the services to be performed);

4.

an analysis of the method of payment including the· reasonableness of the compensation;
and

5.

a copy of the proposed contract:

After RTA approval of- the above, and upon contract execution, Railroad ·shall promptly submit to RTA on,e copy of the
executed contract.

No change or modification requiring

additional funds shall be made to any contract and no work
shall be. commenced and no costs or obligations incurred in
consequence of such change or modification without the prior
written approval of RTA.
7.03

Grantee Proposals.

If Railroad, in connec-

tion with any Project, in go.a d faith believes i t to be more
efficient and economical for Railroad itself to furnish
labor, engineeri..:1.g or design ser......-ices ,. materials or supplies
or any other services or products, in lieu of obtaining the
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same pursuant to contracts with third parties, Railroad shall

furnish to RTA for its prior wr~tten approval a proposal
(herein referred to as a "Grantee Proposal") before performing or furnishing any such labor, services, materials or
supplies.

Each such Grantee Proposal shall set forth:
list of all third parties considered by
Railroad as a possible source of such labor,
services, materials or supplies;

l.

A

2.

A swnmary of all proposals, if any, obtained

from such third parties, or if no such
proposals were sought, an explanation of
Railroad's failure to seek the same;
3.

An explanation and analysis of Railroad's
Grantee Proposal, explaining in detail
the reasons why Railroad believes that it
will be able to furnish such labor, services, materials or supplies more efficiently and economically than any thirc.
party;

4.

An analysis of the method of payment to

Railroad for such labor, servi.ces, materials or supplies and the reasonableness
of the amount thereof;
5.

statement of Railro,ad' s actual cost for
any such materials or 'supplies; and

6.

statement of the maximum amount which
RTA may be called upon to pay (as a
Grant payment hereunder ) to Railroad
for such labor, services, materials or
sup plies.

A

A
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If Such Grantee Proposal is approved in writing by RTA, Railroad may proceed to pe.r form or furnish such labor, services,
materials or supplies in accordance with such Grantee Proposal, but no change or modification in such Grantee Proposal
shall be made and no additional work shall be performed and
no additional costs or obligations shall be incurred in consequence of such change or modification without the prior
written approval of RTA.

7.04

Materials Furnished in Kind.

Anything tc

th.e contrary in this Agreement notwithstanding, the RTA may
elect to furnish in kind equipment, materials; supplies, or
products required by Railroad for a Project, provided, however that suc.h equipment, materials, supplies or products at
a minimum comply with applicable American Railway Engineers
Association or Associat ion of American Railrqads engineering
standards and are compatible with Railroad's existing plant
and equipment at the time so furnished.

ARTICLE VIII
Termination and Remedies

8. 01.

RTA' s Right of Termination.

-
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RTA shall have

the right to terminate this Agreement if Railroad (i) shall
be in substantial default in the observanc~ or performance
of any of the covenants, conditions or agreements on the
part of Railroad contained herein or in a _ Contract, or (ii)
shall have used any Project Funds for any purpose other than
as

authorized by this Agreement or by RTA in writing, or

(iii) has made any material misrepresentation or omission in
this Agreement or any document furnished pursuant to this
Agreement (each of which events is hereinafter called an
''Event of Default") , and Railroad fails to cure said Event
of Default or· the consequences of such misrepresentation or
omission within sixty days after receiv:ng notice in writing
thereof from RTA.

In the event Railroad is not able to cure

said Event of Default, but said Event of Default relates to
only one or more of the Projects, but not all of the Projects,
RTA

shall not terminate, except as to the Project or Projects

to which the default relates, and Section 8.02 shall not
apply to those Projects to which t.~e Event of Default does
not apply; Provided, however, that the total amount of the
Grant, and of RTA's liability under this Agreement, shall be
reduced by the estimated cost of such P=oject or Projects
to which the Event ~f Default does relate.
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8.02. RTA's Remedies.

In the event any Event of

Default by Railroad as described in Section 8.01 has occurred,
and has not been cured by Railroad, RTA shall have the following
remedies.

RTA may, in addition · to any other remedies avail-

able to RTA under this Agreement or by law,

(i) withhold or

delay payment of any and all payment. requisitions submitted
by Railroad, or any portion thereof, with respect to the

Project or Proj ects to which the default relates, and ( ii )
if payment or payments have already been made, demand and be
entitled to receive back from Railroad such payment or payments or any portion thereof with respect to the Project or
Projects to which the default relates, provided·, however,
that any such payments shall be reduced by 5% of the Eligible
Cost of such Project (except 10% in the case of frogs and
switc h points) for each year such Project was used in Commuter Rail Service pursuant to t h~ s Agreement.

8.03

Railroad's Remedies.

In the event under a

Contract Railroad does not receive Project payments within
thirty days a£ter all of the documentation of preliminary
Eligible Costs required by Article V, Section 5.01 h as been
submitted to RTA, RTA shall incur the addi tional obligation
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to pay an amount equal to two percentage points over the
prime rate charged per annwn by The First National Bank of
Chicago on 90-day loans to substantial and responsible
commercial borrowers of the highest credit standing in
effect from time to time (or the maximum lawful rate,
whichever is less) on such overdue Project payments for the
period of time during which they are overdue.

ARTICLE IX

Representations and Warranties
of Railroad and Ooinion of Counsel
9. Ol

Railroad.' s Warranties with Regard to Materials,

Workmanship and Permits.

Rai.lroad warrants to RTA that all

materials, supplies, equipment and products furnished under
each Contract will be new unless otherwise specified, and
that all work will be of good quality, free from faults and
defects and in conformance with this Agreement.

Railroad

warrants· tha t Railroad has or will obtain all licenses,
permits or other authorizations required to meet the obligations assumed hereu..TJ.der and under any Contract.
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9. 02

Railroad's Representati~:ms.

Railroad hereby

represents and warrants to RTA as follows:

1.

Railroad is a corporation (i) duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under
the laws of its state of incorporation, and
(ii) duly qualified to do business and in
good standing in the State of Illinois.

2.

The executi.o n, delivery and. performance. of
this Agreement by Railroad has been duly
authorized by all requisite corporate action
of Railroad.

3.

No consent to or approval of t.L11e transactions
contemplated hereby by Railroad's stockholders

is required by law.

4.

Neither the execution or the delivery of this
Agreement, nor the fu~fillment of or compliance with the terms hereof by Railroad, will
conflict with or result in a breach of the
terms, conditions or provisions of, or constitute a defa.u lt under, the Certific.ate of
Incorporation or By-Laws of Railroad or any
judgment, decree, mortgage, indenture, agreement or instrument which is or may become
applicable to Railroad.

5.

All government and other approvals required
to permit t.111.e. performance by Railroad of its
obligations under this Agreement have been
obtained or will be obtained.

6.

There are no actions, suits or proceedings
of any kind pending or, to the knowledge of
Railroad threatened against or affec.ting
Railroad before any court, administrative
agency or other body which would materially
and adversely affect the performance of
Railroad's obligations under this Agreement.

-
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7.

Railroad is not included on the tJ.S. Comptroller General's Consolidated List of Persons or Firms Currently Debarred for
Violations of Various Public Contracts
Incorporating Labor Standards Provisions.

9.03

Opinion of Counsel.

When this Agreement is

executed by Railroad,. Railroad will furnish RTA with an ..
opinion of Railroad's counsel, dated the date on which this
Agreement is executed by Railroad and to the effect that
(i) Railroad is a corporation duly organized and existing
and in good standing under the laws of its jurisdiction of
incorporation;

( ii) Railroad is qualified to transact

business in, and is in good standing under the laws of, the
State of Illinois;

(iii } the execution, delivery and per-

formance of this Agreement by Railroad has been duly authorized by all requisite corporate action of Railroad;

(iv)

this Agreement has been duly executed and de l ivered by
Railroad and, assuming due execution and delivery by RTA,
constitutes a valid and binding obligation of Railroad
en£orceable in accordance with its terms;

(v) compliance by

Railroad with the terms and conditions of chis Agreement
will not result in a breach of, or default under, any
judgment, decree, mortgage, indenture or other agreement
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applicabl.e to Railroad known to such counsel.;

(vi) to the

best of the knowledge and belief of such counsel, there is
no action, 9roceeding, litigation or investigation pending
or threatened against Railroad before any court or by or

before any governmental au:thority which would materially
adversely a£fect the ability of Railroad to perform its
undertakings set forth in. this Agreement; and (vii) all
governraental and other approvals required to permit the
performance by Railroad of its obligations under this
Agreement have been obtained or, if not, such opinion shall
specify all such approvals which Railroad must obtain in
order to perform Railroad's obligations under this Agreement.
9.04

RTA's Representations.

RTA hereby repre-

sents and warrants to Rai lroad as fol l ows;
1.

RTA is a municip.al corporation duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under
the Constitution and laws of the State of
Illinois and has the power and authority to
execute this Agreement and to perform its
obligat:.ions hereunder.

2.

The execution, delivery and performance of
this Agreement by RTA has been duly authorized
by all requisite action of RTA and of any
other authority, or such authorization wi_l be
promptly sought-
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3.

This Agreement has been duly executed and
delivered by RTA and constitutes a valid
and binding obligation of RTA enforceable
in accordance with its terms.

4.

Neither the execution or the delivery · of
this Agreement, nor the fulfil.lment of or
compliance with the terms hereof, by RTA,
will violate or conflict with the Constitution. or laws of the State of Illinois
or a:ny-. subdivision thereof, or conflict
wit.t'l o'r result in a breach of the terms,
conditions or provisions of, or constitute
a default under any judgment, decree, agreement or instrument which is applicable to
the RTA.

5.

All government and other approvals requi red
to permit t.~e performance by RTA of its
obligations under this Agreement (except for
differences between grant applications of
RTA to UMTA or IDOT and the estimated costs
set forth in Section 1.01 hereof) have been
obtained or will have been obtained prior to
the required date of payment of Project Funds
to Rail=oad.

6.

There are no actions, suits or proceedings of
any kind pending or, to the knowledge of RTA
threatened against or affecting RTA before any
court, administrative agency or o ther body
which could materially and adversely affect
the performance of RTA's obligations under
this Agreement, except for the matters
described in a letter of even date herewith from RTA's counsel to Railroad.

ARTICLE X
Government Grants

Railroad will use its best efforts to assist RTA
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in obtaining a grant or grants of funds from UMTA and IDOT
in an aggregate amount equal to all or a portion of the
total Grant herein provided for·.

Railroad agrees to amend

this Agreement, to enter into additional agreements, and to

.take all action which may be required by the governmental
authority or authorities proposing to make any such grant or
grants and as directed by RTA (or to the extent necessary to
facilitate any reasonable alternative financing arrangement
proposed by RTA) , provided that such amendment, agreement or
action is without additional cost to Railroad and that RTA
shall indemnify Railroad and hold it harmless from any and
all losses, additional costs and obligations of whatever
kind or nature (including, but not limited to, the additional cost of labor protection) then or thereafter arising
from or related to any such amendment, agreement or action
taken by Railroad as directed by the RTA, and provided further
that, unless Railroad shall have first consented thereto in
writing, Railroad shall have no obligation to take any action
materially modifying the manner and time it receives payments of the Project Funds from RTA hereunder.

Such amend-

ments, agreements and actions may relate to, but are not

-
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limited to: additional or different . audits and. access to
records and informati.o n, and inspections, by RTA, UMTA,
IDOT, EEOC ' or the .Illinois FEPC.

ARTICLE XI
Equal. Employment Opportunity and
Fair Employment Practices

11.01

Compliance with Act.

Railroad agrees that

i t will, with respect to its obligations hereunder and under
each Contract, comply with the provisions of Title VI ofthe United States Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88--352, 78
Stat. 253, 42

u.s.c.

.

2000e. e t ~ · ) , as the same· may be

amended, and with the Illinois Fair Employment Practices
Act (Ill. Rev .. Stat.

(1973), Ch .. 48, §§851-867), as the same

!nay be amended, and with regulations promulgated. thereunder,
and Railroad shall require all of its subcontractors and
suppliers to so comply during the period. they are performing
services. or providing: supplies pursuant to this Agreement or

a Contract.
11.. OZ

A£f·irmative Action Program.

Before the

date this Agreement becomes· binding upon the RTA and Railroad,
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Railroad shall have filed with the Fair Employment Practices
Commission and RTA. an affirmative action program for employment with respect to its employees performing any work
hereunder or under any Contract.

Such program shall insure

that applicants ~re empl'?yed, and that employees are treated
during employment., without regard to their race, reli.gion,

sex, national origin, or ancestry , and such affirmativ e
action program will include provisions re~ating to h iring,
upgrading, demotion, transfer, recruitment, recruitment
advertising, selection for training and rates of pay or
other forms of compensation.

Railroad hereby agrees that

throughout the period of u se of the Pro j ect Facilities
defined in Article VI)

(as

it will f ully comply with such pro-

gram and shall provide RTA with all information reasonably
requested by it pursuant to the requirements of Section 4
and 4A of the Illinois Fai r
Rev. Stat.
amended.

Emp l oyment Practi ce s Act (Ill .

( 1973) , Ch. 48, §§854-854A), as the same may be
No discrimination in any employment by Railroad

s h a l l be made in any term or aspect o f employment because of
race, religion, national origin, sex. or political

reasons or

factors , and Railroad shal l require all of i ts subcontractors
and suppliers to comply wi-:.h tnis Ar~icle.

-
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ll.03

Chicago Plan.

No construction contract or

subcontract shall be let by the RTA or Railroad, or by
contractors or subcontra.ctors of either of them, unless
such contract or subcontract c.o rnplies in all respects to the
extent requiied bY. law or by UMTA with the ''Chicago Plan" as
set forth in volume 41 of Code of Federal Regulations, Part
60-11 (1977), except that §60-11.23(2) thereof shall be
deemed to be corrected to change the acceptable minimums
with respect to operating engineers to: calendar year 1974,
8.3-10.1%; 1975, 10.2-11.9%; 1976, 12 .0-13.8%; 1977, 13 . 9-15.6%;
and 1978, 15.7% and above.

ARTICLE XII
Labor Protection
12.01
(a)

Labor Protection and Labor Protection Costs.

Pursuant to Sections 2.15 and 2.16 of the Regional

Transportation Authority Act ("Act" ), RTA agrees that it
will have financial responsibility for, and that Rai_road
will have no· financial responsibility for, the fair and
equitable protection of employees of Railroad who are adversely affected by action(s) initiated by or taken at the
direction of RTA pursuant to this Agreement in the event
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such action(s) of RTA cause claims which are allowed under
the terms of existing agreements covering employees of
Railroad negotiated pursuant to Section 13(c) of the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1969, as amended [49 U.S.C.
§1609(c)l and/or Section 405(b) of the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970, as amended (45

u.s.c~

§565(b}] or any

existing agreement covering employees of Railroad or agreement required to be entered into pursuant to said existing
agreement.

RTA will pay all claims allowed pursuant to said

labor protection agreements under the aforementioned circumstances, but all other costs and obligations arising from
the terms of s~id labor protection agreements shall be borne
by and be the exclusive obligation of Railroad.

Nothing in

this paragraph shall be construed to limit RTA's other
duties, obligations or financial responsibilities under
Sections 2.15 or 2.16 of the Act.

(b)

Railroad will1 pursuant to Section 2.16(b) of

the Act, either on behalf of or jointly with RTA, negotiate
with the accredited raprasentatives of the employees of
Railroad authorized to act_ for them, such labor protective
arrangements as are requi=ed by the Act in the event existing agreement(s) are not or cannot be utilized pursuant to
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paragraph 12.0l(a) hereof.

Said labor protection agreements

shall cover employees of Railroad who may be adversely affec.ted by acti.ons of

RT..~

specified in paragraph 12. 01 (ai.

RTA

and Railroad shall have the same financial responsibilities
as provided in paragraph 12.0l(a). Nothing in this paragraph
shall be construed to limit RTA's other duties, obligations
or financial responsibilities under Section 2.15 or 2.16 of
the Act.

Railroad shall, to the fullest extent feasible,

cooperate with RTA in the administration and implementation
of any labor protection agreement arising from the applica-

tion of this Article.

Reasonable additional costs of admin-

istration and implementation shall be compensated by RTA.
Railroad further agrees that, pursuant to Section 2.16(b} of
the Act, if agreement cannot be reached on the terms of such
protective arrangement, any party may submit any mattar in
dispute to arbitration.

In such arbitration, each party

shall have the right to select one nonvoting arbitratio~
board member.

An impartial arbitrator will be selected by

the American Arbitration Association a-11d appointed from a
current listing of the membership of the National Acade.rny of
Arbitrators, upon request of any party.

Unless otherwise

specified by the parties, the following procedure in interest arbitration shall be followed:
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The party requesting arbitration shall. name its
arbitrator at the time · the request for arbitration is made. Within five working- days after
receipt of: such request, the other party shall
name. its arbitrator. Within seven working days
thereafter, the two arbitrators or their representatives shall. meet to select the. impartial
chairman of the .Board of Arbitration. Should the
two arbitrators be unable to agree upon the appointment of a tb.ird arbitrator within ten working days
after the second of the arbitrators was name:d,
then either party to the arbitration may · request
the American Arbitration Association to furnish a
list of five arbitrators who are currently available to serve from which the third member shall
be selected to serve as Chairman. The , list requested shall be composed of arbitrators who are
experienced in interest arbitration. Within
seven days after the receipt of the list,
the arbitrator shall be selected from the panel
by each party alternately striking a na.'llte until
only one· name remains. The order of striking
shall be determined_ by the toss of a. coin.

The impartial arbitrator's decision shall be final and
binding on all parties.

Each party shall pay an equal share

of the impartial arbitrator's fees and expenses.

(c)

In the event an adversely affected ,e mployee

of Railroad makes a. claim and elects to take protection more
favorable or other than any allowed under any existing
agreement made or. entered into pursuant to paragraphs 12.0l(a)
and 12. 01.(b) hereof, and pursuant to an agreement he.reafter
entered into by Rail.road without RTA's participation or

-
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approval which agreement or claim doe s not arise from
action(s) initiated by or taken at the direction of RTA, RTA
shall have no financial responsibility for said claim.

(d)

In the event an employee of Railroad who is

adversely affected by action(s} initiated .by or taken at the
direction of RTA makes a claim and elects to take protect.ion
more favorable or other than any allowed under any existing
agreement made or entered into pursuant to paragraphs·
12.0l(a) and 12 .0l(b) hereof, and pursuant to an agreement
hereafter entered into by Railroad without RTA 1 s partic~pation or approval which agree.rnent did not arise from action (s)
initiated by or taken at the direction of RTA, then RTA will
have financial responsib ility for such portion of the fair
and equitable protection of employees as RTA. would have paid
under existinq agreements made and entered into pursuant to
paragraphs 12.0l (a) and 12.0l(b) hereof.

12.02

Arbitration Costs.

In any arbitration

arising from labor pro tection agreements specified in paragraphs 12.0l(a) and 12.0l(b) interpreting and/ or applying
terms and conditions specified therein, or in an arbitration
to determine terms and conditions to be contained in such

-
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agreements pursuant to Section 2 .. 16 (b ) of the Act, the costs
of Railroad shall be divided equally between RTA and Railroad.
12.03

Labor Law Compliance.

Railroad will, with

respect to Railroad's obligations hereunder, comply with all
applicable requiremen_t s: of Federal and State labor laws,
including, without l imitation, laws relating to mi:c.imum
wages, limitations upon employment of minors, minimum fa i r

wage standards for minors, and payment of wages due employees
and regulations established according to law to protect the
health and safety of employees.
12.04

Non-Interference with Labor Aa reements.

Nothing in this Agreement shall be applied or construed to
authorize or require conduct which violates any of Railroad's
labor agreements or, except to the extent Railroad is reimbursed therefor, which requires payment by Rail roac of any
penalty or payment purs:uant to such agreements; provided,
however, that Railroad will not directly or indirectly propose any new provision or change in any existing provision,
in such agreements which would, as compared wi th such agreements in e ffec.t. on June 30, 1975, increase any prohib.:tion
against conduct that may be undertaken or required by RTA
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pursuant to this· Agreement.

If RTA proposes a procedure to

be followed, or insists that outside contractors be used,
implementation of which would violate any of Railroad's labor
agreements, Railroad will use good faith efforts in informal.
negotiations (but without any obligation to institute· procedures under Section VI of the Railway Labor Act) ~o obtain a
modification or waiver of the applicable provisions of such
agreements to permit such change to be implemented in accordance with this Section.

ARTICLE XIII
Miscellaneous Provisions

13.01.

Permitted Performance Variations.

The

failure of Railroad. to per.form, in whole or in part, any of
the obligations of Railroad under this Agreement or any Contract, by reason of the occurrence of fire, flood, explosion, disaster, strike or labor work stoppage, materials
unavailability or any other cause beyond the reasonable
control. of Railroad (herein callee. a "Force Maj eure Occurrence") shall. be excused for all. purposes (including times
of perf·ormance) , provided that Railroad (i) shall promptly
begin work when the materials become available and promptly

-
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undertake and complete the repair, restoration, or replacement of any property which is necessary for the performance
of· the Railroad's obligations hereunder, and which is damaged or destroyed as a result of a Force Majeure Occurrence;
and ( ii.) in any event shall resume normal performance of
Rail.road's · obl.igations hereunder, as soon. as reasonably
possible following the cessation of, or the completion of
repairs, restoration or replacement made necessary by, a
Force Majew:e Occurrence.
13.02

Third Parties.

This Agreement is not

intended to and shall not be construed or applied to create
any rights in any person or entity not a party hereto.
13~03

Successors and Assigns.

This Agreement

shall bind and inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of Railroad and RTA.

Any suc:::esso::: to

Railroad's rights under this Agreement (except a successor
resulting from a merger, consolidation, or sale or lease of
all or substantially all of Railroad's railroad assets approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission) must be approved by RTA and any successor will be required to accede
to all of the terms, conditions and requirements of this
Agreement as a condition precedent to such succession.

-
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13. 04

Governing Law.

This Agreeme.nt shall be

gover:ned by the laws of the State of Illinois •.
13. 05

Headings.

The· headings of this Agreement

are for convenience and referen.ce only and in no way define,
limit or describe the scope or intent of this Agreement.

13.06'

Amendments.

No modification, addition or

amendment to this Agreement shall be effective unless and
until such modification,. addition or amendment shall be

reduced. to a writinq executed by the authorized officers or
agents of each party.
13.07

Notices.

Except as otherr11ise specified in

this Agreement, all requests, notic:es, demands, authorizations, directions, consents or waivers or- other documents
required or permitted under this Agreement shall be in
writing and shall. be delive=ed in person to, or deposited
postage prepaid in the registered or certified mails of the
United. States ad.dressed to ~rA at:
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
P •.o. Box 3858
Chicago, Illinois 60654

Attn:

Director of Transportation
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I

I

or to Railroad at:

CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
400 West Madison Street
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Attn: Director of Commuter Services
~

or at such other address as either party may at any time or
from time to time designate for itself in writing.

Each

such request, notice, demand, authorization, direction,
consent, waiver or other document shall be deemed to be
delivered to a party when received at· its address set forth
or designated as above provided.
RTA shal.l be provided to:
Sutter, Mulroy, Davis

&

Chicago, Illinois. 60603.
shall be provided to its

A copy of each notice to

Jeremiah Marsh, Esq., Hopkins,

Cromartie, One First National Plaza,
A copy of each Notice to Railroad

v:..ce

President-Law acdressed to

Railroad, as shown above, Attention: Vice President -Law.

13.08

Conflict of Interest.

Railroad warrants and

represents that it has not paid and agrees not to pay any
bonus, commission, fee or gratuity to any emp_oyee or offi cial of RTA for the purpose of obtaining this Agreem.ent.

In

addition to the obligations imposed by Section 3 of "An _z\ct
to Prevent Fraudulent and Corrupt Practices in the Making or
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Accepting of Official Appointments and Contracts by Public
Officers, 11 approved April. 9, 1972, as amended (Ill. Rev.
Stat. ch. 102,. ,13}, no officer, director, employee or professional consultant or advisor of or to RTA shall be admitted. by Railroad to any financial share of this Agreement or
to any financial benefit arising therefrom.

RTA .warrants

and represents that neither i t nor any officer, director, or
employee of' RTA, nor (to RTA's knowledge or belief) any
professional consultant or advisor of or to RTA has done any
act or omission which is in violation of the Act identified
in the preceding paragraph and which is in any way related
to this Agreement.

13 .. 0~

Prohibited Interests.

No member or dele-

gate- to the Congress· of- the United. States, and no member of.
the Illinois General Assembly, shall be admitted to any
share or part of this Agreement or any Contract or to any
benefit arising therefrom~

13.10

Severability .

The parties agree that if

any provision of this Agreement is held invalid for any
reason whatsoever, the remaining provisions shall not be
affected thereby if such rer.iainder would then continue to

-
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conform to the purpo ses, terms and requirements of this
Agreement and applicable law.

1.3.ll

Performance Bonds.

Railroad agrees to re-

quire that E:?ach subcontractor performing work on the Projects, shall. furnish a performance bond in an amount equal
to at least one hundred percent (100%) of the contract price
as security for the faithful performance of the contract.

13.12

Cooperation in Connection with Inspection.

(a} In connection with any · inspection under this Agreement,
Railroad agrees to cooperate fully by making available reports of all prior inspections (including quality control
and safety) and refurnishing such other reports as may be
reasonably required by RTA, UMTA and IDOT. All. such in/
spections shall be performed w~thout disruption or interference with service pro,ided or supported by t~is Agreement.

The results or conclusions of such inspections,

tests, and reports shall not be construed as altering in

any way Railroad's responsibility to maintain and repair
such facilities, maintain its work schedule, or any other
obligation assumed by Railroad here under .
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,

(b) RTA's authorized representatives shall have
the right and privilege from time to time, or on a continuing basis, during normal business hours, to enter upon any
or all lands and properties of Railroad on which the Projects
are located, for the purpose of inspecting and examining the
same.

All such inspection conducted on or from locations

open to the general public may be performed with or without
advance notice to, or supervision by, Railroad.

All other

inspections shall be with advance notice to Railroad, and
subject to the right of Railroad to require supervision where
appropriate for safety reasons.

Such supervision shall be

provided promptly and shall not unreasonably delay, or interfere with, the initiation or conduct of the inspection.
I

(c)

In the event any officer, employee, consultant,

contractor or invitee of the RTA enters upon the property of
Railroad in connection with the inspection provided herein,
RTA shall indelllllify and save ha....-mless the Railroad against
and from all liability, obligat~ons, damage, penalties,
claims, cost and expense, inc_uding attorneys' fees, arising
as a result of any act or omission of said officers, employees, consultants or invitees (including e.tnployees and con-
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sultants of UMTA and !DOT) of RTA while upon Railroad's
property.
13.13

rndemnification and Insurance.

{a) Railroad

agrees to save harmless and indemnify RTA from any and all
losses, expenses, damages (including loss of use), demands
and claims resulting from injuries to persons and damage to
pr operty occurring as a result 0£ this Agreement and any
Contract, except as provided in the last paragraph of Section 13.12, and shall defend or provide for defense of any
suit or action, whether at law or in equity, brought against
RTA based on any such alleged injury (including d~ath) or
damage arising out of work or services performed under this
Agreement or any Contract by an act or omission of Railroad ' s
officers, employees, consultants, contractors or invitees,
except as provided in the last parag=aph of Section 13.12,
and shall pay all damages, judgments, costs and expenses,
including attorneys' fees, in connection with said demands
and claims resulting therefrom, except this clause shall not
apply in relation to acts of rtTA, its Directors, agents and
employees, of willful and wanton negligence or misconduct,
or to criminal acts or omissions in the performance of their
duties, or as to matters as to which they have not acted in
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,,

good faith, or in a manner they reasonably believe to be in,
or not opposed to, the best interests of RTA.

(b)

Railroad will use its best efforts to keep in

full force and effect insurance coverage of the same type,
character and coverage as that maintained by it as of June·
30, 1975 with re.spect to its other railroad property, provided that Railroad may at its option and expense expand or
improve such coverage or increase its deductible.

13.14

Non-Waiver.

Railroad agrees that in no

event shall any action, including the making by RTA of any
payment under this Agreement or any Contract, constitute or
be construed as a waiver by RTA of any breach or covenant or
any default on the part of Railroad which may then exist and
any action, including the making of any such payment by RTA,
while any such breach or default shall exist, s h all in no
way i;npair or prejucice any right or remedy available to RTA

in respect of such breach or d~fault.

The remedies avail-

able to RTA under this Agreement are cumulative and not
exclusive.

The waiver or exercise of any remedy shall not

be construed as a waiver of any other remedy available hereunder or under general principles of law or equity.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Railroad and RTA have executed
this Agreement on the respective dates written below.

B y ~·

-

Signed on thi s/.)
1978

CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN
ON COMPANY

'- *

/$'~day of January
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PROJECT CONTRACT

This Project Contract, entered into this
day of ~~-~~~-~~-' 197_, by and between the Regional
Transportation Auth~rity ("RTA 11 )
•

•'

and the Chicago and North

I

Western Transport~tion Company, a Delaware corporation, a · ·:
rail carrier authorized to provide mass public transportation within the· State of Illinois ( "Railroad'1 )

•

WHEREAS, RTA and Railroad entered into a Commuter
Improvement Grant Agreement ( "Grant Agreement") on.

~----

1977, by which RTA agreed to cause to be. funded in an

amount not in excess of $17,000,000, and Railroad agreed
to perform, such of the improvement projects listed in
Section l.01 thereof as might subsequently be selected by
subsequent agree..111ent and incorporated in this, or one or
more other, Project Contracts;
WHEREAS, funding for the Project has been made
available through financial assistance provided by UMTA and/or
IDOT pursuant to RTA's ap9lication (Project No. IL-03
to OMTA and RTA's application (P~oject No.

to IDOT;

---)

c.~-~ ____Fed)

WHERE.AS, Railroad and RTA have selected in accordance with Section 1.02 of the Grant Agreement the work de-'
scribed in Section 1 hereof as a Project to be performed
pursuant to the Grant Agreement;
I

•

NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby agreed that':
1

The Project.

The Project consists of the work

generally described in Item No.

in Section l.02 of

the Grant Agreement, and more particularly described,
together with an itemized. esti;:nate of costs, in Exhibit A

hereto.

Railroad shall perform, and RTA shall pay for

Railroad's performance of, the Project, in accordance with
Exhibit A, the Grant Agreement and this Project Contract,
and the Project shall be completed not later than

_______

19
2.

All words defined in the Grant

Definitions.

Agreement shall have the same meaning when used herein.
3.

Desian and Construction.

Railroad shall pre-

pare, or cause to be prepared, and shall submit to RTA £or
approval as soon as reasonably poss i b+e after the date of

2

,

this Agreement, the following documents:

designs, surveys ,

plans, estimates (including manpower requirements), working
drawings and specifications as needed for performance of the
Project.

RT~ may require changes in such documents as a

condition to granting i~ approval.

These documents shall.

be the property of R~A up~n receipt of them by R~A-

RaiL-

road shall perform the Project in accordance with designs,
surveys, plans, estimates (including manpower requirements),
working drawings and specifications approved by RTA under
this Section.
4.

Work Forces.

(a)

Subject to the provisions

of this Section and to the provisions of the Grant Agreement , Railroad may use its own forces or hire one or more
independent contractors to perform the Project.

When Rail-

road elec~s to hire an independent contractor to perform
any part of the Project , bidding procedures shall be followed when and as required by the Grant Agreement.

When

competitive bidding procedures are used, RTA may direct
Railroad to reject any or all bics received and to take
new bids, or may a9prove the award of a contract or cont=acts.

No contract shall be awa=ded without the written

approval of RTA.
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(b)

Every contract between Railroad. and a sub-

contractor shal l be executed in such form as RTA may approve, and shall comply in all respects with applicable
government -rules and regulations , including without limitation rules an~ regulations of OMTA and IDOT.
Sr

Materials.

RTA may purchase all or 9art of

the materials required to perform the Project .

All such

materials shall, as a mini.mum, comply wit.ti the most recent
specifications for such materials (as of the date of purchase)
issued by the American Railway Engineers Association and the
Association of ~..merican Railroads , and shall be compatible
with ~ailroad's existing plant and equipment.

Railroad

sbalL use such materials purchased by RTA to- perform. the
Project.

To the extent RTA does not purchase the materials

r e quired to perform the Project, Railroad shall purchase
t hem and be reimbursed in a ccordance with the procedures

contained in the Grant Agreement.

If Railroad has suffi-

cient inventor1 of a material to perform previously scheduled projects (including f reight projects) and this Project, and if the lowest competitive bid price received hy

Railroad in response to a request for bids issued by Rail-

-
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road exceeds Railroad 's replacement cost of inventoried materials or supplies, all outside bids shall be rejected,
such materials or supplies shall be used from Railroad 's
inventory, and RTA shall pay for such materials at Railroad's .replacement cost for such materials or supplies. ·
6.

Perm.its.

Railroad shall obtain all permits,

licenses , consents and other approvals required for the
performance of the Project.

7.

Pavment.

The estimated cost of the Project

(including the cost of materials
to be -ourchased by RTA)
.
is$

------,

and engineering costs of$

shown in Exhibit A attached.

------ ,

as

~TA shall reimburse Railroad

in accordance with the Grant Agreement.

RTA

and Railroad

shall cooperate and use their best efforts to cause the Project
to be performed at the lowest overall cost practicable.
8.

Maintenance of Facilities.

Except as may be

otherwise provided by written ag=eement between the parties,
~ailroad shall maintain the Project Facilities , or cause
t.hem to be mai.n tained, in a sa=e and operable condition in
accordance with nor:'!lal rail=oad industry procedures throughout their use by Railroad for Commuter Rail Service.

This

Section shall not be construed to affect any other obliga-

:>

-

tions Railroad may have under any other agreement with RTA
or otherwise with respect to maintenance of the Project
Facilities.

9.
manship..

Warrantv of Construction, Material and Work-

For a period of one year from the date of comple-

tion of the Project, as evidenced by the date of final acceptance of the Project by RTA, Railroad warrants that the
Project conforms to the requirements of this Project Contract and the Grant Agreement and is free of any defect of
equipment , material or workmanship performed or furnished by
Railroad or any of its subcontractors or ~uppliers.

Rail-

road shall remedy at its own expense any such failure to
conform to this warranty.
10 .

Equal Employ:nent Opportunity.

In connection

with the execution and performance of this Agreement, Railroad shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race , religion , color , sex
or national origin.

Railr~ad shall take affirmative action

to ensure that applicants are employed , and that employees
are treated cuxing employment without regard to their race,
religion, color, sex, or national origin.

- 6 -

Such actions

shall include, but shall not be limited to the following:
e.~ployment , upgrading, de.motion, or transfer; recruitment or
recruitment advertising; layoff, or teI:mination; rates of
pay, or other forms of compensation; and selection for
training, including apprenticeship.
.,.

11.

Air Pollution .

Railroad and its subcontrac-

tors and suppliers must submit evidence to RTA that the
governing air pollution criteria will be met.

This evi-

dence and related documents will be retained by RTA for
on-site examination by UMTA.
12 .

Project Sign.

Railroad shall erect and main-

tain signs satisfactory to UMTA, IDOT and RTA, identifying
the Project and indicating Federal , State of Illinois and
~TA participation.

Such signs shall conform to the sign

specifications in Exhibit B.
13.

Minoritv Business Enterprise.

In connection

with the performance of this Project Contract, Railroad will
coo9erate with RTA in meeting its commitments and goals with
regard to the maximum utilization of minority business
enterprises and will use its best efforts to insure that

- 7 -

minority business enterprises shall have the maximum pract icable opportunity to compete for subcontract work unde r

t his Project Contract.
14 .

tvage Rates .

Minimum wages to be paid i n per-

f orma nce of the Project, exce pt with respect to employees ·
whose wage rates ar e set by collective bargaining agreement!>
entered into pursuant to the National Railway Labor Reln-

tions Act , have b een established b y the U.S. Department o f
La bor and are shown in Exhibit C.

If any employees wor}:ing

at the site of the Work are covered by the wage rates shown
i n Exhibit C, such wage rates must be prominently posted at
the s i te of the Proj ec t .

In performanc~ of the Proj e ct,

Rai lroad shall comp ly wi th the provision s set forth i n

Ex-

hibit D.

15 .

Assignment .

This Project Contra ct shall be

binding u pon , and inure to the benefit o f , the r espec tive
successors and assigns of the parties hereto , provided ,

however , that this Project Contract may ~nly b e assigned
togeth er with all other Project Contrac ts and the Grant
Agreement .

-

8 -

16.

Opinion of CoW1sel.

Upon execution hereof ·by

Railroad, Railroad has furnished the RTA with an opinion'of
Railroad's counsel, dated the date on which this Agreement
is executed by Railroad and to the effect that (i) the
execution, delivery and performance of this Project Contract

by Railroad has been duly authorized by all requisite corporate action of Railroad; (ii) this Project Contract has been
duly executed and delivered by Railroad in accordance with
its terms; (iii) the compliance by Railroad with the terms
and conditions of this Project Contract will not result in
breach of, or default wider, any judgment, decree, mortgage,
indenture or other agre~~ent applicable to Railroad known
to such counsel; (iv) all approvals as may be required to
permit the performance ,by Railroad of its obligations under

this Project Contract have been obtained; and (v) except as
previously disclosed to RTA in writing, such counsel has no
knowlege of any litigation or proceeding pending or threatened
against Railroad which could materially and adversely affect
the perfor:nance by it .of any of its obligations under this
?reject Contract.
17.

Agree.~ent Period.

- 9 -

The term of this Project

Contract shall begin on the date hereof, and shall end on
the completion of alL obligations hereunder.
18.

Incorporation of Grant Agreement Provisions.

The following Sections of the Grant Agreement are incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof:

13,04,

13.05, 13.06, 13.07, 13.08, 13.lO.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, RTA and Railroad have caused
this Agreement to be executed on the day and year first
above written.

REGIONAL TRA.J.~SPORTATION AUTHORITY
ATTEST:

By:
Chairman, Board of Directors

CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
ATTEST:

By:

- 10 -
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EXHIBIT D

E::..·XH:..::::..;I;;...B_:I_T_D___=L_AB~O_R_P_R_O_VISION~. -· .fONSTBQCTIO~

f.':.)

;;1.l.

7'

,_

.:ha~i-:s ~.~d lab::~ ..:.cs ~~f~o:··~~ c.:-

\tr.:'..."".--.i..:"lg

c~c..-: :~1e

sl~t:: ~ .. ::!":c ,.-:::;:-;:, will · - P-:Od '..!~cc.:.::i-:.ior.:.ally a~f :-.o~
l ~ s s =- ! c.~r. t ·;r.~~ or.ce :1 , . ~e:"'· , a:--..:: v::.. :h:n.:t !.. ...:~se:c;:t:e:! .;
clet_ .;~:.::;:--.. c.~ =~:.:,a:!: C!":. : .. y· a..:co;;.:.:.. ·-exce.;c. s~~h ;;c.. .. :.:.,11

det~c~iORH :; a=e pc=~:~=~d by r~:~:a~icns iss~~J ~! ch a
s~===~ .i.:.:1 -:;·y a: .:_..::.:-or U:'.~ :.:.: tr..:.? c.:.;,t. ... _....:;. r. =: . ~9 C?. ·~::c 3 ) ),
c11E! !\ : t l ~ :.~:.!:~ cs ~ue a-: - i;..e ~! pay=.~:it c,:,::""~:"!!:f.:ci i_:_ ·: \ lje
ratt;$ .::. :. ! C::!:!.. ::;~n 'tr.c...::; .., CO •• t.~ · :·~.::'-: ::n t!"":·:• :v.a.g_ c!C!:.!?.::~i:1.;.t:0.0~ :.: , . .::.;.lJ6: .J:· -:.1-.e $.;.:<: . ~~c.. ....:;
.::..~=,o·c c.p~l :: c:tl;,le ~~ ~:.,~
?:-c ~· ·. ::i:. , rl.';:~:""!:_ss a: ,:.:~y c-:- '"'"".:r.f•:.._1..:..::.l r ~!.Z:. t.:.::i-l -:1i; ,.. :iic~
:-:.~.y .t.. :.! a~-~~.; · .: -:.o e:<is-:. : .~t..-1·.: .t t~~ c~:-.. ·..:r:!c'C.or C!:L..
=:,
:a~~r\'.!!'S c:..: ::>.;.::·:a~ics; :..nc. -~.:;; :l?.· ; t:cte:~i:.~:.:...;:: :..!;-;;i.-

o=

co

~··---··....

:.:.:.:;<a!r ::: .:· . -=~-"'>n
.:..;.'.:.;:i-c_.:-..1 or

::iec.~~!1lC~, S~L: ·: C ~ ~o ~;~.. : pl"C.l.!.$:_C:! of 29 :. .::F: 5.:: :.!: ~:) ( i•,•
.=.lso ~o:- che ;:·:~?c.,sc c!" -..:~. .:..s ~ !_a~s~ , rc-...,t:_ . .: .:.;;rt~:r.:.~·- ::..o~.. ..:
~~do_: c~sts i~~~rre~ ~~=
tha~ aw~~~: ~ p
·.ind·:~. pl~:1s, ::.. .. :!s, o.:- r., :-vg::-::.-,; , b\.!t co~.,.e:_ .-...~ ~ ... ..! ~.. ::... .... ~ic~:.2.·
~ec~lJ ?==i=d, arE dee ~~~ t~ ~~ =o~~~ruc~i
i~-~~:ed d~rr~; s~ch ~e~~:: ~a=icd .

;~.-~

..:.. .:. )

=i~~

Th ~ =on~ra=ti~: offic~~ ~h~-; re~~ir~ th£t ~~Y cl~A~ c!
lc;.:>::,:::.3rs o.r rr-!.:.:::-:an ic!., :.r.~::..;~:,7_ ·1 C?;,:rer-.tl.~-=!~ ~;~..: t_ra .:.::.~es,
·",.-:-\ic:1 i£ ::o:. i.:.zt.cd i :""l :.:.: w·: ~.:;:.: de:1::~!:.ir'.i...~.:~~ .a::t! ,,-:· ~~!'. is
to L~ e r:-,: ! cy= ·: ·~:-.:.:er :.>.~ ~o. c:- r.~~ , :: ...all !".r·;; c:.:..ssi::i~ ..:
~ ... ~ .:.!: ti:...:: ~~;:, -~ s!,~.l!
~f !-Li.LG:- .
!n ;.;.-! ev,; :·

agrc~ on

Lh0

ty ncT t:*\ :!.~ s,1 . . ~€.:.':.-~"J
t.r...:; t:'l~ ,::1.·e:~~~Ci p ...1::-:: :~ ~ c:ar.:.. ~

...,c !i~!~.:

;ro9c~ c l ~ .sif !c~Llo~ c_ ~9c l~~~i!ic~ci~~

ti :-•.:.:. . ~ :.:l :i !:.S .: :i:ZV~l;!"S ..~:"'::! ~:!:::.t.:: ~.. ~!1, i.-:c:.uCi nq ..:: r.:•:.: t.:t.t.. i ~..:.::; ~:Fi :.:· ·: ·~;-.,::,;:;; , to ]~t! ~$-:;tj . · :.~ c.;·..,:,:::..~::.~e-.~
:!.:=c:.:·,j,..-. _c..·~ ;.. \' ~:~~ _ c, .: :..;:_.~r.t!.1tio~ :,f the - ~-:.t.'.!·ac:..it.;

Cf ,'!

-----·- ·--

:-1.:J~

---- --- --

1 :

.

----- --·-- ---------------..

~

--

---

.

\

_,

~~o

cc~=r~=~i~~ officer

~~•~i

:cqu~~~ .

w~~ ~~ ~er

=~o

'.-:.:is~ !· :a; e; ?rcs::r.:..hed i.~ :· .:.: -:ont'.::'°~~: :.6:Ji:: il
ciass cf l :=.;):::. :-.:; o::: r.ie.:::1.ir.i:.s 3.. :- ·· . •::;e,s a fr-.:.:-:ge l:.c:-.e!:it ",.:;:..:..c~~ is :·:.::. : ~~prc'J...:;~-5. as c1:-. :~~• . ::!y \io,·~s-~ t-1.:id ~l:c
c.:: .• ~racto:- L. _:J li9i?ter. .·:, p a y ~ C.:lS;; equ.i val£:r..t .:;f
:7' !.!1:..·~t:.:7.

s~c~ a :ringe b enefit , ~n ~o~rly c~s~ cq~iva:ent chcra0£ to !.>~ csta::.l.:.shDd. I:1 t:-,c E::vu:,.: ·:.;:~ int;.;~cs .:~c. i--,rti&;;
::=!.~~~... ag=t:~ '.:p~::. a ca~:. -::qc !.":c lc:~-:. 0£ t!:e :::i~g~ b~::·_: it , ·.:.:;e ~ut ; t.~~.~, accc: .. :".niad. ..,; .- :.:: ..: ~eccrr-:-.~i.Ca ::i<:.n uf

t~e c~~~rac:. :~~ ~~ficer , shnl: - ~ referred t~
' of L~~ ;r f~r ce=~rminatio~ .
: - ·: J

'

.

'

...

,... "':

.
r

I;-·· ·

!.

!

i.

L .

..; .

The ::::;:-1-cr.a:::.o..:- :-.T.'J co!1~-i:r as :::-..:.. ::-c of the ·-:;:~:e s o: ~..:.y
la~c !.·c1.r o.c .:-.-.::-:::.a~ic the .;.:~?~:-. :. o~ a.-.:· co.st~ .::-~aso:. .:i.!Jl:·
a~tic ip~tej i~ ~~ovidin; ~~nefi:s ~ndar a plan or pr~~=an
desc ::i -cc · .;.~ s~ctio:i l:~~ (2j(E} o: =-~~e Di!-..ti-; ·;.S::.co:-, ;i.c-:, o!.·
ar.y be~~ !ide f~inga b~ . : :its ~o~ cx~rassly li~~a d ~n
::;eccl,·.:: 1 (b) {~i ~f th-~ '.)c:.·.'is-B~c~:, .:... ~~, or ·.. :.r.\. .::·,~·:sc r.:,-::
listed in :.: . .: ·. -~c ~ct ~ ~:r::.nc..t.ic ·~ · Cec:.si.o ns ~£ the Sc~:.... r; t~ r.::·
cf !...~!.:,:7 ·.·:?::..:h . ~~ irl-:c:.;>or.:1.:.:..:: in. :-..h:.s cc::.:ra-c. , o:i:~/ i.-::i\;:'°
c.~.~ S~::re: :;.::-:, -:: ~a!.lor ;·.~s fou:-..: , :.:.f. .:':'l ~r.c:: ·,..·~i.tce::~ r~=2:..:.es"*

,. . .: th~ cc::::=~=tc:-, :.ha~ c:~e a;;,;:_.:.:_~3 ·:~a star:C.1:-~s o! :::::

.. ,..:c: ti r.g .... :

·,1.:.t.:::·:c2..:: C~ CU :.!:...:: tc, !.;';' '.,•it:°:::l.:ld =:!"C::. t.:1r: C V!: "'~~:::~ ....
sc :r.. :::·1 o: :.:;;i: ::c..:l..·t.::d ;.:.~,~~:--.~,; ,. : ... :.dvanca .. as 17;~·:.-, b~ cot~s i ~ t...:.·1.::d r:~ce ~:;a:~, to pi;.·:' i.a;;.:,re!"-E a_~:l r:1~ch~:i:.~s, in~~.t.:':i..!:-~
,;1.r;p::~~.tice s .:.~;.: crain~5:;, c~-F-1-:,y~d C:; the .·..i.::~:.r~c~.:>!: c~ c1::y
s:.!l:::.,;vr:t:-ac::.o~ c:-. the \.t:o ·c;:. ='."':.~ : :.. ~- a:::ou:1.t c : ...,:..lg::s .:·C!~:..i!.r\!?::
by th ~ co~tr~::t. i nc~~ ~ ve~~ o: f~ilur~ to pay a~y ~ab~re ··
c::: :-:.~~!'\an1c, ~ .. :: l:i::1.i~; ....:/ c:.~p~:::..~.·- :.=e or :.:-c::.;.e·!:, ~:.. ~:,yc! c!
o:.· ,,;or,~i :,s ,:.:-. :.:-..:?site::>: t~.:· •.-:.:,~:,__ , all er part c.f c:n:: ~.;a ; ~i:
:;o·r .,: .::.y

r~-;~.!.r,~d !>J' ::.. ·.:: ccn't!'U::. .... , o:)'!' .. - T,·, :. :'cc~ · ·.!' i.. t.~c .1 r.o:: ~: ·- tc
,!'·h·: ,::cn:!"':-.c::::--, s;>on~oc., .·::·~ ~!::.. ::;.~, t.:.:- C\,::1ci' , ~.1:·:~ ~~ . .... : . ~ct:.J..or.
a .:; t:-.;.:· !:,L! :: .::.:.: ~::1ry to c:- .~~sc :.: ..·? !': •! Sl~cnsi.0!1 nt ,.,;.:-:.t ...: ~· :!:t:!."
~ey::.... .. ~, ~~~\",::-. .... ..;, O!."' gu..:i · ~~t.·::(.; ..:J£ :\.1~6s u~t:.~:.. 3 :.: .... : ~ ·Ji"" ~-;1ti,:.1:~s

,...

-....

t

- 2 -

-

. .. - --····---- - ... -····---

------

..

(.:.)

~=-i::g

~~J

-:.·• .:·~l: ~-...;;;1rs

~~urse oi ~no ~c%~ ~ ~d p~cserv~d
..
.
..
-:her~;?.:t~r .. .:,r alJ .i.abore?rs a:~( !:":.'::-n..:.n.!.CS
•. .;or::.1.ng

''

r•••

Si; -::~-- rc-co::::.::s ..:;.11 c -: i~t;,.!.:i ~nta: :-,.-:: i.!

n:' r
{i •. :::_,..:C.i.:-:.g rate!. of co~. :ribut~..):'"?S o!: co~t:s ar.':.icip~ : -~.:i of ::.hl: t yp.?S Ci;:S-ri.b::".! .:.:-: s~c::ic,n l C::::i (2) c,f ::.h~ Davis!3c.::O.'\ ;,:;:t ; , ::ai ly .1r.ci ·,.:eekly nur::be:r of ~ours worke;::: , deduc ... ion s
:::i.:::. e::~ ~--:.,.Ja:!.. f.-1.:1;::~ .:~~iC: ..
~-!h~ nevc~ ~l~u S€:=re~a~)· c f L a=o="
:-. ...~::; .:o~:r:d l!:"'.Ce.:- 29 :?!. :, .5 (a i {l) (i-::-; that ~:1~ ?A~c:ig~s of .J.:;y·
:.:.jor~·. -s c~ ~-:!cha:iic!: _ .. cl~dre t r:~ .:1:;-.:i:.:nt. cf c1ny cc!..ts rea.;onably

1

j._._

..

.- ; .

~ .:.- ...

·-··

a-.~i::i;a~c~ in ;..::::o 1i~:.r.g ben1:.: :.-c.s ur.::1€lr a ? l an or proc;rar.,
·
.:i:;.;:::db~c ::: scc.:io!'l l :u) (2} (Bl oF :::::: ::z.•1is-Ea::cr. Act , t:-ic::
c:;::::ra::t-:;r snall ::lai:.-::.iin re.:;-:...:js which s~·.ow t :iat:. the co::..:::i :::.·-:~:. ~o p:-o•ric.e ::::i.:c:" ·.enefi ts is ~cnfo::ceab ... e, th,_:. tha pl a.r. ::>r
~~~;::~~: _s :inan=i~l-Y respons!bl~ , ~n~ :nat th: plan o~ pre;~~~
.:. .1s te,rn cc~~.r::t:nicated i~ writi :1g to the lacorera: o::: : ..,;cha:1::.::s
i!::c~t~c , .:::. :::-e:::or~:;; ·, :.:..c:; sh::>w the costs a::.tic.::.~:::.t.::.5. o::: t:.::1;.
a-c~al cost incurred i~ ~rcv icin; such be~afits.

·: :-.e: ;::c:-:.: r .!C :.w:: •.,::.1.:. .s..::. .. it:. •,,eekly c cc~}' cf all ?~j:::-olls t. ·. t :,c

: :. i )

c:., DG'!' . ':"! ,c .::op:t s~·..:..:!..1 ~c a.::cor:-.'oy the e:·.r,l oye::- er ;·. .:..~ ag,~.:11:
a:-.:: cor~·e:c t a:-.~ :cr-:;,:E':.~ , t:i.:::.= ~he
a:: .:;- r.o-:: :.ess than i:ho :::.::: 6etc::n.:. :-:.::d
:.~~ s~~~~tary o~ ~~b ~ r en~ -=~at t~e classific~c :_n£ se~ fcrtt

?·.... ..:..i .:c E f:.·1 :.:,r -cr.:. r.. .:,::-.i .ssi c~
;o.1: ._ !::C :;y a ,;::.:,.t<?;:::•:.nt. c:;i~<ld
.i:-. i1::~-:!!"iS-- ~:?a~ t:~c ;;::, =~lls
ra-:. -,,:; ..:-,:-~tai~:.t:. ::. ., rei!'l

'

,r;~
.. . .

I,. ..... ..
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t.:1.1.:? ;:,~.:: ~c::.u o: ,·.;;::C?ntict.· .. :1ip. ~;,: ";:·!".:,.in:..~g , U:-!i ·_e:i..:.
J-::at:es D-::?artr.ier.t cf Labor. '.'::c al2.o•.-.-.,lbl~ racic c,,:
..:<::.r.::r:tic·. · to j:.'..l!.."r ::~·~er, ir. u.~y c:-iii.: ·.: c.i.s?ssi~i::.:;-.-;:on
sh~-1 :-.c~ .o~ g.:t.~:'..··~ :!1an th ..; :-at.ic ?eeti~'-ed t.o :h~·
c.:,:\tr:1.ct":: :.s cc .-. : ... :::ncb:e ·,1or,: fo:::c ~ u::-:: ,:;r t.~.'.l r.::<;~ste::.·<?.:I
,;:ro;ra:r. . t-.:iy e::-:;:>ioye.e listed o:i a ;:.:./rc.:.l z.t an a?prentic•=
·. ·e.ge reti::, w:'.o is : ,:;t a tr.air.e~ as cl,::ifinc:::l in si;bpcl.-.agrac:~. (D)
-:.-.: ~tis p.;..:· ... g:::t.rh oc :s not .. . .·.: iste:::a:6 a!.i a::.01."e, shall Le
~t:~ the ~a;e race t2 ~dr~in ~~ ~Y t~G Secreta:::y ~~ L~~o~ f o~
: ."'.!. clas£..:..f: ccltio:: o: \·10=;: h · ~,=t!.! ·...:.ly p~rform~d: .. Tha ~c:1::r;,.cto!'. er subcorn:::a.::tor •,1i :. -e required to fur!'l.if-;h to tl!'"'
=~~~=~cci~s officer ~:::icten ~vi~ence of chc ra5ist::-~tion ~~
~1::.s prog::-.:u:i and arp!::.:!:-1t.ices "'"' well a~ cf t:~c appropt'i;i.tc
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.-..·~ra~-~ ~U!:'.bt=!."' :Ji t~~
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•,,ill, to :::.011 great•!~:: c:-:::e.r.;:. possible; , er.:,:~_.
tl: ,? nu::1~c;. o: Z?~p.re::i : ic 1~s c-r Lr,,inct?!i ;.·:~c:zsa::y
to :r.c ct ,~~:n:cntly t:,~ r,,,~;:.i.::!:::v:,.:-.ts ct su:;.div.i.sicris
(~l ~nd (~.i.) o: this ~ub~~.::~s~~?h.
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1'!,e cc.i:it!'.actor ;:~~<.!es :.:o r.""ihtain reco::-cls o f e-:;ploynenc
i

of th€. ::1..:.rr.:>1?:: cf ;i?;,n·~n ':.i-;;,."?s (!ntl trair.a.::s , b'f trace: ,
ar,prenti -: :es .anc. trainees Ly fi::-st. year of t:r.:::.:.::..:..::g,
ar.c of ~ .:n:rn~yrr.""1', and t he wages !)i.L.~ c::!".d: hours of 1,;ork
of. such :lJprcntices , tt:c1:.. : 1ccs a:-ic jo1..:-.ncy1r.~r... 'i'he cor!-
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tra·ct:o::- agrees to ~.ake t hc::se reco ::-ds available for in~
spection ~pan request of th11 Deparcrr.e~t of Labor and che

D~par:::.~2 ~t of Tra~~~or tati o~.
~

The con t rac:to r . . .,~o c~air..s ::::.:i~pl.:...,.~ce based o::i t!1e crite:::-ion
st.iteo. ~n p.;1ragrap!'l l Cb) cf the "Crit.::ria for .:east.:rinr;
Di:i:;'!!!,,-: !:.ffort" ( ·ti:;::.chr::c. to this Contract.) agrees to
~ai~::.ain !:'c::co!"cl:;. =,.: emplLJJ'.:le:r:t , as _dcsc:::-i..bed in ;-ara.gl.·ai.1h
< (C) :? , ,)f this s~=tior. , :.:. -:on-Fec.eral ar.d no:-.fede.::-all:.,
assistl?c con.;;tr.;:.c::.on ,,...c,~~
~ c.one dU!."ir.g ~he per.:or.:\a:nca o.::
thi!; co:1.tract in .:.he saiih: la~or nat-:"ket area. . T:"le ~or..:.racto::
a~;:... ~~s -::o :n.:1}:e 't.}tcsc reco.::ds availa:Cl~ for insr: :ctio~ 1::-:0:i.
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,..eq·..;-;! s::. of tr.e Dc,;,~::tr:i~n~ of L~o= .,,J1.:i tr.e DE:;art.ruent er'
'i':.:-ar,spo.::-t.;:;ti.c:::.
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r:-11.: ::ont.:.:l.cto~.- ,,-;:::e~s tc .;;·,...?ply en;; co;y of i:.i·,..:, ~-,:::-i ::.ten
no e,iceE ::: ~=! uir ~~~ i:~ acco: .; 2..1::e ,:i ~!1 92:.!"a,;1:.·ap!: 2 ,c) (l ~ ": ..
tho'! ··:::.ci-ceria !c;.· :-~~e.su.:::- :·.lJ Dilic;.:nt ~::fort" .:.~ ti:c 1.·.:a;..:.est
oft~~ ~~part~cn~ of Tr~~s9~rt~tion c~~li.anco office=.
The: cc!·. . _racto~ ~l:;~: ag::&cs ~o ss..;~2:.,3..y a~ 3-rr.Ot'":.,.;:1 :Or:.tez ·:-a ::!.s
-.!t:.=i::g rerfo~.:,,~== of tr.e cor.::.:-;_.; = an:! af-::E:r Cj::i.pl.:ition of
centre:..:~ pe::-.for-r:1:.. r.Cc a st.1.:ce~~t1:-,t:. Ccs~~ib.:':.ng st~ps ~ake~
tcw:":.r:: ;';l.l:<ing a diligent e:ffort a.::c co:itaini.r..-' .J. ~::-ecu.:.·-: ·.v-n
by era :·<: , of : o:.:.:·€ v1orke~ a::d w.:.;as paid f or f:...::st ye"'"-'
ap1,:?'.'ent.iceE ar.d -c::-ainees ,· ocher P::£'re~::i ces a:.-,d tr:.i.r..,:::s,
a~d journ3 y~e~. C~e copy of tho s-ate~ent wi~! ~es~~= to
.::,e De:::.,.:--.:.r.:en t of T=a1;spc,·_·t.atio:-., r.:id ona to -:::::•:! 3-::creca?:y

cf L~x,~.
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Th~ co;:it:::: .:.i.:: i:or .1grcez to :...~se!rt .i..: :::::y sub::.:..:-.::r;\ct i.:r.c:ei:
t!.is cc :1:.1:-uct i:~1~-:: rcqui!.·1..:!.~;: -;~s ~c.:rc.:'..ir.C!~ in ~r. ~:; ?E!~e!r c~p_:l
(r;J 4 (c ) (l) , ~2), ( Ji <".n 1 (-i)) .
"''hJ at:.~.;..:::--.::..:::it.
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(6 ) 1'1-. .;; ,;,rov is.:.o,.s o f th : :;ectic~ (.1 (C ) :fr.all :'.'- '-

of '!:-n ~s90::·;~.: ic .. fin:.s ic li!-:~l/ c hat rr...:1~.:.:1g o:: the
ccr.tra=t \;,: ... r. .~!1c c:!...::.!:."!S cor~t.:.ir.ed in t...-iis s£:c:;..:.on
w:.l~ prcj~.:Ece the n.::. ·. i.Or.<ll s~cu!:'.:. ty.
(5)
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cor.t.r.v..: : o!: sr.a !.- ::-Jrnply w::. -:r. t~e (:ope land. Ro..:gula t i o:1s
( 2S CF·;< ?a::=t 3 ~
tha Sa..: c e t a .. _· c
l:abor \6,r.icl', c:..!"e he rain
inco~porated by rcferenc~.
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Contr&: c tor:i ~ ,7j~:.; d ~h~:~ent . ~ t~~~ch of c !&~ses
(i) throug h (::i :.r,ay be g:-o:;~ds for :: ar.:i1na tion o:the co ~t::act, a~d fer dcb,r~e~t ~s ?rcvidad in 29 CFR 5.6.
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!'.o co:1t~.nct'.)!' or subccr:tr.1.cto r
cont.::t.c::ing fer .:..:.1y r,a}:'t ,,i che c o:.t.:c1ct work whic:i m::.:;
re~uire: or i~vc, ·- .·~ the 1:::-:,;;i!v::_.,!'.i;;;:1:. of labore!:'s or rr:~~hani.::s
shc l l !:'t1q ire- ~ : :;.::::-~::.. ~ ~:1y labo.=-i;= O!" mec!'la.,ic ~!'• a ny
v10rk~·:a.a-: in w:.::. ::;!
i r _..,p..:.oy cu c:-: ~ ... .;:1 wo::k ::o ·,:ork i:·.
a:-:cess c.· : eig;-,t ,1;.;rs l. n .:..1y .;a!e:ida:: c ay or i:1 ::.:,cess o::
fort..· 1 r.~,..!=s i~. !; _:.·:1 :,10:-k·...,~~k u::~'1=.. 3 such l a.bar=~ o.:- ?r...:=:l~nic
recei v '?s corr.pe;1:::~t:ion at .. :::ate i:: o:: less tha:-, one and or.ehalf 1::::., s his :O•. s:.~ rats- cf p~y :o::: all h.o\!rs ~,;~rked :..:~
E:>~c e.s~ -:J: ~ .5..;: .t ,1,: i~rs :n any c ale::C.a.=- day or i?1 :::.hce~s .:;i
f.o= t ,J :~:.'..i~ s i:, i t'..::l ;.;.:,=k\oJ2 !!~: , c:is "t.~~ case ma ~-- ~e ~
Over t.:.::-..:: re::-:.:.ir&r.i.::: ::z.
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Viol a:::. ·,:.; lia::. "__~.:v to :::: u:.:....::i. c ....-•.,,,~·', .;; ;. lioui~~,:t:i ,';,-,, ·: :'~!.In :~ea: c:;V ~:::: o f i:..::y vio l:. t:..;;~ of t :.J clause s,e-:: forth .:.;1
su.bf,.:r~:~:::-aph (7) , ~i-.e co~~rc!ct.cL" t:-:i e.ny scb.:..:,.. t::~c:.0£
resL.or.s:..:.:ile t:'lo:::::efo:::- s h.all be: lia::.le to any z.f.:\::cted. ;,:.~ploy~1.;
ic,l: h~ s; i.l:--.paic. •,, a9e:s . In ~:icitio.:, suc;1 c ont=.:~t.o::: c:.::-.::: sll!>co~c··.;:.1. _::..r s:-,;'.l.:.l .;::,;: lia~lE: t o ,;he t.;r.ii;ed Sta~cs (:.:1 ti::: ...:ase
.of •,:,:,rk con e ·.;:1..:"ira:::: contract fo r tl".~ !).!.strict of C"Jl;.i.~.i.?. or
a .:.1:!:'ri :c.~y , -co ~·:.::::., District c.,: s_:c:-, t.arr:.to-y ) , :or li~uida.cd da;;iages.
$ ·ch liquic.ati::tl C::c..::-,a<;..::s shall b~ co::.p1..· -.: 0 c:
with rc~;3ct t~ Q3ct i~dividual l a~crer or Eec~a~ic e~~ loye d
~n viola.t i c:--, of ~r.;. clau zo s~t for.::.h in sub9.?Lc:.9=.ip~ l ·n , in
th~ ~l:~ =-,f $10 fnr each c .. l~nd.:?::- c=.:.y er, wr.icr. S'.!ch ~.:ip~ eye::
·,t~s re:~:ii.rcC a~ :'~~~i ~teC. to, ,,:or.: ..:. n e xce.:ts.
.i;iqi-it ~10:1rs
or i,, ~;.:c-_s:.; of ... :--~ s t~.r.~~=-c t-:o:-t ·h··.!I::!:< c: fcrcy hc·.1:-s ·,dt.::out
'"l!:.Yi't(;:n .. · :
he o,;·,rH :r., ... \·>::ir._s !'C(!\.:i::-~d by th1.;: :::l "'.!US.; .: .... .:.
fo::~~
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Cil"..1S t;: ~ ') Uc •._.r.:..t.i1hc.: ~ , · re!~ :.:!y :.:c::;:y:; r:~yc:.b!c :>~ .;: ;cv~::-:: o.f
\·.'or~: pe:: : ~ !:::1sd :by :: . ~ con r .. :-t~:" c-: !":1..:!.... c::»r.t!"c1cc~ ~ , 31;:h~ .::urr·s
:i.s rr, ':!.'J :.: . ·. i ni zt.-::-.:.:::vt.! ly !:}.:. .:-::::~:-r..:.::.:~ to :::>e n~·~ . .:··-t·y tc,
sati:.;:'? ~ !.y l ~a::ii..~ :.t.it:s o ! t ·ci·. c:;:~~::~c t ..,r O !.- .;.......!J::0:1~:-;::c.: :.c:::
.:or l. q·~id!tt.C;J C.:'.r..:.,;;~s as .~ ~0 l :..~ ..:rl i~ t.h£; clau.~~ sr:c !c~Lr.
.:.: .. S'1..:!... ~~-:- .:.9 ra?:\ \;...).
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cer~::.~ic~te co~: ~rning ~~;- s ~n~ classifica tic~s for
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Appendix C
11
Costs 11

COMMUTER IMPROVEMENT GRANT AGREEMENT
{i)
The cost of directl y assigned Railroad work forces,
i ncluding additives appli ed in accordance with subparagraph (vi),
bel ow, and including foremen , project engineers, and supervi sors,
assigned to the project.

(ii) The cost of Ra il road-furnished materials and
supplies, includi ng additi ves applied in accordance with subpara graph (vi}, below .
(iii) The cost of renti ng any equipment, necessary for
the \!ork, from owners other than t he Rail road.
(i v) The cost of any independent contractors hired in
accordance with this Agreement for performance of the Work .
(v)
Reasonabl e equipment renta l fees for each item of
Railroad-owned equ i pment, but excluding small tool s, used in the .
performance of the ~fork of Rail road, the same to be measured by the
formula contai ned i n the General Manager ' s Association of Chicago
Circular G.M .A.-2636-E, and such suppl ements or reissues t hereof as
may be adopted pursuant thereto.

(vi) To the actual cost of la bor, materials and suppl i es
furnished by Rai l road and to the actual cost of materials and suppli es
furnished by the Authority, additi ves shall be appl ied in accordance
with rates and rules set forth by t he General Manager ' s Association of
Ch1cago, i n its Circul ar 2710-0, or by any subseqL1ent or successor
publication comparable thereto if the aforesaid document is no longer
in existence, except that there shall be substituted for the G.M.A.
additives for transportation of welded rail, 5% of the actual cost of
the rail pl us a speci al rail train servi ce charge from the welding
plant to t he si te of i nstall ation in accordance with the appl i cable
tariffs .
·
(vii) The direct cost of obtaining any necessary buildi ng
or construction permits .
(viii ) The cost of recording instruments of ownership at
th9 Authority 's request .

.

'
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(ix} Sales, use or excise taxes required to be paid by
Railroad on Railroad-furnished materials or supplies.
(x] Any costs not speciffcally li sted above which are
reasonably incurred by Ra i lroad relative to the said Fixed Facilities
and approved by the Authority, provided however that the Authori~'s
approval sha ll not be r eq uired where such cost i s l ess than $1,000
and the aggregate of all such costs is l ess than $10,000 . .

Pre-Bid Aporoval

Railroad shall, prior to advertising for any bids
for any work to be performed under Section 7.01, submit one
copy each of the proposed contract plans , specifications,
proposed advertisement for bids, . and a.11 related. bidding
documents to RTA for approval.

Post-Bid Approval

Railroad shall obtain RTA approval prior to making
any award, including instances in which Railroad determines
that the low bid is not responsive, or that the low bidder
is not responsible or should be disqualified for other
reasons .

To obtain approval, Railroad shall submit to RTA

the £allowing items:

1.

Certified copy of the advertisement for bids;

2.

A tabulation of bids;

3~

If Railroad recor.unends an award to a bidder
other than the low bidder, a full statement of
the reasons for not making an award to the
low bidder, together with any supporting
documentation; and

4.

An opinion of Railroad ''s attorney with r e spect
to the legality, under State and local law,
of the proposed award.

i

•
Pos~-Bid Requirements
Within thirty (30) days after award of any contract under Section 7 .0 1, Railroad shall submit one copy
each of the following to RT}\ except as specifically waived
by the RTA:

1.

The executed contract between Railroad and the
contractor;

2.

The itemized bid proposal (if not included in
the contract) ;

3.

Assurance that Performa nce 3onds, if required,
will be provided:

4.

Waivers of liens, when applicable.
Before performance under any such contract com-

mences, Railroad shall submit to the RTA any req~ested
Certificate of Insurance.
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EXHIBIT B

AMENDED AND RESTATED
PURCHASE OF SERVICE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE COMMUTER RAIL DIVISION OF THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY
AND
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
January 1, 2010-December 31, 2016

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED AGREEMENT entered into this 28th day of January 2010,
bv and between the COMMUTER RAIL DIVISION ("CRD") created by Article III, Section
3 B.01 of the Regional Transportation Authority Act, as amended, and the UNION PACIFIC
RAILROAD COMPANY, a Delaware corporation ("Railroad") shall amend and restate the
Criginal Agreement, as defined in Article I. This Amended and Restated Agreement shall be
effective January 1, 2010.
Preliminary Statement
Railroad is a Transportation Agency which provides Public Transportation Services by rail in the
l\(etropolitan Region in the northeastern area of the State of Illinois. The Regional Transportation
Authority ("Authority") was established pursuant to the Regional Transportation Authority Act
("Act"), as amended, for the purposes of (a) providing for, aiding and assisting public
transportation in the Metropolitan Region, without impairing the overall quality of existing
public transportation, and (b) providing and facilitating public transportation which is attractive
and economical to users, comprehensive and coordinated among its various elements, and
economical, safe, efficient and coordinated with area and State plans. The Authority and
R1ilroad entered into previous Purchase of Service Agreements, the most recent of which was
for the period ending on December 31, 1998. On November 9, 1983, the Act was amended to
provide for the establishment of the Commuter Rail Division of the Authority. The CRD is the
011erating division of the Authority responsible for providing public transportation by commuter
rail and for the negotiation and administration of Purchase of Service Agreements.
ARTICLE I
Definitions
In this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
Act -- the Regional Transportation Authority Act, Public Act 78-5, 3rd Sp. Sess. (70
ILCS 3615/1.01 et seq.) as in effect on the date hereof and as hereafter amended.
Accounting Change Notice (ACN) - the meaning thereof in Article 6.02.
Accounting Change Request (ACR) -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.02.
Agreement -- this Amended and Restated Purchase of Service Agreement and all exhibits
hereto as amended from time to time.

Additional Compensation -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.06.
Agreement Term -- the term of this Agreement as provided in Article 11.01.
Allocation Statistics Report -- the meaning thereof in Article 7.01.
Approved Budget -- the budget for a Budget Period approved in accordance with Article
6.03.
Authority -- the Regional Transportation Authority.
Billing Number -- a unique number assigned to record and allocate expenses for
maintenance of way and engineering for track segments, buildings and other purposes.
Board of Directors -- Directors of the CRD.
Budget Limits -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.02.
Budget Objection -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.03.
Budget Period -- the meaning thereof in Article 6. 03.
Calendar Year -- the 12-month period beginning January 1 and ending December 31.
Capital Expenditure -- the cost of acquisition, construction, modification, replacement,
installation or permanent improvement of the kinds of tangible property listed in Property
Account Nos. 1-20, 22, 26-52, 54, 57, 58, 59 and 90 of the Uniform System of Accounts,
49CFR, 1200-1219, revised as of October 1, 1997.
Capital Needs -- a list of any items proposed for acquisition, construction, modification,
replacement, installation or permanent improvements of tangible property that is eligible
for federal, state, or local funding.
Chargeable Cost Centers -- the Cost Centers defined in Exhibit 6-A.
Claim -- the meaning thereof set forth in Article 10.01.
Commencement Date -- the date on which Contract Services are first performed in
accordance with a Service Change.
Common Expense -- the expense of an activity attributable to both Contract Services and
Railroad's other operations.
Compensation -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.04.
Consist -- the number and type of cars and locomotive units making up a particular train.
Contract Security Services - the meaning thereof set forth in Article 6.13.
Contract Services -- (a) with respect to the Agreement Term, the Public Transportation
Services by rail to be provided by Railroad, acting as an independent contractor for the
benefit of the CRD, pursuant to this Agreement, and the performance by Railroad of its
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other obligations under this Agreement, and (b) with respect to the term of the Prior
Agreement, Contract Services (as that term is defined in the Prior Agreement) rendered
under the Prior Agreement.
Contract Services Property--the meaning thereof in Article 3.01.
Contract Services Revenue -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.01.
Cost Center -- the unique identifying number to which expenses are charged as set forth
in the Subsidiary Accounting System.
Cost Code -- a description of an expense as set forth in the Subsidiary Accounting
System.
CRD -- the Commuter Rail Division of the Regional Transportation Authority.
Emergency Services Manager -- the meaning thereof in Article 2.07.
Estimated Compensation -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.04.
Estimated Surplus

the meaning thereof in Article 6.04.

Fair Market Rental -- a periodic rental payment based on the Fair Market Value
determined in accordance with Exhibit 2-AB and the appraisal criteria as provided in
Exhibit 2-AC.
Fair Market Value -- the meaning as determined by the procedure set out in Exhibit 2AB.
Fare Change: Fare Change Notice -- the meaning thereof in Article 5 .02.
Function Cost Report-- the meaning thereof in Article 7.01.
Government Requirements -- federal, state, and local statutes, codes, regulations,
ordinances, rules, orders and other requirements.
Labor -- the meaning thereof in Article 2.03.
Metropolitan Region -- all territory which is included within the territory of the Authority
and CRD pursuant to the Act.
Monthly Expense Reports -- the meaning thereof in Article 7.01, including actual
expenses for the Primary Cost Centers, Secondary-Engineering Centers, and the
Secondary-Other Centers.
Monthly Payment-- the meaning thereof in Article 6.04.
Parties -- CRD and Railroad.
Peale Periods -- the meaning thereof in Article 2.04.
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Primary Cost Centers -- the meaning thereof set forth in Exhibit 6-A.
Prior Agreement -- the Purchase of Service Agreement as amended between the
Authority and Railroad for the period beginning January 1, 2004 and ending December
31, 2008 with a one year extension to December 31, 2009 and an additional extension to
January 31, 2010.
Property -- the meaning thereof in Article 2.02.
Proposed Budget -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.03.
Proposed Budget Amendment -- the meaning thereof in Article 2.04.
Public Transportation Services -- the transportation or conveyance of persons within the
Metropolitan Region by means available to the general public, including groups of the
general public .with special needs, except for transportation by automobile not used for
conveyance of the general public as passengers and except any portion of any service
provided by, or pursuant to an agreement with, National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
Railroad -- Union Pacific Railroad Company, a Delaware corporation.
Reimbursable Expenses -- the meaning thereof in Article 6.02.
Secondary-Engineering Centers -- the meaning thereof set forth in Exhibit 6-A.
Secondary-Other Centers -- the meaning thereof set forth in Exhibit 6-A.
Service Change: Service Change Notice -- the meanings thereof set forth in Article 2.04.
Service Emergencies -- the meaning thereof set forth in Article 2.07.
Service Plan -- the plan describing the Contract Services Railroad is to provide during a
Calendar Year as provided in Article 6.03.
Standards -- the standards specified in Exhibit 2-C.
Stations -- specific locations identified in Article 2.02 and listed in Exhibit 2-AA.
Subsidiary Accounting System - the specific system of accounting detailing cost codes,
billing numbers, cost centers and allocation techniques by which costs are recorded,
reported and allocated to CRD as set forth in Exhibits 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6G and 6H.
Summary Variance Report-- the meaning thereof in Article 7.01.
Transportation Agency -- the meaning thereof set forth in the Act.
Uniform System of Accounts -- the Uniform System of Accounts for Railroad
Companies, as set forth in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1201, revised
as of October 1, 1997.
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Weather Emergency Plan -- the meaning thereof set forth in Article 2.08.
Work Order -- a five digit number that is management's authority for the capital
expenditure (old AFE) of funds for project work to be done or the retirement (old AFR)
of existing property.

ARTICLE II
Services to be Provided
by Railroad
2.01 Basic Scope of Services. Railroad hereby agrees that throughout the
Agreement Term, Railroad, acting as an independent contractor for the benefit of the CRD, will
provide Public Transportation Services by rail. Except as otherwise expressly permitted under
this Agreement, Railroad shall (a) operate in accordance with the schedules listed and described
in Exhibit 2-A and the Consists listed and described in Exhibit 2-B; (b) comply with the
Standards specified in Exhibit 2-C; and (c) provide the maintenance services specified in Exhibit
2-D, and all accommodations and other services as are reasonably necessary for commuter
comfort, convenience, and safety.
2.02 Property To Be Used. Railroad shall, except as otherwise provided in this
Agreement, provide such of the real and personal property, rights and privileges of Railroad
("Property") as are necessary for the provision by Railroad of the Contract Services including,
but not limited to: stations, platforms, offices, parking lots and other real estate and facilities, the
cars and locomotives listed in Exhibit 2-E, trackage, ways and structures; rights of Railroad
under contracts, leases, joint operating agreements and patents; other intangible property; and
materials (except locomotive fuel and other inventory provided by the CRD upon mutual
agreement of the Parties) supplies and parts. The purchase of fuel by the CRD, and its delivery
and withdrawal from storage will comply with the terms contained in Exhibit 2-G. Locomotive
fuel oil supplied by either party hereto shall comply with Locomotive Fuel Specifications
contained in Exhibit 2-H.
With regard to station buildings, platforms, parking lots and the real estate they
are located upon, as well as any other real estate, the terms and conditions that Railroad provides
these facilities are as follows:
1. Stations (a) The current buildings and/or canopies, the platforms and ingress/egress to
the parking lots and public ways will be provided by the Railroad. The current stations are listed
in Exhibit 2-AA and will be provided under this Agreement on the same terms and conditions as
the Railroad provided them under the Prior Agreement.

(b) Railroad has leased some station buildings, but not the platforms and usually
not the canopies, to the municipality where the station is located, with CRD approval, as shown
on Exhibit 2-AA. Any revenues generated by the station are paid to the municipality to offset the
building maintenance, janitorial cost and any utility costs the municipality assumes under the
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lease. All maintenance, janitorial and utility costs of the unleased stations are Reimbursable
Expenses, and all maintenance, janitorial and utility costs of a leased station, not assumed by the
municipality, are Reimbursable Expenses. Neither CRD nor the municipalities shall pay Railroad
rent or any other compensation not included in Article VI of this Agreement for the use of the
station buildings, canopies or platforms.
(c) In the event that CRD or any municipality wants to (i) increase the size of a
current station or platform and it will occupy additional Railroad real estate, (ii) relocate the
station building, canopies or platform to another location on Railroad's real estate and the
relocation of either the station building or canopies or platforms occupy additional Railroad real
estate, which is more than what the current station building, canopy or platform being vacated
now occupies, or (iii) construct a station where a stop does not now exist on Railroad's schedule
in Exhibit 2-A, then CRD (or the municipality) will either purchase or lease the additional or
newly occupied real estate from the Railroad at Fair Market Value. The Fair Market Value will
be determined by the procedure set out in Exhibit 2-AB. The appraisal criteria will be determined
as provided in Exhibit 2-AC.
2. Parking Lots (a) Current parking lots are adjacent to the Stations listed in Exhibit 2AA.
(b) Improved (paved) parking lots are leased to the municipalities, who perform
the maintenance, snow removal, collect the parking revenue, prosecute the non-payers, and
assume other costs specified in the individual lease agreements. Currently, most municipalities
charge between $LOO and $1.50 per day or issue monthly or quarterly permits at a comparable
cost. Unless capital costs are being refunded under the lease, the municipality pays Railroad onethird of the revenue generated from the parking lots for the use of Railroad's real estate. This
revenue, which is below Fair Market Value, is not Contract Services Revenue. The current
parking lots under lease, and the amount of space occupied, are listed in Exhibit 2-AD. When
leases expire on the current sized parking lot, it will be renewed by Railroad on substantially the
same terms and conditions of the prior lease, (including the amortization of required Capital
Expenditures approved by Railroad), with lease rental below Fair Market Value.
(c) Unimproved parking lots, as well as stations where no parking exists on
Railroad real estate, are listed on Exhibit 2-AE. The Railroad maintains the unimproved parking
lots on its real estate. Since commuters are not charged for using these parking lots, no revenue is
generated. Railroad shall provide these lots under this Agreement under the same terms and
conditions as the Prior Agreement.
(d) In the event that CRD or any municipality wants to (i) increase the size of a
current parking lot and it will occupy additional railroad real estate, or (ii) relocate the parking
lot to another location on Railroad's real estate and the relocation of the parking lot occupies
additional Railroad real estate, which is more than what the current parking lot being vacated
now occupies, or (iii) a parking lot is needed at a station which does not now exist on Railroad's
schedules in Exhibit 2-A, then CRD (or the municipality) will either purchase or lease the
additional or newly occupied real estate required from the Railroad at Fair Market Value. The
Fair Market Value will be determined by the procedure set out in Exhibit 2-AB. The appraisal
criteria will be determined as provided in Exhibit 2-AC. With regard to the additional or newly
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occupied real estate, Railroad will not waive Fair Market Rental or the purchase of the real estate
at Fair Market Value to amortize any capital expenditures that need to be made to the Parking
Lot. However, if CRD or a municipality elects to lease Railroad's real estate at Fair Market
Value, the value of the Capital Expenditures, not paid for by the Railroad, will not be included in
the Fair Market Rental.
3. Other Real Estate. Revenue generated at station buildings and on or near the
platforms at the Stations listed in Exhibit 2-AA, and as set forth in Article 6.01 or listed on
Exhibit 2-AF is Contract Services Revenue. All other revenue not listed on Exhibit 2-AF and
generated by Railroad's real estate is not Contract Services Revenue; provided, however, that rebranding or adding sponsor names to the commuter lines shall be seen as Contract Service
Revenue, if CRD is able to generate such underwriting contributions.

2.03 Labor To Be Provided. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement,
Railroad shall provide and furnish all labor, administrative, professional and supervisory services
("Labor") necessary for the provision by Railroad of the Contract Services.
2.04 Service Changes. (a) The CRD may, at any time or from time to time,
during the Agreement Term, direct changes in Contract Services, Property, Labor or Standards
(including, without limitation, changing the claims administration function so that it is performed
in whole or in part directly by the CRD or by any person designated by the CRD ("Service
Change").
(b) The CRD shall initiate a Service Change by delivery to Railroad of a written
notice ("Service Change Notice") stating the proposed Service Change and its Commencement
Date. Within 30 days (or such other period as may be agreed to by the Parties in a particular
case) after delivery of the Service Change Notice, Railroad shall either (1) state in writing to the
CRD that it will not implement the Service Change for one or more of the reasons set forth in
subsection 2.04 (d) and specify such reasons, or (2) prepare and submit to the CRD a proposed
budget amendment with respect to the Service Change ("Proposed Budget Amendment"). The
Proposed Budget Amendment shall set forth the changes in the Budget Limits and the estimated
changes in Contract Services Revenue and Reimbursable Expenses (including necessary Capital
Expenditures) for the Budget Period resulting from such Service Change, and shall set forth the
estimated adjustment resulting from such Service Change to the monthly payments to be made
by the CRD or Railroad in accordance with Article 6.04.

(c) If the CRD does not object in writing to the Proposed Budget Amendment
within 30 days after delivery of the Proposed Budget Amendment, the Service Change shall
become effective on the Commencement Date. If the CRD objects to the Proposed Budget
Amendment, the Parties shall negotiate in good faith with respect to the Budget Amendment.
Subject to Subsection (d) of this Article, if on the Commencement Date of the Service Change
the Parties have not agreed, Railroad shall commence the Service Change and the Approved
Budget shall be amended and the monthly payments to be made by the CRD or Railroad under
Article 6.04 shall be adjusted in accordance with the Proposed Budget Amendment as modified
by the CRD's objections to it.
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(d) Railroad shall implement a Service Change on the Commencement Date
unless such Service Change:
(1) is unsafe, illegal or impossible to implement with prudent, economical
and efficient use by Railroad of amounts which are Reimbursable
Expenses,
(2) would require Railroad to use real property which was not used by
Railroad in providing Public Transportation Services by rail during the
Agreement Term or during the term of the Prior Agreement,
(3) will require or authorize the operation of any facility or service on
terms or in a manner which unreasonably interferes with the ability of
Railroad to provide efficient freight or inter-city passenger service, or
(4) would result in increased Reimbursable Expenses, provided, however,
that this exception shall be effective only during any period in which the
CRD is in arrears in its payments, excluding disputed amounts, to Railroad
Under this Agreement for a period in excess of30 days.
(e) For purposes of subsection (d) of this Article, the Parties agree that a Service
Change shall not be deemed to require or authorize the operation of any facility or service on
terms or in a manner which unreasonably interferes with the ability of Railroad to provide
efficient freight or inter-city passenger service to the extent that:
(1) such Service Change changes schedules, Consists, or frequency of
trains operated on one or more of Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday or Friday, which depart from their originating stations between
the following times ("Peak Periods"):
(a) On the West Line, between 6:10 AM and 9:00 AM, or between
4:00 PM and 7:20 PM;
(b) On the Northwest Line, between 6:30 AM and 9:30 AM, or
between 4:00 PM and 7:30 PM;
(c) On the North Line between the Chicago Passenger Terminal
and the Lake Bluff Interlocking plant (but not including the Lake
Bluff Interlocking plant), between 5:30 AM and 9:30 AM, or
between 3:30 PM and 7:30 PM;
(d) On the North Line between the Lake Bluff Interlocking
Plant (including the Lake Bluff Interlocking plant) and the
Illinois State Line, between 6:30 AM and 9:00 AM, or between
4:00 PM and 7:00 PM.

(2) such Service Change does not require origination of trains used in
providing Contract Services at intervals of less than one hour in each
direction on each of the three Suburban Lines (West, Northwest and
North) during periods other than Peak Periods, except to the extent that
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Exhibit 2-A shows service at other than Peak Periods at intervals of less
than one hour;
(f) At any time prior to commencement of a Service Change, the CRD may
rescind the Service Change Notice, in which event Railroad shall not commence such Service
Change. Any expense reasonably incurred by Railroad in preparation for commencement of the
Service Change so rescinded (other than costs incurred in objecting to the Service Change) is a
Reimbursable Expense, subject to subsequent audit by the CRD.
(g) Subject to the provisions of subsection 2.04 (d), if Railroad does not
commence a Service Change in accordance with the Service Change Notice, the CRD may seek
to compel compliance with the Service Change Notice and this Agreement through the
institution of appropriate proceedings in the Circuit Court of Cook County.
(h) The CRD may, without limitation of the generality of any other provision of
this Article 2.04, make the following Service Changes: (1) change the paint scheme and insignia
of cars and locomotives owned by the Authority or CRD, and of other cars and locomotives with
the prior consent in writing of the owners or lessors thereof, (2) change the names, paint scheme
and insignia of equipment owned by Railroad and primarily used in providing Contract Services
other than cars and locomotives, (3) subject to any required governmental approvals, change the
names, paint scheme and insignia of stations, provided that the cost to Railroad's freight
operations of changing the names of stations which are listed in Exhibit 5-C shall be
Reimbursable Expenses, (4) change the color, style and insignia of uniforms of personnel, (5)
change the design of tickets, transfers and public timetables, and (6) add the name or insignia of
the Authority or CRD or any advertisement or sponsor's name to any of the foregoing (with the
prior consent in writing of the owners or lessors in the case of cars and locomotives not owned
by the CRD, Authority or Railroad).
(i) Subject to the provisions of subsection 2.04 (d), the CRD may require
immediate commencement of a Service Change, and may require temporary Service Changes.
2.05 Permitted Performance Variations. With the prior approval of the CRD, and
after having given reasonable advance notice to users of the Contract Services of any disruptions
which will result therefrom, Railroad may make reasonable temporary adjustments in schedules
or Consists to minimize interference with the performance of track and roadbed maintenance or
construction work or with construction of public utilities, State or other public highways or
public works crossing the routes of Railroad, or for any other purpose.
2.06 Force Majeure Occurrences. (a) The failure of Railroad or CRD to perform,
in whole or in part, any of the Contract Services, by reason of the occurrence of fire, flood,
explosion, disaster, strike or labor work stoppage, or any other cause beyond the reasonable
control of Railroad or CRD, to the extent such failure is beyond the reasonable control of
Railroad or CRD ("Force Majeure Occurrence"), is excused for all purposes.
(b) In the event of a Force Majeure Occurrence, Railroad or CRD shall provide
such modified or adjusted Contract Services as are practicable. Such adjustment or modifications
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shall be made only with the prior approval of the CRD. Railroad's costs which are required for
adjustments or modifications in accordance with this subsection and which exceed Budget limits
in the Approved Budget are Reimbursable Expenses.
2.07 Service Emergencies. (a) The Executive Director or his designee may
declare a Service Emergency when he determines that the Contract Services are substantially
impaired as a result of any cause other than a strike or other labor-related work stoppage. If the
declaration is oral, it shall immediately be confirmed in writing. A Service Emergency shall
terminate at the time specified in the notice, but not more than 120 hours after such a declaration,
unless the Board of Directors extends its period.
(b) After declaration of a Service Emergency, the Executive Director or his
designee may appoint an Emergency Services Manager with whom the Contract Services
Manager shall consult during the Service Emergency. Subject to subsection 2.08(c), the Contract
Services Manager shall implement the Weather Emergency Plan if requested to do so by the
Emergency Services Manager, and shall implement any other recommendations of the
Emergency Services Manager pertaining to the operation of trains in Exhibit 2-A which are
scheduled to depart from their originating stations or arrive at their terminating stations during
Peak Periods.
2.08 Weather Emergency Plan. (a) On or before October 1 of each year during the
Agreement Term, Railroad shall prepare and submit to the CRD a proposed weather emergency
plan ("Weather Emergency Plan") which is designed to re-establish Contract Services during
and after a weather event causing a Service Emergency. The Weather Emergency Plan shall
include programs for (I) resumption of normal service, (2) prompt dissemination of correct
information to riders regarding schedules and the condition of service, (3) emergency
deployment of manpower and equipment, and (4) changes in Contract Services necessary to
provide for a substantial number of additional temporary riders. The Weather Emergency Plan
shall include an emergency budget, specifying maximum labor positions and estimated expenses,
which shall take effect with the Weather Emergency Plan. For the period during which the
Weather Emergency Plan is in effect, actual costs of quantities in the emergency budget are
Reimbursable Expenses. Within 60 days after the submission of a proposed Weather Emergency
Plan, the CRD shall approve it, or return it to Railroad for modification. The CRD and Railroad
shall cooperate with respect to preparation of the Weather Emergency Plan. Subject to Article
2.08(c), final decisions with respect to such Plan shall be made by the CRD.
(b) The Weather Emergency Plan prepared by Railroad shall contain no provision
the implementation of which (1) would be unsafe, illegal or impossible, or (2) would
unreasonably interfere with the ability of Railroad to provide freight or intercity passenger
service. Railroad may object to inclusion of any Weather Emergency Plan provision not prepared
by Railroad on these grounds within 15 days after Railroad first receives a request for
modification of the Weather Emergency Plan from the CRD containing such provision.
(c) The Weather Emergency Plan shall be implemented at the direction of the
CRD for such period as the CRD may from time to time direct. Railroad shall not object to
implementation of any Weather Emergency Plan provision which Railroad prepared or of any
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provision which could have been objected to in accordance with Subsection 2.08(b). Railroad
shall not be required to implement any other provision of Weather Emergency Plan, or any
modification thereof, to the extent that such implementation (I) would be unsafe, illegal or
impossible, or (2) would unreasonably interfere with the ability of Railroad to provide freight or
intercity passenger service.
ARTICLE III
Property
3.01 Property Dispositions. (a) Railroad agrees that (1) it will not sell, lease,
abandon, scrap, or otherwise dispose of any of the properties described in Subsection 3.0l(b)
below ("Contract Services Property"), if such disposition will impair the performance by
Railroad of the Contract Services which are required to be provided at the time of such
disposition or at any time during the term of this Agreement; and (2) in any case not within
clause (1) above, it will not sell, lease, mortgage, abandon, scrap, or otherwise dispose of or
encumber any Contract Services Property unless, not less than 45 days prior to the earlier of the
date of such sale, lease, mortgage, abandonment, scrapping or other disposition or the entering
into by Railroad of any agreement therefore, written notice thereof is given by Railroad to the
CRD, which notice shall set forth a description of the property to be disposed of, and the price
and other terms and conditions of such proposed disposition. The requirements of clause (2)
above shall not apply to a disposition of property to a party having eminent domain power or for
public or quasi-public utility purposes or to property leased if the lease is cancelable upon not
more than 90-day notice. With respect to Contract Services Property which is used primarily for
Contract Services, Railroad shall offer in such notice, with the exception of notices of mortgages,
to transfer such property to the CRD at a price and on other terms and conditions not less
favorable than those of the proposed disposition. If the CRD does not accept such offer within
such 45 days, the offer shall be deemed to be rejected.
(b) The provisions of this Article apply to all of Railroad's rights, privileges,
power and title in, to or over all property which is hereinafter described and which was used and
useful at any time during the term of the Prior Agreement or the Agreement Term in the
provision of Contract Services:
(1) Real property (including easements, leaseholds, and all buildings,
improvements, appurtenances and fixtures thereon), platforms and parking lots
but excluding air rights at and above a horizontal plane at such elevation as to
provide 23 feet vertical clearance above top of rail, plus land for reasonable
supports and foundations at such locations, which may affect the Contract
Services;
(2) Trackage (including, but not limited to, rails, ties, ballast, switches,
turnouts, wyes, signals, interlocking, crossovers, and yards) and structures or
improvements (including, but not limited to, bridges, culverts, fills, cuts, tunnels,
and grade crossings), which are essential to the convenient use of trackage;
(3) Passenger train cars and locomotives listed and described in Exhibit 2E and all equipment permanently installed in or on such cars and locomotives;
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(4) Equipment and machinery used for maintenance of such passenger
train cars and locomotives, except equipment or machinery which
(A) has a normal replacement cycle ofless than three years; or
(B) has a reproduction cost ofless than $10,000.00; or
(C) is not kind of property which is depreciated for federal income
tax purposes in the regular and normal course of business of
Railroad;
(5) Items of personal property with a reproduction cost new of greater than
$10,000.00; and
(6) Items of property which have been specially constructed or modified
for or by Railroad for use in whole or in part in the provision of Contract Services
by rail (including, for example, specialized test equipment, signal equipment, data
processing equipment, fare-collection equipment, switch parts, and repair parts for
communication systems or for equipment in service).
(c) Contract Services Property does not include system machinery or tools not
primarily used in connection with Contract Services, small tools, supplies, property regularly
consumed and replaced not less frequently than annually, office equipment and furniture,
highway vehicles, any items of property hereafter from time to time specifically designated in
writing by the CRD as excluded from the definition of Contract Services Property and any other
item of personal property with a reproduction cost new ofless than $10,000.00.
3.02 Use of Certain Property. Railroad shall not, without the written consent of
the CRD, use equipment, cyber property, software and electronics owned by the CRD or
Authority for any purpose other than provision of Contract Services.
3.03 Ogilvie Transportation Center. CRD owns the Ogilvie Transportation Center

("OTC") and CRD has entered into various agreements with MetraMarket of Chicago LLC, and
related affiliates, for the leasing, maintenance, and parking operation of various aspects of OTC,
which are primarily located below track level. From time-to-time, however, CRD may desire
Railroad to operate and maintain the suburban concourse, sidewalks, any utility, parking
facilities, or any door or HVAC unit at OTC because of its relation to Contract Services.
Consequently, Railroad shall, during the term of this Agreement or any extension thereof, to the
extent requested by CRD in writing and agreed to by Railroad in writing, operate and maintain
such aforementioned OTC facilities to provide Contract Services or Public Transportation
Services in the same manner and subject to the same terms of this Agreement as Railroad
operates and maintains its property described in Article 2.02 hereof, or in accordance with such
other standards as the parties may agree to in writing. CRD has an agreement with the owners of
CitiCorp Center (Atrium) for commuter access, a ticket office, and office space and the Railroad
shall, during the term of this Agreement, continue to operate and maintain this space to provide
Contract Services or Public Transportation Services in the manner set forth in the CRD
agreements covering the Atrium. Office space in CitiCorp will be expiring on or about 2012.
Railroad will reasonably cooperate with CRD or its designated real estate broker in negotiating
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and determining office space needs at CitiCorp Center or any other building located within the
immediate area.
3.04 Elburn Extension. In 2006, Contract Services and Contract Service Property
were extended from Geneva to Elburn, Illinois and CRD acquired additional property to
accommodate improvements desired by Railroad for this extension. Railroad is authorized to use
such real property owned by CRD between Geneva and Elburn as shown on the attached Exhibit
3-A, including the property needed for the Elburn Commuter Storage Yard Facility, for the
provision of Contract Services and :freight train operation, with the understanding that the Elburn
Commuter Storage Yard Facility shall not be used by Railroad for the provision of :freight
service.
As part of the extension, CRD has constructed two new station facilities, at LaFox and Elburn,
upon a portion of Railroad property. Railroad agrees to operate and maintain the LaFox station
and platform facilities in accordance with the Agreement and CRD shall operate and maintain
the Elburn station with the exception of the platform, stairwells and ramps which shall be
operated and maintained by Railroad in accordance with this Agreement.
ARTICLEN
Railroad's Responsibility to Manage
4.01 Managerial Control. Railroad is an independent contractor for, and not an
agent of, the CRD. Railroad shall have managerial control with respect to the Contract Services.
Except as provided in Article 2.07, all operating and other personnel of Railroad involved in any
aspect of providing Contract Services shall be subject to the direction, supervision and control of
Railroad and not the CRD. With the written approval of the CRD, and subject to such terms and
conditions as the CRD prescribes in writing, Railroad may subcontract for the performance of
work or the provision of equipment or facilities required to be provided by Railroad under this
Agreement.
4.02 Contract Services Manager. Railroad agrees that throughout the Agreement
Term one of its employees will be designated Contract Services Manager who shall (a) devote
such portion of his time to the performance of his responsibilities as may reasonably be required
for the effective performance thereof, (b) have as one of his responsibilities the performance by
Railroad of Contract Services, (c) be available at reasonable times to consult with representatives
of the CRD with respect to matters relating to the Contract Services, and (d) perform the duties
required of him by Subsection 2.07(b) of this Agreement during Service Emergencies.
4.03 Employees and Agents. Railroad acknowledges that, and agrees to advise its
officers, such of its management personnel within the Metropolitan Region as have
responsibilities directly relating to the provision of Contract Services, and such of its employees
and agents as are primarily engaged in providing Contract Services, that none of Railroad's
officers, employees or agents is, or is authorized to hold himself out or claim to be, an officer,
employee or agent of the CRD. No officer, employee or agent of Railroad shall be permitted by
Railroad, by reason of this Agreement, to make any claim, demand or application to or for any
right or privilege to which any officer, employee or agent of the CRD may, by reason of such
position, be entitled, including, but not limited to, rights and privileges concerning workmen's
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compensation and occupational disease coverage, claims under the Federal Employers Liability
Act (45 U.S.C. §51 et seq.) unemployment compensation benefits, social security coverage or
retirement system membership or credit.
ARTICLEV
Fares and Tickets
5.01 Customer Fares and Charges. (a) Except as changed under Article 5.02, the
fares and charges made to the public by Railroad for the Contract Services shall be those
specified in Exhibit 5-A. Railroad may continue the pass policies described in Exhibit 5-B, but
shall not otherwise cause or allow the use of Contract Services except in accordance with this
Article.
(b) Refunds of fares and charges shall not be made by Railroad except in
accordance with Railroad's written policy as approved by the CRD.

5.02 Fare Changes. (a) Railroad will change any or all of its fares or charges
("Fare Change"), and will honor or sell transfers for interconnections with other Transportation
Agencies, all as directed from time to time by the CRD. The CRD shall provide Railroad and the
public, and Railroad shall provide its employees and agents, with reasonable notice of a Fare
Change before the effective date of the Fare Change.
(b) The CRD shall initiate a Fare Change by delivery to Railroad of a written
notice ("Fare Change Notice") which shall specify (I) the proposed Fare Change, (2) an
estimate of the changes in Contract Services Revenue, Reimbursable Expenses and monthly
payments to be made by the CRD or Railroad in accordance with Article 6.04 as a result of the
Fare Change, and (3) the effective date of the Fare Change. Within 45 days after delivery of the
Fare Change Notice, Railroad shall notify the CRD in writing if it objects to item (2) of the Fare
Change Notice, in which event the CRD and Railroad shall negotiate in good faith. If the Parties
are unable to agree prior to the effective date of the Fare Change, the Approved Budget shall be
amended and the monthly payments by the CRD or Railroad in accordance with Article 6.04
shall be adjusted in accordance with the Fare Change Notice.

(c) At any time prior to implementation of a Fare Change, the CRD may rescind
the Fare Change Notice, in which event Railroad shall not implement the Fare Change. Any
expense reasonably incurred by Railroad in preparation for implementation of the Fare Change
so rescinded (other than costs incurred in objecting to the Fare Change er any part of the Fare
Change Notice) is a Reimbursable Expense, subject to subsequent audit by the CRD.
5.03 Transfers and Interconnections. The CRD may, at any time, or from time to
time, during the Agreement Term, direct implementation of, or alterations or modifications in
such terms as the CRD may provide for (a) transfers or interconnections of passengers between
Transportation Agencies, and (b) fares and charges for such transfers or interconnections. If an
action directed by the CRD under this Article provides for sale of tickets for Railroad's Public
Transportation Services by any seller other than Railroad, such action shall provide procedures
under which Railroad will receive all revenues due it for such Public Transportation Services
within 30 days after the last day of the month of receipt of such revenues by the seller of the
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ticket. If Railroad sells tickets for Public Transportation Services provided by any other
Transportation Agency, Railroad will remit to such Transportation Agency all revenues due it
within 30 days after the last day of the month of receipt of such revenues by Railroad unless
otherwise agreed to by the Parties hereto. Actions authorized by this Article shall be proposed,
objected to and implemented in accordance with Article 2.04 of this Agreement.
5.04 Ticket Sales. (a) Railroad shall sell tickets for the Contract Services at the
locations and times specified in Exhibit 5-C. Railroad shall continue collection of cash fares by
on-train personnel and the sale of tickets by mail in accordance with past practices of Railroad.
At the request of the CRD, Railroad shall change its practices or procedures for selling tickets for
the Contract Services, shall sell tickets for transportation provided by the CRD or by other
Transportation Agencies and shall use the forms for tickets, ticket accounting and reporting
provided by the CRD. In the event CRD decides to implement a partial or complete automatic
fare collection system, Railroad agrees to cooperate with CRD in the implementation of the
system. Changes in the forms for tickets, ticket accounting and reporting shall be proposed,
objected to and implemented in accordance with Article 2.04 of this Agreement. Revenue
handling procedures covering the sale of Monthly Tickets and 10-Ride Tickets by Internet, and
the acceptance of credit cards for all tickets is specified in Exhibits 5-D and 5-E
(b) In the event of loss of Contract Services Revenue due to theft or fraud by Railroad
employees, Railroad shall immediately notify CRD upon the discovery of a theft or at the time
any special agents of Railroad or other law enforcement personnel are assigned to investigate
possible theft or fraud by Railroad employees related to Contract Services Revenue.

(c) Revenue handling procedures covering the sale of monthly tickets and ten-ride tickets
by internet, and acceptance of credit cards for all tickets shall be as specified in Exhibit 5D and
SE as revised from time-to-time by the Parties.
5.05 Validity of Tickets. At the expiration of the Agreement Tenn, with respect to
any ticket for Contract Services sold during the Agreement Tenn and for which Railroad has
been paid during the Agreement Tenn, Railroad shall, at the CRD's discretion, either (a) honor
such ticket until the expiration of such ticket according to the terms in effect at the time of sale,
(b) provide a full refund for the unused portion of such ticket, or (c) provide a full refund for the
unused portion of such ticket against the price of any new ticket sold for Public Transportation
Services by rail provided by Railroad after the Agreement Term. The CRD shall reimburse
Railroad for such refunds made pursuant to the procedures described in clauses (b) and (c) of this
Article, and Railroad shall be entitled to retain any revenues received by it pursuant to the
procedures described in clause (a) of this Article. Railroad shall honor tickets sold during the
term of the Prior Agreement.
ARTICLE VI
Revenues and Compensation
6.01 Revenue Collection. (a) Railroad shall collect the fares specified in Article V
for each and every passenger carried during the Agreement Term, and shall collect all other
revenues of whatever kind or nature (including, but not limited to, revenues from station leases,
Link-Up Bus and Plus Bus tickets as referenced in Exhibit 6-1, concessions, vending-style
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machines and advertising) generated by, related to or attributable to the Contract Services during
the Agreement Term, regardless of when actually collected ("Contract Services Revenue").
Contract Services Revenues include, without limitation, revenue recordable in Accounts 102,
103 and 110 of the Uniform System of Accounts.
(b) Railroad has entered into an Advertising License Agreement with Clear
Channel Outdoor, Inc., dated March 17, 2008, (Clear Channel Agreement) for the exclusive
license for advertising signs along and adjacent to passenger loading platforms at the stations
identified in the Clear Channel Agreement, and advertising signs attached to commuter cars.
The revenue from the Clear Channel Agreement is considered Contract Service Revenue. At the
end of the term of the Clear Channel Agreement (or if it is terminated earlier), Railroad shall, in
good faith, attempt to enter into new agreements with the same parties that CRD has entered into
for similar advertising on CRD property. The revenue from any new agreement will be Contract
Service Revenue.
(c) Contract Service Revenue includes the opportunity of re-naming or rebranding any or all of the three Railroad commuter service lines with sponsors' names (other
than the name of any other railroad), and Railroad shall not unreasonably reject the re-painting of
any bridge which crosses a highway in the Contract Service Property with the service line name,
as long as such re-naming is consistent with applicable laws, does not interfere with Railroad's
advertising revenue, and is at CRD's sole cost and expense.
6.02 Reimbursable Expenses. (a) Except as excluded below, Reimbursable
Expenses are the actual expenses to Railroad which satisfy each of the following requirements:
(1) they are both incurred during, and attributable to, the Agreement Term or the term of the
Prior Agreement as recorded in Railroad's accounts in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles ("GAAP"), consistently applied; and they are charged to the correct Cost
Center/Cost Code combinations to reflect that the expense has an identifiable relationship to
Contract Services (commuter operations); (2) either (A) they are Claims, or (B) they are properly
chargeable to the Cost Centers and Cost Codes presented in Exhibit 6-A when the direct
expenses have a 100% relationship to Contract Services (commuter operations) and allocated
expenses have an identifiable relationship to Contract Services (commuter operations) (which
will be reviewed by mutual agreement of Railroad and CRD on a quarterly basis) or the Cost
Codes or other categories of expense presented in Exhibit 6-C, as amended from time to time in
accordance with Article 6.04; and (3) either (A) for Primary Cost Centers only, they are
attributable to not more than the maximum number of labor positions set forth as budget limits in
the Approved Budget ("Budget Lim.its"), or (B) they are actual expenses reasonably incurred by
Railroad for quantities of materials, labor, fuel or equipment rentals authorized by the
Emergency Services Manager under Article 2.07 or authorized under the Weather Emergency
Plan. Direct expenses for maintenance of way, bridge and building maintenance and signal
maintenance shall be charged to Billing Numbers as described in Exhibit 6-G. The allocation of
expenses to the CRD shall be as prescribed in the Exhibits to this Article, as amended from time
to time in accordance with Article 6.04. Where allocation of expenses is based on a :fraction of
total expenses, the :fraction shall be rounded to the sixth decimal place. For purposes of overhead
expense allocation, any expense attributable to intercity passenger service will be treated as
though directly related to freight service. Notwithstanding the allocation principles of Exhibits 6-
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A, 6-B, 6-C, and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, solely for the purposes of this
Agreement the following costs shall be treated in the following manner:
(1) Lease payments for rolling stock which are solely-related to the
Contract Services shall be treated as Reimbursable Expenses, without regard to
whether or not such leases are capitalized for other purposes;
(2) For the period beginning January 1, 2010, and throughout the
Agreement Tenn, depreciation, at the annual flat rate of $2,241,000.00 and
without adjustment during the term of this Agreement, which, on a monthly basis,
equals $186,750.00, shall, except as limited by Article 6.02(b)(16), be treated as
Reimbursable Expenses.
(3) The actual expenses incurred by Railroad in the performance of actions
directed by the Emergency Services Manager during a Service Emergency shall
be treated as Reimbursable Expenses;
(4) Expenses and Capital Expenditures reasonably incurred by Railroad in
complying, in accordance with Articles 8.01 and 8.08, with valid and applicable
Government Requirements except such local Government Requirements as may
be preempted by the CRD, shall be treated as Reimbursable Expenses to the
extent not treated as Reimbursable Expenses under another provision of this
Agreement; and
(5) Railroad follows GAAP in pricing second-hand reusable material. The
price is set at the lower of market value or depreciated ledger value. In most
cases, depreciated ledger value is the lower price. This includes ties, rail and other
track material. If second-hand material is purchased from a vendor, then it is
priced at invoice cost. This methodology shall be used as the basis for charging
second-hand reusable material expenses allocable to Contract Services.
(b) Reimbursable Expenses do not include:
(1) Expenses charged to Primary Cost Centers attributable to labor
positions or other defined quantities in excess of the Budget Limits;
(2) Expenses that are improperly charged to the Cost Centers or Cost
Codes presented in Exhibit 6-A or 6-C, respectively;
(3) The portion of any Common Expense which is properly allocable to
Railroad in accordance with the principles of Exhibits 6-A, 6-B and 6-C;
(4) Capital Expenditures, unless specifically authorized by a Service
Change, permitted by Subsection 6.02(a)(4), permitted by Subsection 6.02(b)(l9)
hereof, or otherwise authorized in writing by the CRD's Executive Director or his
designee.
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(5) Costs of, and liability for, property damage or personal injury caused
by Railroad's willful or wanton act, by Railroad's criminal act, or by breach of
this Agreement by Railroad, provided, however, that where a Claim results in a
loss of less than $5,000, it shall be conclusively presumed that such loss was not
caused by Railroad's willful or wanton act or criminal act;
(6) Expenses resulting from any third party agreement affecting only
Contract Services, which are based on purchase prices that are unreasonably
above the lowest available market prices of products or services which meet the
pertinent technical specifications at the time of purchase provided, however, that
the lowest reasonable available price of such product or service shall be
reimbursable;
(7) Costs, expenses, or penalties, of whatever kind or nature, incurred in
breach of this Agreement or resulting from Railroad's failure to comply with
applicable Government Requirements, including, without limitation, any claim
against Railroad with respect to which Railroad has not complied with Article X.
It is mutually agreed and understood by Railroad and CRD that the "costs,
expenses, or penalties" which result "from Railroad's failure to comply with
applicable Government Requirements" referred to in this Article 6.02(b)(7) is
limited to fines or similar penalties imposed by Federal, State, or local
governmental entities, including but not limited to those levied by the Illinois
Commerce Commission and the Federal Railroad Administration, and the costs
and expenses related thereto. Such fines, penalties, and related costs are not
Reimbursable Expenses under the Agreement.
It is further understood, however, that railroads are a highly regulated
industry and that virtually every personal injury or property Claim brought against
Railroad will typically present allegations of a violation of Government
Requirements. Therefore, it is further agreed by CRD and Railroad that said
Article 6.02(b)(7) does not exclude as Reimbursable Expenses payments made in
disposition of personal injury or property damage claims or in satisfaction of
judgments rendered in regard to such Claims, even though the claimant(s) may
allege that a violation of applicable Government Requirement(s) was a cause of
his/her injury or loss. The resolution of all such personal injury or property
damage Claims shall be considered as Reimbursable Expenses unless otherwise
excluded by other terms or conditions of this Agreement, including, without
limitation, cases in which Railroad's violation of or non-compliance with the
relevant Government Requirements is determined to be willful and wanton, or a
criminal act as provided by Article 6.02(b)(5) of this Agreement.

It is also understood and agreed that the foregoing clarification relates
only to "Government Requirements." Notwithstanding the foregoing clarification,
costs, expenses, or penalties incurred in breach of the Agreement, including,
without limitation, any claim arising from a failure of Railroad to comply with
Article X of this Agreement, are not Reimbursable Expenses hereunder.
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(8) Federal or state income taxes, deferred or payable, and franchise taxes;
(9) Expenses for maintenance resulting from Railroad's failure to perform
work in a workmanlike manner or with ordinary care;
(10) Expenses resulting solely from changes in Railroad's operations (but
not changes resulting from normal fluctuations in Railroad's freight business),
organizational structure or Railroad's accounting system since January 1, 2010
which, without prior approval from the CRD, burden the CRD with a greater
amount of expenses than would otherwise be assigned or allocated to the CRD;
(11) Expenses, other than expenses under equipment obligations
(including leases), specifically allocated to Railroad in any other agreement or in
any other provision of this Agreement;
(12) Expenses attributable to fraudulent acts by any Railroad employee;
(13) Expenses attributable to service beyond the scope of the Service Plan
or Weather Emergency Plan, except expenses incurred in performance of actions
directed by the Emergency Service Manager during a Service Emergency;
(14) Expenses which were reimbursed, or with reasonable efforts of
Railroad were reimbursable, by any entity other than the CRD including, but not
limited to, expenses for construction or maintenance of stations or grade
crossings;
(15) Expenses (including wages and fringe benefit costs) attributable to
the establishment, without the prior written approval of the Executive Director or
his designee, of new Labor positions in non-primary responsibility areas which
will be substantially chargeable to a Cost Code or Cost Codes which by definition
are one hundred percent allocable to Contract Services;
(16) Depreciation attributable to capitalized equipment leases for which
the CRD is reimbursing lease payments as Reimbursable Expenses;
(17) Expenses incurred during, attributable to, or accrued for any period
outside the Agreement Term or the term of the Prior Agreement;
(18) Expenses for the revision (other than routine revisions made in the
ordinary course of business) or redevelopment of the Subsidiary Accounting
System other than at the specific request of the CRD;
(19) Expenses chargeable to a Work Order under the Railroad's
accounting system as in effect on January 1, 2010, unless such expenditure has
the prior written approval of the CRD, provided, however, Work Order expenses
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are Reimbursable Expenses to the extent that expenses charged to each Work
Order do not exceed $10,000 per Work Order and that the accumulation of such
Work Order expenses incurred without CRD approval does not exceed $50,000 in
any Calendar Year and;
(20) The cost of fuel supplied by the CRD to Railroad and used for other
than Contract Services, or which is lost, stolen or otherwise not accounted for by
Railroad as having been used in its provision of Contract Services;
(21) Expenses incurred by Railroad due to ticket agent or conductor loss
or theft, if Railroad has not used its best efforts in response to such loss or theft
under collective bargaining agreements with the employee and the organizations
representing the ticket agent or conductor. The Parties appreciate that revenue
collection is extremely important and a serious issue that must be resolved. Best
efforts include taking all disciplinary action necessary and commensurate with the
infraction, including steps up to dismissal of such employee, if warranted for
reporting less revenue than records indicate should have been collected. It is
understood that if the same employee has a second violation for the same
infraction, that the Railroad has not met its best efforts standard. It is also
understood that labor boards, under collective bargaining agreements, or courts
can reverse Railroad's disciplinary action.
(c) If a Chargeable Cost Center is charged with expenses in a Cost Code for
which no allocation technique is prescribed in Exhibits 6-A, an Accounting Change Notification
("ACN'') should be filed by UP explaining the nature of the change and its applicability to CRD.
Those expenses shall be temporarily assigned or allocated to the CRD based on allocation code
ALMC (as defined in Exhibit 6-B). Such assignments or allocations will be denoted by an
asterisk (*) in the Monthly Expense Reports: Actual for Primary Cost Centers, Actual for
Secondary-Engineering Cost Centers and Actual for Secondary Other-Cost Centers and may be
disallowed in accordance with this Article, or, in accordance with Subsections 6.02 (d) or 6.02
(f), may be reassigned or reallocated based on a more appropriate allocation technique as agreed
to during the quarterly review outlined in 6.02(a)(2)(B). The ACN will not require a separate
approval by CRD, however, the ACN is subject to review and audit by CRD.
(d) If an error is discovered in, or an expense is disallowed from, a report for a
prior month, Railroad shall make an appropriate accounting adjustment that shall be reflected in
the earliest possible month. Railroad shall maintain reasonable documentation for any such
adjustment.
(e) If insignificant passenger-related activities are performed in a non-Chargeable
Cost Center, for purposes of recording passenger-related expenses and with the prior approval of
CRD, those charges directly related or allocable to passenger service as described in Exhibits 6A and 6-C may be transferred into a Chargeable Cost Center.
(f) Modifications of the Subsidiary Accounting System may be made from time to
time upon written agreement with an Accounting Change Request ("ACR" in the form of
Exhibit 6-H) between Railroad's Contract Service Manager and the CRD's Chief Financial
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Officer. Instances constituting a change for which an ACR is required under this Article are
those relating to subsequent changes in operations or if the existing responsibility accounting
system is at variance with the operations on the ground or with the intent of the contract service
agreement resulting in incorrect charges to CRD. If a change in the Subsidiary Accounting
System made in accordance with this Article results in a change in the Reimbursable Expenses,
an adjustment will be made retroactively to January 1 of the Calendar Year in which the change
takes place. If the annualized effect of the adjustment exceeds $10,000, such adjustment also
shall be made with respect to the Calendar Year preceding such change. An ACR will be
accepted or rejected within sixty ( 60) days of the date of submission. If the ACR is not approved
or rejected ninety (90) days after the date of submission, CRD's Director of Audit and the
Railroad's Contract Service Manager will have an additional thirty (30) days to resolve the ACR.
If the ACR is not accepted or rejected after that period, CRD's Deputy Executive Director
(Corporate Affairs) and Railroad's Vice President-Planning & Analysis in its Finance
Department will resolve the ACR within the next thirty (30) days. If agreement cannot be
reached after participation by CRD's Deputy Executive Director and Railroad's Vice President,
either Party may submit such disputed matters to arbitration as set forth under Article 13.16
herein. Annual updates to allocation techniques in Exhibit 6-B are allowed under the Agreement
and do not require an ACR. The update should be transmitted on an ACN and is subject to
review and audit by CRD.
(g) Railroad agrees that at both the corporate and Cost Center levels the payment
of Reimbursable Expenses by the CRD shall be treated as revenue and shall not be treated as a
reduction of expense or as a reinstatement or reimbursement of budgeted amounts.
(h) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the cost, calculated on a FIFO basis, of fuel
supplied to Railroad by the CRD shall constitute a Reimbursable Expense upon delivery of such
fuel to a Contract Services locomotive.
6.03 Annual Budget. (a) Prior to May 1 of each year during the Agreement Term,
the CRD shall prepare and submit to Railroad a Service Plan ("Service Plan") for the next
Calendar Year ("Budget Period"). The Service Plan shall describe the Contract Services
Railroad is to provide during the next Calendar Year. The Service Plan may contain one or more
material changes from the Contract Services then required to be provided by Railroad. Such
changes shall be treated as if such changes were Service Changes and shall be proposed, objected
to and implemented in accordance with the procedures set forth in Article 2.04. The CRD shall
include a Service Change Notice for such changes as part of the Service Plan.
(b) On or before June 15, of each year during the Agreement Term, Railroad shall
submit to CRD an estimate of the budget requirements for the next calendar year, which shall be
based on the CRD service plan. The estimated budget shall be prepared in two (2) formats:
1. In the format of the regular monthly statements as defined in this
Agreement.
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2. In a format similar to Exhibit 6-E, showing labor, material, and other
totals only for M of W, M of E, transportation, and general and administrative
expenses.
(c) At or around September 15 of each Calendar Year during the Agreement
Term, CRD shall advise Railroad of the total amount approved by the Regional Transportation
Authority (RTA) for Railroad's budget for the Budget Period. Prior to October 31 of each
Calendar year during the Agreement term, Railroad shall prepare and submit to the CRD a
budget ("Proposed Budget") in the form of Exhibit 6-F for the Budget Period. The Proposed
Budget shall (1) be consistent with the Service Plan, and (2) specify budgeted labor positions for
each Primary Cost Center and specify estimated expenses for each Chargeable Primary Cost
Center, (3) include Railroad's best estimate of the total of other Reimbursable Expenses that are
not flat-rated and Estimated Contract Services Revenue for the Budget Period, (4) include
additional needs for the Service Plan, and (5) will identify areas where the Proposed Budget
exceeds the RTA Approved Budget, including Railroad's justification.
(d) The Proposed Budget shall reflect actual operations and levels of service
during the immediately preceding Calendar Year except as modified by the Service Plan or
Service Changes.
(e) Within 30 days after delivery to the CRD of the Proposed Budget, the CRD
shall (1) approve the Proposed Budget, or (2) deliver to Railroad a written notice ("Budget
Objection") containing Primary Cost Center Budget Limits and objections (if any) to one or
more specific items in the Proposed Budget.
(f) The CRD and Railroad agree to promptly negotiate (within thirty (30) days)
with respect to any items set forth in a Budget Objection, and the Proposed Budget shall be
amended to reflect any changes agreed on by the CRD and Railroad. To the extent that the CRD
and Railroad do not agree on items in the Proposed Budget before the commencement of the
Budget Period, the Approved Budget for the previous Calendar Year for those items shall be the
Approved Budget for the Budget Period; provided, however, that said items shall be adjusted to
reflect changes in the Index of Railroad Materials Prices, Wage Rates and Supplements, or
revisions thereof, published by the Association of American Railroads, or, where appropriate,
changes in rates of pay or other costs mandated by collective bargaining or other agreements.
The Parties may at any time thereafter amend the Approved Budget in accordance with Articles
2.04, 5.02 and 6.04, or by the mutual agreement in writing.

(g) By February 15, Railroad shall deliver to the CRD a revision of the Approved
Budget (in the form of Exhibit 6-F) which provides (1) the detail by Cost Code of expenses
allocated by Cost Center for Chargeable Cost Centers, and (2) summary of expenses not
allocated by Cost Centers, including flat-rated items. Such revision shall replace Railroad's best
estimate of the total of these expenses provided under Subsection 6.03(c), but shall not alter the
Approved Budget for expenses allocated by Cost Center for Primary Cost Centers, except to the
extent necessary to correct errors that may have occurred in the preparation of the Approved
Budget.
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(h) Modifications of the Approved Budget may be made from time to time upon
written agreement (including a description of such modification) between Railroad's Contract
Services Manager and the CRD's Executive Director or his designee.
6.04 Compensation for Contract Services. (a) The CRD agrees to pay to Railroad,
as provided in this Article, and Railroad agrees to accept in full payment for providing the
Contract Services, an amount ("Compensation") equal to the amount by which the sum of
Reimbursable Expenses for each Budget Period exceeds the sum of the Contract Services
Revenues, if any, and the cost of fuel used in Contract Services which was supplied to the
Railroad by the CRD for such Budget Period. If, for a Budget Period, the sum of Contract
Services Revenue and the CRD's cost of fuel used in Contract Services which was supplied to
Railroad by the CRD exceeds Reimbursable Expenses, Railroad agrees to pay to the CRD the
amount ("Surplus") of such excess, provided that the CRD is not in arrears on any payment
owed to Railroad for services under this Agreement, disputed amounts excepted.

In any event, the inventory of fuel supplied by CRD will remain the property of
the CRD until returned, used in Contract Services or purchased by Railroad. All fuel gallonage
lost or used, other than amounts reflected in Railroad's records as used for Contract Services, is
chargeable to Railroad's freight operations subject to the tolerance range set forth in Exhibit 2-G.
(b) On the 15th day of each month, the CRD shall pay to Railroad an amount
("Monthly Payment"), if any, equal to (1) the estimate of Compensation in the Approved
Budget as amended from time to time ("Estimated Compensation"), less the sum of the
Monthly Payments previously made during the Budget Period, divided by (2) the number of full
calendar months, including the month of payment, remaining in the Budget Period. If, in the
Approved Budget for a Budget Period, Contract Services Revenue exceeds the sum of
Reimbursable Expenses for that Budget Period, Railroad shall pay to the CRD on the 15th day of
each month an amount equal to (I) the amount of such excess in the Approved Budget as
amended from time to time ("Estimated Surplus") less the sum of such payments previously
made by Railroad during the Budget Period divided by (2) the number of full calendar months,
including the month of payment, remaining in the Budget Period, provided that the CRD is not in
arrears on any payment owed to Railroad for services under this Agreement, disputed amounts
excepted. The amount of Estimated Compensation or Estimated Surplus shall be adjusted from
time to time in accordance with Articles 2.04, 5.02 and this Article 6.04.
(c) Within 30 days after the end of each calendar month (45 days in the case of
April and December), or sooner if possible, Railroad shall submit to the CRD a Summary
Expense Report in the form of Exhibit 7-B for Contract Services performed during that month,
and a statement of the actual Contract Services Revenue and other credits for that month as
shown on Exhibit 6-F. The difference between expenses for that month shown on the Summary
Expense Report and the actual Contract Services Revenue for that month, shall be the ''Net
Amount" for that month. The difference between the amount paid by Railroad or the CRD for a
month and the actual Net Amount for that month shall be adjusted on the 15th day of the month
following the month in which the Summary Expense Report is received by the CRD either as a
credit or payment to the CRD or Railroad, provided, however, that no additional payment shall
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be made to Railroad to the extent Railroad has exceeded the Budget Limits. All monthly
payments shall be subject to subsequent audit by the CRD.
(d) (1) Within 45 days after the end of each Calendar Year, the Parties shall
determine actual Contract Services Revenue, Reimbursable Expenses and Compensation or
Surplus for that Calendar Year. With the next scheduled monthly payment, the CRD or Railroad
shall pay or credit the other the net amount shown thereby to be due. Any such determination
shall be subject to subsequent audit by the CRD. The scope of any such audit may include
evaluation of financial performance relative to the Approved Budget, evaluation of operating
performance relative to the Service Plan and an evaluation of Railroad's accounting controls,
practices and procedures. Railroad will cooperate with the CRD in performing audits and will
provide reasonable office space to the CRD's auditors during performance of any audit. CRD
auditors shall advise Railroad, at the earliest possible date, of any expense item they intend to
take exception to or they intend to disallow. In the event that the CRD audits revenues and
expenses of Railroad with respect to a period within the Agreement Term or the term of the Prior
Agreement and all adjustments determined thereby are made, the period so audited shall be
considered closed and no subsequent adjustments with respect to such period shall be made.
Railroad and CRD further agree to memorialize the "closed" audit period in a letter agreement
that summarizes the audit issues for the period under consideration and recapitulates the
individual line items on a separate schedule attached as an exhibit. The letter agreement shall be
executed by Railroad's Contract Services Manager and CRD's Director of Audit.
(2) It is expressly understood and agreed that the language in this Article 6.04(d)
is not intended to preclude recording in subsequent periods of inventory adjustments applicable
to an audited period, adjustments of joint facility, personal injury, labor rate/wage adjustments
and other accruals contained in the accounts for an audited period, nor the recording of delayed
vendor invoices, if any, applicable to an audited period. In addition, as long as audits under this
Agreement and the Prior Agreement do not coincide with audits relating to separately funded
Capital Needs, it is further agreed the language in this Article 6.04(d) is not intended to preclude
recording in subsequent periods amounts mistakenly charged against the Capital Needs project
and subsequently disallowed under the audit of that program, which were legitimately chargeable
under this Agreement or the Prior Agreement applicable to a "closed" audited period. It is further
agreed that such adjustments recorded in subsequent periods, applicable to "closed" audited
periods, are subject to audit in the period in which they are recorded.
(e) Railroad shall notify the CRD in writing promptly if a change in Railroad's
accounting system results in an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the scope of any of
the Chargeable Cost Centers or Cost Codes presented in Exhibit 6-A or 6-C, and shall include in
such notification its best estimate of the impact of any such modification on Reimbursable
Expenses. The CRD may at any time request in writing an addition to or deletion from the Cost
Centers or Cost Codes presented in Exhibits 6-A or 6-C. Either Party may at any time request a
modification of any of the expense allocation techniques presented in Exhibits 6-A, 6-B, or 6-C,
or a redesignation of Primary Cost Centers or non-Primary Cost Centers. Either Party may at any
time request a change in Estimated Compensation or Estimated Surplus. CRD and Railroad agree
to promptly negotiate in good faith with respect to any such modification or request, and agree
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that the Chargeable Cost Centers and Cost Codes, the cost allocation techniques, and the
Approved Budget shall be amended to reflect any changes agreed on by the CRD and Railroad.
6.05 Penalty for Failme to Collect Fares. (a) Subject to the provisions of
Subsection 6.05(b), in each case in which the CRD demonstrates that Railroad failed to collect a
cash fare or punch or collect a ticket, as the case may be, Railroad shall pay to the CRD five
times the one-way fare between Railroad's downtown Chicago station and the station in the
Metropolitan Region farthest from Chicago served by the train on which said failme occurred.
Such payment is not a Reimbmsable Expense.
(b) Railroad shall not be liable to the CRD for the payment set forth in Article
6.05(a) in any case in which Railroad demonstrates that its failme to collect a cash fare or punch
or collect a ticket, as the case may be, was the result of severe weather conditions, unusually
heavy ridership on the train on which the failure occurred, or an emergency requiring the
attention of one or more members of the train crew.
(c) In each case in which Railroad has made the payment set forth in Article
6.05(a) to the CRD, the CRD shall provide such assistance as Railroad reasonable shall request
in any proceedings to discipline members of Railroad's train crews whose failme to collect a
cash fare or punch or collect a ticket resulted in such payment.
6.06 Additional Compensation. (a) In addition to compensation, Railroad shall
receive for each month dming the Agreement Term additional compensation ("Additional
Compensation"). Such payment shall be payable on the 15th day of each month.
For the period beginning January 1, 2010, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $166,416.66 for an annual total of $1,997,000.
For the period beginning January 1, 2011, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $171,250.00 for an annual total of $2,055,000.
For the period beginning January 1, 2012, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $176,250.00 for an annual total of $2,115,000.
For the period beginning January 1, 2013, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $181,333.33 for an annual total of $2,176,000.
For the period beginning January 1, 2014, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $186;583.33 for an annual total of $2,239,000.
For the period beginning January 1, 2015, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $192,000.00 for an annual total of$2,304,000.
For the period beginning January 1, 2016, the Additional Compensation for each month
shall be $197,583.33 for an annual total of $2,371,000.
(b) The Parties agree to enter into a Benefit Sharing Program ("BSP") which
provides for the implementation of new programs and procedmes designed to promote cost
savings in the provision of commuter rail service. The Parties further agree to share at a rate of
80% for Railroad and 20% for CRD all first-year savings and for the following two years to
share equally savings incurred from the implementation of a BSP program originating with the
Railroad. Upon 30 days written notice with supporting documentation, CRD shall consider and
respond in writing within 15 days. If CRD initiates a BSP, it will realize the full savings and not
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have to make any payments to the Railroad. No program will be implemented without the
express written consent of both Parties.
6.07 Accounting Method. The method of accounting for charges to be reimbursed
under this Agreement shall be the accrual method of accounting (except for deferred Claims of
$25,000 or over and contract labor wage increases that are accrued before the labor contracts are
signed). Amounts due to Railroad by CRD under labor contracts shall only be reimbursed for the
period for which backup documentation exists. Amounts due for Claims will be paid by CRD 10
days and amounts due under labor contracts will be paid by CRD 30 days after Railroad submits
an invoice when they are due and payable in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, provided, however, that Railroad shall not make any change in its current method of
accounting to conform to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles when such change would
have the effect of altering the timing of recognition of expenses or revenues. Notwithstanding
any other provision of this Agreement, Railroad shall not implement a change in its method of
accounting which would have the effect of recognizing expenses during the Agreement Term
which were, or should have been, previously charged during any period prior to the Agreement
Term or the term of the Prior Agreement.
6.08 Capital Expenditures. Expect as otherwise provided by Articles 6.02(a) (4),
6.02 (b) (5), 6.02 (b) (7), neither the CRD nor Railroad shall be obligated under this Agreement
to make any Capital Expenditure. A failure of Railroad to perform any part of the Contract
Services because such performance has been made impossible solely by the failure of either
party to make a Capital Expenditure, to the extent such failure is beyond the reasonable control
of Railroad, shall be excused hereunder, provide~ however, that:
( 1) Railroad continues to perform the Contract Services to the extent then
possible; and

(2) The necessity of such Capital Expenditure was not caused by
Railroad's prior disposition during the Agreement Term of property
comparable to the property which would have been the subject of such
Capital Expenditure if it had been made.
6.09 Overdue Payments. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this
Agreement, unpaid sums of money due and payable on a particular date pursuant to this
Agreement by one party hereto to the other party shall accrue interest at the rate equal to the
greater of six percent (6%) per annum or the Prime Rate plus two (2) interest percentage points
based on the Prime Rate as published in the Money Rates section of the Wall Street Journal on
the date the Bill or Invoice was originally issued. Interest shall not accrue with respect to any
sums due as compensation adjustments made pursuant to this Agreement or the Prior Agreement
until 30 days after the date on which payment of such sums is requested in writing.
6.10 General Office Expense/Corporate Overhead Expenses. (a) (1) Railroad will
receive a flat-rate amount to compensate it for the General Office/Corporate Overhead expenses
related to and in support of the Chicago commuter operation ("Contract Services"). During the
Prior Agreement, and up until the conversion from the Chicago and North Western
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Transportation Company's ("CNW") responsibility accounting system to Railroad's accounting
system, these costs and expenses were allocated under CNW'S Responsibility Areas 00501
through 00999 and other General Office/Corporate Overhead areas reflecting allocated expenses
toCRD.
Except for specific cost areas agreed to otherwise by the parties, the flat-rate shall be all
inclusive and encompass future expenses of the General Office/Corporate Overhead nature
including, but not limited to, incentive compensation, bonuses and other compensation that is in
addition to the annual salary of Railroad's non-agreement (non-union) employees.
The General Office/Corporate Overhead expenses identified as covered by the flat-rate
(CNW's Responsibility Areas 00501 through 00999 and other General Office/Corporate
Overhead cost areas allocated expenses to CRD) shall not be charged to Cost Centers or Cost
Codes included in Exhibit 6-A.
(2) For the period beginning January 1, 2010, Railroad shall receive an annual flat-rate of
$10,640,000.00 ("Base Amount"), which on a monthly basis equals $886,666.66. The Base
Amount shall increase 2.9% annually as follows:
For the period beginning January 1, 2011, Railroad shall receive an annual flat rate of
$10,949,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $912,416.66.
For the period beginning January 1, 2012, Railroad shall receive an annual flat rate of
$11,266,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $938,833.33.
For the period beginning January 1, 2013, Railroad shall receive an annual flat rate of
$11,593,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $966,083.33.
For the period beginning January I, 2014, Railroad shall receive an annual flat rate of
$11,929,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $994,083.33.
For the period beginning January 1, 2015, Railroad shall receive an annual flat rate of
$12,275,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $1,022,916.66.
For the period beginning January 1, 2016, Railroad shall receive an annual flat rate of
$12,631,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $1,052,583.33.
Except for expenses identified in Exhibit 6-C, and in Article 6.11 hereof, this amount
reflects Railroad's entire reimbursement for General Office/Corporate Overhead expenses
identified the in Prior Agreement, including additives.
6.11 Train Dispatching Costs. (a) Railroad's train dispatching costs will be
charged to CRD based on actual labor charges of those employees working on the CRD train
dispatching positions. Exhibit 6-C shows the calculations of estimated dispatching costs. The
50% factor is an estimate of the time spent dispatching CRD versus Railroad's freight trains. The
total dispatching amount will change based on the following: I) changes in labor rates; 2)
changes in the number of dispatchers on these positions; or 3) changes in the time spent on
dispatching CRD trains. The direct costs of dispatching CRD trains shall be a reimbursable
expense.
(b) Crew Calling and Timekeeping. Railroad's train crew calling and timekeeping
costs will be based on actual labor charges of those employees working on CRD crew calling and
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CRD timekeeping positions. Exhibit 6-C shows the calculation of estimated crew calling and
timekeeping costs. The total crew calling and timekeeping amount will change based on the
following: 1) changes in labor rates; 2) changes in the number of crew callers or timekeepers on
these positions; or 3) changes in the time spent in crew calling or timekeeping for CRD trains.
The direct costs of crew calling and timekeeping shall be a reimbursable expense.
Taxi expense to take CRD crews to where their assigned train starts, in the event
labor agreements do not provide for them starting there, will be identified with an appropriate
commuter notation, and will be charged to CM399, and shall be a reimbursable expense.
6.12 Training Expenses. CRD's share of Railroad's cost to hire, train and
certify new trainmen, engineers and yard personnel will be billed to CRD at the following flat
rate amounts:
For the period beginning January 1, 2010, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of $500,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $41,666.66.
For the period beginning January 1, 2011, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of $750,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $62,500.00.
For the period beginning January 1, 2012, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of $750,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $62,500.00.
For the period beginning January 1, 2013, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,000,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $83,333.33.
For the period beginning January 1, 2014, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,000,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $83,333.33.
For the period beginning January 1, 2015, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,029,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $85,750.00.
For the period beginning January 1, 2016, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of $1,059,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $88,250.00.
6.13 Other Expenses. Security expenses for Contract Services will be split
between Railroad police force expense and Contracted Security. Contracted Security Services
will continue to be billed to CRD under Exhibit 6-A. Charges to CRD for Railroad police force
expense and management will be billed to CRD at the following flat rate amounts and in
accordance with Exhibit 6-C:
For the period beginning January 1, 2010, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,515,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $126,250.00.
For the period beginning January 1, 2011, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,590,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $132,500.00.
For the period beginning January 1, 2012, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,640,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $136,666.66.
For the period beginning January 1, 2013, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,690,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $140,833.33.
For the period beginning January 1, 2014, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of $1,765,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $147,083.33.
For the period beginning January 1, 2015, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of$1,775,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $147,916.66.
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For the period beginning January I, 2016, Railroad shall receive an annual flat
rate of $1,825,000.00, which on a monthly basis equals $152,083.33.
ARTICLE VII
Reports and Access to Information
7.01 Weekly Reports. (a) Within three (3) working days after the end of each
calendar week, included in the Agreement Term, Railroad shall deliver to the CRD a train
ridership report in the form of Exhibit 7-D.
Monthly Reports . (b) Within 30 days after the end of each calendar month
(45 days in the case of December) included in the Agreement Term, except the report specified
in subparagraph 7.0l(b) (6) hereof, which will be provided 45 days after end of each calendar
month (unless constraints are imposed by Railroad's systems department), Railroad shall deliver
to the CRD:
(I) a statement signed by Railroad's Contract Services Manager or his
designee (A) setting forth variations during such calendar month from the
schedules set forth in Exhibit 2-A, from Standards set forth in Exhibit 2-C and
from the maintenance service set forth in Exhibit 2-D and the reasons thereof, and
(B) a summary of major maintenance performed during such calendar month with
respect to ways and structures and equipment used in providing Contract Services,
in a format agreeable to the Parties. Currently the Budget (Exhibit 6-F), the
Monthly Expense Reports: Actual Expenses for the Primary Cost Centers,
Secondary-Engineering Centers, and the Secondary-Other Centers (Exhibit 7-A)
are being provided to CRD to fulfill this Subsection (B).
(2) a Function Cost Report, (in electronic format, using Excel, Access or
other CRD acceptable data base), which presents each Cost Code charged
(excluding Work Orders) to each Chargeable Cost Center, unallocated. Railroad
will provide a paper copy of this report when specifically requested by CRD.
(3) Monthly Expense Reports: actual expenses for the Primary Cost
Centers, Secondary-Engineering Centers, and the Secondary-Other Centers
(Forms 17127, 17128 and 17129), in the form of Exhibit 7-A, which presents
"Labor," "Materials" and "Other" expense components of both primary and
Secondary Expenses which were assigned or allocated by Cost Center.
(4) a Summary Variance Report ( Form 17325), in the form of Exhibit 7B, which presents those totals for expenses which were assigned or allocated by
Cost Center, for each Chargeable Cost Center.
(5) an Allocation Statistics Report in the form of Exhibit 7-C which
presents "applied" and "budgeted" allocation statistics or predetermined
percentages for each Chargeable Cost Center by allocation technique code. This
report will be provided in April and November only, unless specific pages are
requested by CRD for other months.
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(6) a statement setting forth Reimbursable Expenses in the format set forth
in Exhibit 7-I.
(7) a report of labor positions for Primary areas, detailing the number of
positions authorized in each Cost Code and the number of positions open, with an
indication of how long of a time that the position has been open. On a quarterly
basis, in addition to the information provided in the monthly report, information
will be provided regarding position title, position number, union code, pay rate
and any special comments.
(8) a report detailing reports that Railroad has made to the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) on Form 6180-55a (PT), Form 6180-57
(Crossings) and Form 6180-54 (Rail Equipment/Derailment) relating to
Railroad's Chicago commuter operation.
(9) a Claims report in two formats. One will be in a financial format that
includes all cases accrued at $25,000 and over, and the other in the Risk
Management format, which includes all CRD cases, regardless of the accrual
level.

(I 0) Budget Variance Report for Commuter Operations Primary Areas and
Commuter Operations Engineering Secondary Areas, which will compare actual
monthly performance to budget and actual year-to-date performance to budget in
the format of Exhibit 7-F.
(11) a summary of operational testing results performed on Contract
Services trains, including but not limited to Efficiency Testing in the format of
Exhibit 7-L.
7.02 Quarterly Reports. Within 45 days after the end of each calendar quarter
included in the Agreement Term, Railroad shall cause to be prepared and delivered to the CRD
each of the following:
(a) a statement listing any changes during such calendar quarter in the assignment
of any person who was a superintendent or trainmaster and a material part of whose work was
the provision of the Contract Services, as well as a statement signed by the Railroad's Contract
Services Manager, or his designee, setting forth variations during the calendar quarter from the
Consists set forth in Exhibit 2-B.
(b) a statement listing any discontinuance of use, or retirement or replacement, of
any of the cars and locomotives listed in Exhibit 2-E;
(c) a statement setting forth, with respect to the Contract Services provided by
Railroad during such calendar quarter, the number of revenue passengers, revenue passenger
miles, gross ton miles, train miles, locomotive unit miles, train hours, yard switching hours, car
miles and gallons of diesel fuel carried, operated or consumed by Railroad;
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(d) copies of Form RE&I (Quarterly Report of Revenues, Expenses and Income,
Class 1 Line Haul Railroads) and Form CBS (Quarterly Condensed Balance Sheet for Class 1
Line Haul Railroads) as filed with the Surface Transportation Board.
(e) a report detailing personal injury incidents as reported on the daily incident
reports filed by Railroad's Commuter Operations Department.
7.03 Annual Reports. Within 120 days after the end of each Calendar Year any
part of which is included in the Agreement Term, Railroad shall deliver to the CRD the
following:
(a) an audited Statement of Consolidated Financial Position of Railroad as of the
end of such Calendar Year and audited Statement of Consolidated Income, Statement of Changes
in Common Stockholders' Equity and Statement of Consolidated Cash Flows of Railroad for
such Calendar Year. Such financial statements shall be consolidated if Railroad has any
subsidiaries and shall be accompanied by the audit report. with respect thereto of Railroad's
independent public accountants; and

(b) a copy of the Annual Reports on Forms R-1 and 10-K as filed with the Surface
Transportation Board and the Securities and Exchange Commission, respectively.
7 .04 Event Reports. After the occurrence of any of the following events, Railroad
shall cause the CRD to be notified as specified below:
(a) Upon the occurrence of death or serious bodily injury to any person arising in
connection with the Contract Services, or of damage or destruction exceeding $5,000 to property
used in providing the Contract Services, Railroad will provide notice thereof to the CRD on the
format set forth in Exhibit 7-J. At the request of CRD, Railroad shall promptly deliver to the
CRD a written report of said occurrence containing estimates of costs and substantial detail.

(b) Upon the occurrence of the service upon Railroad by any federal, state or local
government or government agency of a petition, complaint or notice which asserts that Railroad,
in the provision of Contract Services,. is in violation of any law or regulation, Railroad shall
supply a copy of such document to the CRD by the earliest of: (1) IO days after such service; (2)
48 hours before such petition, complaint or notice is scheduled to become effective; or (3) 48
hours before expiration of Railroad's time to respond to such petition, complaint or notice.
(c) Forms 1,2 or 3 that Railroad files with the Illinois Commerce Commission
regarding changes to signalization at crossings in the Chicago commuter territory.
(d) a listing of any red signal violations which are made by an engineer of a CRD
train and the discipline issued. Railroad's Upgrade Policy (UP General Rules for Administering
Discipline Effectively), or its successor will govern Railroad's handling of employee discipline.
7.05 Duplicate Report. Within 10 days after Railroad shall, (a) file with the
Securities and Exchange Commission any 10-K, 10-Q or 8-K report or any report in place
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thereof subsequently required by the SEC, (b) file with the Surface Transportation Board, the
Illinois Commerce Commission, the United States Department of Transportation, the Illinois
Department of Transportation, or any division or agency of these agencies, any document, report,
or statement relating to the Contract Services, or requesting the abandonment or discontinuance
of any trackage within the Metropolitan Region, or seeking consent or approval for the
disposition of any property located in the Metropolitan Region, or (c) send any written report,
statement, or communication to any class of its public shareholders, Railroad shall deliver a copy
thereof to the CRD.
7.06 Access to Records and Additional Information. (a) Railroad shall provide to
the CRD such further information relating to the ·contract Services as may reasonably be
requested by the CRD. In January 2009, Railroad changed its accounting system to the SAP
ERP system. Access to SAP, auditable data and other information to be provided to CRD for the
audit of 2009 and subsequent years are listed in Exhibit 7-K. Access to the legacy system to
audit financials prior to 2009 will be maintained by Railroad until the open audit years are
closed.
(b) Either Party shall have the right to inspect and, except with respect to working
papers, obtain copies of the books, . records, or any other written or otherwise recorded
information of the other Party relating to the Contract Services. Unless agreed otherwise, such
inspections shall be during normal business hours and at the place where such information is
normally kept The inspecting party may supervise the making of any copies of documents it
requests.
(c) This Article shall not be applied or construed to: (1) limit any right either
Party may have under law to have counsel or to conduct audits or inspections, or to obtain
information or access. to records; (2) authorize either Party to demand, inspect or copy
information unrelated to this Agreement; (3) waive or diminish any privilege of non-disclosure
under Illinois or Federal law; (4) require disclosure of any communication with, by or prepared
at the request of an attorney and relating to a matter in which the attorney is serving or being
consulted in this capacity as an attorney; (5) require disclosure of any communication concerning
preparation for anticipated negotiations or concerning actual negotiations with the other Party; or
(6) except as provided in Article 7.08 below, disclose any internal projections or forecasts· of
Railroad's budget, cash flow or income.
·
7.07 Form of Reports. All reports to the CRD with respect to income and
expenses derived or incurred by Railroad in connection with Contract Services shall be prepared
in accordance with Exhibits 7-A and 7-B.
7.08 Estimated Capital Needs Projections. During each year of the Agreement
Term or on any date thereafter as specified by the CRD, Railroad shall prepare and deliver to the
CRD a projection in the form set forth in Exhibit 7-E of Capital Needs, ranked by priority,
deemed necessary or advisable by Railroad with respect to the provision of Contract Services
during the next Calendar Year. The Five Year Capital Improvement Program which Railroad
prepares annually, if substantially in the form prepared by Railroad in Calendar Year 2010, shall
satisfy the requirements of this Article.
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7.09 Inspection. (a) The CRD shall provide Railroad with a list of not more than
ten persons, or job titles, which persons or the holders of which job titles shall be the CRD's
authorized representatives for purposes of this Article. The CRD's authorized representatives
shall be familiar with the safety rules of Railroad and the Federal Railroad Administration. The
CRD's authorized representatives shall have the right and privilege at any time, from time to
time or on a continuing basis, to enter upon any or all lands and properties of Railroad which are
related to Contract Services for the purpose of inspecting the same. Such inspections may be
conducted without advance notice to, or supervision by, Railroad, provided, however, that the
CRD's authorized representatives shall identify themselves to Railroad's supervisory employees,
if any, at the time of entering upon lands or property of Railroad for inspection purposes. In the
course of any inspection, the CRD shall have the right to obtain information directly from the
employees of Railroad, provided, however, that Railroad shall have the right to have the Contract
Services Manager or his designated representative present when such information is sought.
(b) In the event of an emergency with regard to Contract Services, CRD police
shall have the unencumbered right to enter upon any or all land and/or property of the Railroad
for the purpose of assessing the scope of the Contract Services emergency and determining the
impact of the emergency upon the operation of Public Transportation Services. CRD's police
may also enter upon Railroad's land and/or property to assist a passenger or to assist Railroad's
employees in the performance of Public Transportation Services.
(c) The CRD hereby assumes liability for and agrees to hold hannless, defend and
indemnify Railroad and Railroad's successors, assigns, officers, directors, employees, agents and
servants from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties,
judgments, settlements claims, actions, suits, proceedings, costs, expenses and disbursements,
including legal fees and expenses, of whatever kind and nature, imposed on, incurred by or
asserted against Railroad or any of Railroad's successors, assigns, officers, directors, employees,
agents or servants, in any way relating to or arising out of any injury to any person, loss of life or
damage to property of any person, arising out of the presence of, act of, or omission to act of any
of the CRD's authorized representatives occurring while any such authorized representative is on
lands or properties of Railroad which are related to Contract Services, other than such lands or
properties which are open to the general public, and irrespective of any negligence or fault of
Railroad, its officers, directors, employees, agents or servants.
7.10 Retention of Records. Railroad shall maintain and preserve supporting
accounting, operating, engineering, maintenance and mechanical department records necessary
to substantiate Reimbursable Expenses. Such documentation includes, but is not limited to, (1)
the documentation described in Exhibit 7-K and (2) details of train Consists, locomotives and
cars serviced, inspected, cleaned and dispatched, locomotives and cars repaired, work orders,
material listings, material charge out documents, timerolls, labor summaries, and timecards
separating labor between Contract Services and other Railroad activities, to the extent such
separation was made in Railroad's records on the date of execution of this Agreement. All such
records shall include the CRD designated locomotive and passenger car number, and shall be
maintained and accumulated on a location by location basis. Such records shall be retained for a
period of not less than 36 months or the period of time required by STB record retention rules
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(49 C.F.R. Articles 1220-1239) whichever is greater and shall be available to the CRD or its
representatives for review and audit during regular business hours at the location where the
record is retained.
7.11 Customer Complaints. Railroad shall have a procedure for the receipt and
recording by the Contract Services Manager or his office of customer complaints received in
person, in writing or by telephone with respect to the Contract Services. Railroad shall use its
best efforts to respond to each complaint within 72 hours of its receipt or sooner if warranted by
the circumstances. Within 15 days after the end of each calendar month included in the
Agreement Term, Railroad shall deliver to the CRD a statement showing the number of such
complaints received, in the form which Railroad provided to the Authority during the term of the
Prior Agreement. Railroad shall make available for inspection by the CRD all written complaints
received, and the records of Railroad upon which the statement required by this Article was
based.
7.12 Additional Reporting Requirements. (a) The CRD may at any time, or from
time to time, during the Agreement Term, direct reasonable changes in the content or form of
any report required under this Article.
(b) The Illinois Freedom of Information Act (5 ILCS 140/1 et. Seq., the "FOIA Act" is a
law in the State of Illinois that allows for requests of public records and as such it is anticipated
that at some time during the term of this Agreement certain public records in the possession of
CRD may be requested under this FOIA Act. If CRD requests Railroad to produce public
records of CRD that Railroad possesses, Railroad agrees to cooperate with its obligations, if any,
under the FOIA Act to produce to CRD such records Railroad agrees are public records within
the definition of that term under the FOIA Act so long as Railroad has not previously provided
said records to CRD or if CRD has its own copy of same. Railroad is under no obligation to
produce records Railroad considers non-public records and Railroad will defend CRD,
indemnify, and hold CRD harmless during the defense of Railroad's position that the records are
non-public or not subject to the FOIA Act. Railroad is under no other obligation under this
Agreement to search, find and produce records that Railroad has already produced to CRD or
which CRD produced to Railroad as said documents are equally accessible to CRD, a public
entity to whom the FOIA Act applies; provided, however, that Railroad will use reasonable
efforts, at Metra's cost, to provide a second copy of records subject to this Agreement that may
have been previously provided to Metra. Railroad, of course, agrees to fulfill its obligations
under the law.

7.13 Substitute Reports. Railroad may satisfy any requirement of this Article by
delivery to the CRD at the time and in the form required herein of a document containing the
required information, even if such document is prepared for another purpose or contains
additional information not required herein.
7.14 Accounting. The Railroad shall keep and maintain proper books of account
regarding its Public Transportation Service in accordance with this Agreement and otherwise in
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles of the railroad industry, consistently
applied.
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ARTICLE VIII
Additional Covenants, Warranties and Agreements of Railroad
8.01 Compliance With Laws. (a) Unless otherwise agreed by the CRD, Railroad
will, in the provision of Contract Services comply with valid and applicable Government
Requirements except such local Government Requirements as may be preempted by the CRD.
(b) Railroad will give prompt notice to the CRD of any proceedings which might
result in its incurring any Capital Expenditures or expenses not provided for in an Approved
Budget, the necessity for which expense or Capital Expenditure is caused by a newly instituted
Government Requirement or enforcement of a Government Requirement which theretofore had
not been enforced, and shall timely offer to the CRD the opportunity to contest the validity and
applicability of such Government Requirement.
8.02 Opinion of Counsel. When this Agreement is executed by Railroad, Railroad
will ftunish the CRD with an opinion of Railroad's counsel, dated the date on which this
Agreement is executed by Railroad and to the effect that (1) Railroad is a corporation duly
organized and existing and in good standing under the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation,
and has full corporate power to carry on its business as and where then conducted; (2) Railroad is
qualified to engage in the business of providing Public Transportation Services by rail in, and is
in good standing under laws of, the State of Illinois; (3) the execution, delivery and performance
of this Agreement by Railroad has been duly authorized by all requisite corporate action of
Railroad; (4) this Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by Railroad and constitutes
the valid and binding obligation of Railroad in accordance with its terms; (5) the compliance by
Railroad with the terms and conditions of this Agreement will not result in a breach of, or default
under, any judgment, decree, mortgage, indenture or other agreement applicable to Railroad
known to such counsel; (6) all approvals as may be required to permit the performance by
Railroad of its obligations under this Agreement have been obtained; and (7) except as
previously disclosed to the CRD in writing, such counsel has no knowledge of any litigation or
proceeding pending or threatened against Railroad which could materially and adversely affect
the provision by it of Contract Services under this Agreement.
8.03 Maintenance of Insurance. (a) CRD will use its best reasonable efforts to
keep in full force and effect insurance coverage of the same type, character and coverage as that
maintained by it as of February 9, 2010, or at subsequent renewals, with respect to Contract
Services. Coverage at the time of execution of this Agreement is set out in Exhibit 8-A. CRD
shall use its best reasonable efforts to cause the Railroad to be named as an additional named
insured, as its interests may appear, under all of such insurance, and shall notify the Railroad
promptly of any material change in the insurance required by this Article. CRD represents to the
Railroad that such insurance covers Railroad's liability for personal injury, death, and damage to
or destruction of property of others, and damage to or destruction of property of Railroad and
pollution liability.
In the event of an unexpected loss that substantially erodes the RTA Policy in
place, or if it uses its commutation provisions that allow it to terminate coverage for a given year
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or period, CRD will undertake its best reasonable efforts to reimplement limits or to purchase
alternative insurance.
(b) At each renewal and in the event of a material change in insurance which
reduces the coverage or limits, the CRD shall provide 90 days' written notice to Railroad.
Railroad shall have 60 days from the date of said notice to review the contract of insurance
proposed by the CRD or its insurer and, by written notice to the CRD, approve or disapprove
such insurance. Failure by Railroad to so notify the CRD within 60 days shall constitute
approval. Upon disapproval by Railroad, Railroad shall purchase insurance in accordance with
its specifications, and the premiums therefore shall be a Reimbursable Expense.
(c) If the CRD decides not to continue in force any insurance which it purchased
pursuant to this Article 8.03, the CRD shall give Railroad at least 90 days' written notice of
cancellation or termination of any insurance policy then in force, so that Railroad may procure
such insurance, and the premiums therefore shall be a Reimbursable Expense. In addition, the
CRD shall provide Railroad with copies of all application data supplied by the CRD to its
insurers, and shall notify its insurers that the CRD has terminated its efforts to purchase
insurance for the Railroad.
(d) It is the intention of the Parties hereto that (except for retentions not to exceed
$5,000,000 million per occurrence) insurance obtained under this section covers Railroad for all
liabilities related to Claims which are caused by or arise, in whole or in part, from the provision
of Contract Services under Article X of this Agreement. However, CRD's insurance coverage
does not limit its obligation to reimburse Railroad for Claims arising under this Agreement.
CRD and Railroad agree to reopen this Agreement to discuss the level of insurance to be carried
by CRD for liability claims arising out of commuter train service each time Congress may
modify, alter or change the cap on liability claims involving commuter train service.
(e) Subrogation. Railroad shall exercise its best judgment and provide reasonable
efforts to identify subrogation opportunities and actively pursue recovery against responsible
third parties, for costs incurred by Railroad to repair damages to equipment or property, which
would otherwise be recovered or reasonably sought to be recovered by Railroad, in the absence
of subrogation, under the Agreement. Costs incurred to pursue recovery from responsible parties
shall be submitted for reimbursement under the Agreement. Recoveries from responsible parties
and expenses incurred will be allocated between CRD and Railroad based upon the share each
Party contributed to the original asset that was damaged or destroyed and then further allocated
upon each Party's share of the total gross ton miles at that location for track related components
and using train counts for signal related components. Railroad recovery efforts shall include
notifying the Illinois Secretary of State of those instances where the damage is attributable to
uninsured drivers and/or owners.
Railroad will retain sufficient details of cost and materials to identify the amounts involved.
Railroad will allow CRD to conduct an audit of expenses submitted under the Agreement each
six (6) months so CRD can determine if additional subrogation measures are reasonably
warranted. If Railroad disagrees with CRD regarding whether subrogation efforts should
proceed or disagrees to the level of subrogation efforts warranted, Railroad will not unreasonably
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withhold permission from CRD for CRD to pursue subrogation itself in the name of Railroad to
recover said damages CRD wishes to pursue.
Under circumstances where the Railroad agrees to permit CRD to pursue subrogation efforts
directly and independently of Railroad, the Parties will mutually agree on the selection of
counsel. No direct and independent subrogation efforts by CRD or counsel will be done without
the permission of Railroad.
Railroad shall not forego or suspend subrogation opportunities without written notice to CRD's
Risk Management. CRD and Railroad are to mutually agree to the selection of counsel if suit is
filed against a responsible party, whether Railroad is pursuing subrogation or CRD is pursuing
subrogation directly with Railroad's permission. CRD will receive a status report regarding any
subrogation files being pursued by CRD which are assigned to counsel as requested by CRD, or
beginning ninety days following counsel's assignment to matters being pursued by Railroad and
each ninety day period thereafter.
Railroad will also identify any instances involving vehicles assigned or loaned to Railroad,
including road licensed vehicles and trailers, where an accident occurs with potential
subrogation. Railroad agrees to notify CRD of the occurrence and when appropriate, pursue
recovery from the adverse owner or driver for the repair
8.04 Report of Compliance. On or before the date on which this Agreement
becomes binding on Railroad and the CRD, Railroad will deliver to the CRD a Report on
Compliance with this Agreement confirming that to the best of Railroad's Officers knowledge in
the exercise of due diligence none of the reports, summaries, financial statements or other written
information furnished by Railroad to the CRD in connection with or pertaining to this Agreement
contains any untrue statement or misrepresentation of a material fact, or omits to state or
represent any material fact necessary to make the statements or representations made, in light of
the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading in any material respect. 1bis
Report on Compliance will be in the format of Exhibit 8-B.
8.05 Compliance With Agreements. Railroad will comply with the provisions of
existing leases, contracts and agreements to which it is a party· and which are material to the
provision by it of the Contract Services. Railroad shall not, without the prior written approval of
the CRD, enter into, renew, fail to renew, modify or terminate any such contracts, leases or
agreements if such entry, renewal, failure to renew, modification or termination will impair the
performance by Railroad of the Contract Services or result in any material increase in
Reimbursable Expenses or material reduction in Contract Services Revenues.
8.06 Representations and Warranties. Railroad hereby represents and warrants to
the CRD that: (a) none of the reports, summaries, financial statements or other written
information heretofore furnished by Railroad to the CRD in connection with or pertaining to this
Agreement or the Prior Agreement and none of the reports, summaries, financial statements or
other written information hereafter furnished by Railroad to the CRD pursuant to the provisions
of this Agreement or the Prior Agreement, contains or will contain any untrue statement or
misrepresentation of a material fact or omits or will omit to state or represent any material fact
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necessary to make the statements or representations made, in the light of the circumstances under
which they were made, not misleading in any material respect; and (b) Railroad has complied
with and will comply with, has fully performed and will fully perform, all of its obligations
under the Prior Agreement in all material respects.
8.07 Labor Law Compliance. Railroad agrees that, with respect to the Contract
Services, it will comply with all the applicable requirements of federal and Illinois labor laws,
including without limitation applicable requirements of federal and Illinois law with regard to the
minimum wages to be paid to its employees, limitations upon the employment of minors,
minimum fair wage standards for minors, the payment of wages due employees and all
regulations established according to law to protect the health and safety of its employees.
8.08 Compliance with Environmental Protection and Safety Laws. Railroad
agrees that, with respect to the.Contract Services, it will comply with all applicable Government
Requirements enacted or adopted according to law relating to the protection of the environment.
Railroad agrees that it will comply with the provisions of general or special orders, rules or
regulations issued by the Illinois Commerce Commission, which pertain to public transportation
and to public transportation facilities.
8.09 Equal Employment Opportunity and Fair Employment Practices. (a) As to all
of Railroad's Public Transportation Services, Railroad agrees that it will comply with all
Government Requirements (including those of the CRD) relating to equal employment
opportunity, fair employment practices and minority business enterprises, including but not
limited to, the provisions of Title VII of the United States Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352,
78 Stat. 253, 42 U.S.C. 2000 (e)), as the same may be amended, the Illinois Human Rights Act
(775 ILCS 5/1-10 let seq.) as the same may be amended, Article 2.02(d) of the Act as the same
may be amended, and Authority Ordinance No. 80-51, as the same may be amended.
(b) Railroad shall furnish the CRD with proof that it has filed with the Illinois
Human Rights Commission or its successor agency an affinnative action program for
employment by it with regard to the Public Transportation Services provided by Railroad in the
Metropolitan Region. Such program shall insure that applicants are employed and that
employees are treated during employment without unlawful discrimination, and such affinnative
action program shall include provisions relating to hiring, upgrading, demotion, transfer,
recruitment, recruitment advertising, selection for training and rates of pay or other forms of
compensation. No unlawful discrimination, as defmed and prohibited by any applicable law shall
be made in any term or aspect of employment, and discrimination based upon political reasons or
factors shall be prohibited. Railroad hereby agrees that throughout the Agreement Term it will
fully comply with such program and shall provide the CRD with all information reasonably
requested by it pursuant to the requirements of the Illinois Human Rights Act (775 ILCS 5/1-101
et seq.), as the same may be amended.

ARTICLE IX
Labor Protection
9.01 Labor Protection and Labor Protection Costs. (a) Pursuant to Sections 2.15
and 2.16 of the Act the CRD agrees that it will have fmancial responsibility for, and that
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Railroad will have no financial responsibility for, the fair and equitable protection of employees
of Railroad who are adversely affected by action(s) initiated by or taken at the direction of the
CRD pursuant to this Agreement in the event such action(s) of the CRD cause claims which are
allowed under the terms of existing agreements covering employees of Railroad negotiated
pursuant to Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1969, as amended [49 U.S.C.
Section 1609(c)] and/or Section 405(b) of the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970, as amended
[45 U.S.C. Section· 565(b)] or any existing agreement covering employees of Railroad or
agreement required to be entered into pursuant to said existing agreement. The CRD will pay all
claims allowed pursuant to said labor protection agreements under the aforementioned
circumstances in accordance with the principles of Section 2.04. Nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to limit the CRD's other duties, obligations or financial responsibilities under
Sections 2.15 or 2.16 of the Act.
(b) Railroad will, pursuant to Section 2.16(b) of the Act, either on behalf of or
jointly with the CRD, negotiate with the accredited representatives of the employees of Railroad
authorized to act for them such labor protective arrangements as are required by the Act in the
event existing agreement(s) are not or cannot be utilized pursuant to paragraph 9.0 l(a) hereof.
Said labor protection agreements shall cover employees of Railroad who may be adversely
affected by action of the CRD specified in paragraph 9.0 l(a). The CRD and Railroad shall have
the same fmancial responsibilities as provided in paragraph 9.0l(a). Nothing in this paragraph
shall be construed to limit CRD's other duties, obligations or financial responsibilities under
Sections 2.15 or 2.16 of the Act. The Railroad shall, to the fullest extent feasible, cooperate with
the CRD in the administration and implementation of any labor protection agreement arising
from the application of this Article. Reasonable additional costs of administration and
implementation shall be compensated by the CRD in accordance with the principles of Article
2.04. The Railroad further agrees that, pursuant to Section 2.16(b) of the Act, if agreement
cannot be reached on the terms of such protective arrangement, any party may submit any matter
in dispute to arbitration. In such arbitration, each party shall have the right to select one
nonvoting arbitration board member. An impartial arbitrator will be selected by the American
Arbitration Association and appointed :from a current listing of the membership of the National
Academy of Arbitrators, upon request of any party. Unless otherwise specified by the Parties, the
following procedure in interest arbitration shall be followed:
The party requesting arbitration shall name its arbitrator at the time the request for arbitrations is
made. Within five working days after receipt of such request, the other party shall name its
arbitrator. Within seven working days thereafter, the two arbitrators or their representatives shall
meet to select the impartial chairman of the Board of Arbitration. Should the two arbitrators be
unable to agree upon the appointment of a third arbitrator within ten working days after the
second of the arbitrators was named, then either party to the arbitration may request the American
Arbitration Association to furnish a list of five arbitrators who are currently available to serve
from which the third member shall be selected to serve as Chairman. The list requested shall be
composed of arbitrators who are experienced in interest arbitration in the transportation industry.
Within seven days after the receipt of the list, the arbitrator shall be selected from the panel by
each party alternately striking a name until only one name remains. The order of striking shall be
determined by the toss of a coin.
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The impartial arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding on all Parties. Each party shall pay
an equal share of the impartial arbitrator's fees and expenses.
(c) In the event an adversely affected employee of Railroad makes a claim and
elects to take protection more favorable or other than any allowed under any existing agreement
made or entered into pursuant to paragraphs 9.0l(a) and 9.0l(b) hereof, and pursuant to an
agreement entered into by Railroad without the CRD's participation or approval which
agreement or claim does not arise from action(s) initiated by or taken at the direction of CRD,
the CRD shall have no financial responsibility for said claim.
(d) In the event an employee of Railroad who is adversely affected by action(s)
initiated by or taken at the direction of the CRD makes a claim electing to take protection more
favorable or other than any allowed under any existing agreement made or entered into pursuant
to paragraphs 9.0 l(a) and 9.0 l(b) hereof, and pursuant to an agreement entered into by Railroad
without the CRD's participation or approval which agreement did not arise from action(s)
initiated by or taken at the direction of the CRD, then the CRD will have financial responsibility
for such portion of the fair and equitable protection of employees as CRl) would have paid under
existing agreements made and entered into pursuant to paragraphs 9.0l(a) and 9.0l(b) hereof.
9.02 Non-Interference with Labor Agreements. Nothing in this Agreement shajl
be applied or construed to authorize or require conduct which violates any of Railroad's labor
agreements or, except to the extent Railroad is reimbursed therefore, which requires payment by
Railroad of any penalty or payment pursuant to such agreements; provided, however, that
Railroad will not directly or indirectly propose any new provision or change in any existing
provision, in such agreements which would, as compared with such agreements in effect
December 31, 1998, increase any prohibition against conduct that may be undertaken or required
by the CRD pursuant to this Agreement. If the CRD proposes a Service Change or a Fare
Change, implementation of which would violate any of Railroad's labor agreements, Railroad
will use good faith efforts in informal negotiations (but without any obligation to institute
procedures under Section VI of the Railway Labor Act) to obtain a modification or waiver of the
applicable provisions of such agreements to permit such change to be implemented in
accordance with this Article.
ARTICLEX
Notice, Defense of Claims, and Allocation of Claims Expenses
10.01 Notice. Railroad shall, promptly after gaining knowledge thereof, notify the
CRD of the assertion against Railroad or the CRD by any person or entity of any claim or
liability arising out of the provision of the Contract Services and the expense for which Railroad
intends to seek reimbursement pursuant to Article 6.02 hereof ("Claim"). The CRD shall,
promptly after gaining knowledge thereof, notify the Railroad of the assertion against Railroad
by any person or entity of any claim arising out of the Contract Services operations.
10.02 Allocation of Claims - Generally. Except as provided in Article 10.03 and
7.09(b), Claims shall be Reimbursable Expenses when the cause of the Claim is solely-related
(as between Railroad and CRD) to Contract Services equipment or employees, but shall not be
Reimbursable Expenses when the cause of the claim is solely-related (as between Railroad and
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CRD) and to non-Contract Services equipment or employees. Except as provided in Article
10.03 below, in all cases: (a) in which it is not determinable that the cause of the Claim is solelyrelated (as between Railroad and CRD) to either Contract Services equipment or employees or
non-Contract Services equipment or employees, or (b) the cause of the Claim is related to both
Contract Services equipment or employees and non-Contract Services equipment or employees,
the expense of the Claim shall be allocated to Reimbursable Expenses and to Railroad in
accordance with the allocation principles set forth in Exhibit 6-A or 6-C governing the work,
property or activity which caused or gave rise to the Claim.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article 10.02 (a) and (b) and the following
Article 10.03, if the Claim involves or is caused by train operations and the only train(s) involved
relates to Contract Services, the Claim shall be a Reimbursable Expense, regardless of the
negligence of any party to this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the CRD shall not be
obligated to pay any cost or expense which is not a Reimbursable Expense in accordance with
Article 6. 02 (b)(5) or (7) of this Agreement, and costs of a Claim shall not include any liability or
expense to the extent that Railroad is reimburs~d by ~ insurance carrier or other third party.
Conversely, notwithstanding the provisions of this Article 10.02 (a) and (b) and
the following Article 10.03, if the Claim involves or is caused by train operations and the only
train(s) involved relates to non-Contract Services, the Claim shall not be a Reimbursable
Expense, regardless of the negligence of any party to this Agreement. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the CRD shall not be obligated to pay any cost or expense which is not a
Reimbursable Expense in accordance with Article 6.02 (b) (5) or (7) of this Agreement, and
costs of a Claim shall not include any liability or expense to the extent that Railroad is
reimbursed by an insurance carrier or other third party.
I 0.03 Allocation of Claims Caused by non-Contract Services and Contract
Services Train Collisions. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 10.02, in the event of
damage to property of Railroad or others or personal injury or death resulting from the collision
of a non- Contract Services train operated by Railroad and a Contract Services train that was
caused by:
(i) negligence or other fault of the Contract Services train crew, the costs of the
claim thereby caused shall be borne by the CRD;
(ii) negligence or other fault of the non-Contract Services train crew, the costs of
the Claim thereby caused shall be borne by Railroad;
(iii) negligence or other fault of employees of Railroad having duties relating to
both Contract Services and non-Contract Services operations, or negligence of
one or more employees of Railroad having duties relating solely to the Contract
Services and negligence of one or more employees of Railroad having duties
relating solely to Railroad's non-Contract Services operations, or the cause cannot
be ascertained, the costs of the Claim thereby caused shall be borne equally by
Railroad and CRD.
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10.04 Definition of Claims Expense. In addition to the amounts of settlements and
judgments, the cost of a Claim includes direct expenses of investigating the facts, and fees of
attorneys and experts necessary to the defense of a Claim, provided, however, that Railroad shall
obtain the prior written approval, or at CRD's discretion, oral approval for any litigation expense
item which may reasonably be expected to exceed $10,000 with respect to any one claim or
incident, provided further, however, that such $10,000 limitation shall not apply to salaries of
Railroad's employee-attorneys and employee-claims personnel. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the CRD shall not be obligated to pay any cost or expense which is not a Reimbursable Expense
in accordance with Article 6.02(b)(5), (7) or (12) of this Agreement and the costs of a Claim
shall not include any liability or expense to the extent that Railroad is reimbursed therefore by an
insurance carrier or other third party.
10.05 Defense of Claims. (a) Railroad shall investigate and dispose of all Claims,
provided that the CRD also may investigate any such Claim, at its election, and Railroad shall
cooperate with the CRD in each such investigation. Railroad shall not settle or compromise any
Claim involving payment by the CRD of any amount in excess of $25,000; without in each case
the prior written consent of the CRD; provided, however, Railroad can settle or compromise
Claims involving the payment by CRD of an amount up to and including $100,00,0 as long as
CRD receives the prior written concurrence of Mr. Thomas W. Cushing while he is employed by
Railroad or by such party acceptable to CRD. CRD reserves the right to adjust this level of
authority if significant changes occur within the Railroad's Law and/or Claim departments in
terms of staffing or personnel. The CRD shall have the right to join as an additional party in any
proceeding with respect to a Claim. Railroad shall give prompt notice to the CRD of the
assertion of each Claim and thereafter shall provide to the CRD such documents and information
as the CRD reasonably may request in the circumstances. At such time as an attorney's lien or a
lawsuit is filed with respect to any claim the majority of the expense of which is allocable to the
CRD, Railroad shall tender defense thereof to the CRD upon its request.
(b) In the event of serious personal injury or death Claim(s) which will likely
result in extraordinary defense costs, Railroad may request that the defense costs associated with
the Claim(s) be allocated on a direct expense basis, rather than through the Corporate Overhead
itemized on Exhibit 6-B. CRD, in its sole discretion, may approve such allocation, such approval
shall not be unreasonably withheld.
ARTICLE XI
Agreement Term
11.01 Duration. The term of this Agreement ("Agreement Term") shall be
retroactive to January l, 2010, and shall end on whichever of the following dates is the earlier:
(a) December 31, 2016, or
(b) the date, if any, as of which this Agreement is terminated by the CRD or
Railroad pursuant to Article XII below.
11.02 Effect of Termination. Upon the termination of the Agreement Term, all
rights and privileges of Railroad and the CRD under this Agreement shall cease, and neither
Railroad nor the CRD shall have any further obligations to the other under this Agreement,
provided that such termination shall not affect, impair or discharge any claims, indemnifications,
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benefits or rights of Railroad or the CRD which shall have accrued, or which are based upon
acts, omissions to act or events which shall have occurred, during the Agreement Term.
ARTICLE XII
Termination
12.01 Rights to Terminate. (a) The CRD may, by written notice to Railroad
terminate this Agreement in the event the overall level, safety or quality of the Contract Services
is materially impaired as a result of the breach or failure of compliance by Railroad of or with
any of the provisions of this Agreement and Railroad fails to cure such impairment within 60
days after written notice thereof by the CRD and stating its intention to terminate. Termination
pursuant to this Article shall not become effective during the pendency of proceedings involving
issues underlying the CRD's asserted right to terminate in a particular case.
(b) In the event the CRD is in arrears in its payments to Railroad under this
Agreement for a period of three (3) months or more, disputed items excepted, Railroad shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement by written notice to the CRD.
12.02 Non-Waiver and Pursuit of Other Remedies. Article 12.01 above is not
intended to waive or limit any other remedy available to either Party under this Agreement. The
failure of either Party to insist at any time upon the strict observance or performance of any of
the provisions of this Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy provided for in this
Agreement, shall not impair any such right or remedy nor be construed as a waiver or
relinquishment thereof.
ARTICLE XIII
Miscellaneous Provisions
13.01 Prior Agreements Between the Parties. Nothing in this Agreement shall be
deemed to restrict or impair the exercise by either Party of any of the rights, powers and
privileges conferred upon it by any other written agreement between Railroad and the Authority
or CRD and pertaining to periods before the effective date of this Agreement.
13.02 Subordination. (a) All obligations of the CRD which may, from time to
time, be incurred by it under provisions of the Act which authorized secured, unsecured short
term, long term, equipment trust certificate or other borrowing shall be superior to and have
priority over any and all obligations of the CRD under this Agreement.
(b) Any locomotives, cars, equipment or other property furnished or used or to be
furnished or used by Railroad under this Agreement shall be subject to all existing liens and
superior rights, including, but not limited to, real estate or chattel mortgages, equipment liens
pursuant to equipment trusts agreements, conditional sale agreements, leases, or otherwise, and
all obligations or rights of the Parties shall be subject and subordinate to the provisions of any
existing leases, licenses, joint facility agreements, joint terminal agreements, union depot
agreements, track agreements, or easements or other encumbrances pertaining to any of the real
or personal property used or occupied in connection with the performance of the Agreement.
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13.03 Limitation of Rights. The CRD shall have no obligation or duty to any
person to make any of the inspections, audits or examinations which the CRD may have the right
to make under this Agreement or otherwise. Such rights are for the sole benefit of the CRD and
neither Railroad nor any other person shall rely on the CRD's exercise of, or failure to exercise,
any of such rights. Except for labor protection obligations pursuant to Article IX, this Agreement
is not intended to and shall not be construed or applied to create any rights in any person or
entity not a party hereto.
13.04 Non-Waiver. In no event shall the payment or receipt of any money under
this Agreement by the CRD or Railroad constitute or be construed as a waiver by the CRD or
Railroad of any breach of covenant or of any default on the part of the other under this
Agreement which may then exist; and the making or receipt of any payment under this
Agreement while any such breach or default shall exist shall in no way impair or prejudice any
right or remedy available in respect of such breach or default. Neither the CRD or the Railroad
shall be deemed to have waived any right under this Agreement unless such waiver is in a
writing signed by one of its respective authorized officers. No delay or omission in exercising
any right under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver of such right or other right. All the
rights and remedies of the CRD and Railroad under this Agreement shall be cumulative and not
exclusive and may be exercised singly or concurrently. The waiver or exercise of any remedy
shall not be construed as a waiver of any other remedy available hereunder or under general
principles of law or equity.
13.05 Non-Collusion. Railroad warrants and represents that it has not paid and
agrees not to pay any bonus, commission, fee or gratuity to any employee or official of the CRD
for the purposes of obtaining this Agreement. No officer or employee of the CRD shall be
admitted to any fmancial share of this Agreement or to any direct or indirect financial benefit
arising therefrom.
13.06 Successors and Assigns. All covenants, agreements, representations and
warranties in this Agreement made by or on behalf of Railroad or its subsidiaries or by or on
behalf of the CRD shall bind and inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of
such party hereto ..
13.07 Notices. Any written notice required or permitted by this Agreement may
be delivered by depositing it in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the CRD at
Commuter Rail Division of the Regional Transportation Authority, 547 West Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois 60661, to the General Counsel and Director, Office of Real Estate & Contract
Management and to Railroad at 101 North Wacker, Suite 1910, Chicago, Illinois 60606, to the
attention of Assistant Vice President, Government Affairs - Central Region, or at such other
address or person as either party may designate in writing.
13.08 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with and
be governed by the laws of the State of Illinois.
13.09 Assignment. Railroad agrees that this Agreement shall not be assigned or
transferred without the written consent of the CRD, unless the transaction is (1) specifically
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authorized under a federal law, or (2) a merger, consolidation, sale or lease of all or substantially
all of Railroad's assets approved in a State or federal administrative or judicial proceeding in
which the CRD has had a reasonable opportunity to appear. Railroad agrees that no such
transaction shall occur unless any successor to Railroad's rights under this Agreement agrees to
accede to all of the terms, conditions and requirements of this Agreement as a condition
precedent to such succession. Railroad agrees that any purported assignment of this Agreement,
except in accordance with this Article, without the consent of the CRD is null and void.
13.10 Amendment. The Parties agree that no change or modification to this
Agreement shall be of any force or effect unless the amendment is dated and is reduced to a
writing executed by both Parties.
13 .11 Severability. The Parties agree that if any provision of this Agreement shall
be held invalid for any reason whatsoever, the remaining provisions shall not be affected thereby
if such remaining provisions could then continue to conform with the purposes of this Agreement
and the terms and requirements of applicable law. If such a holding of invalidity deprives
Railroad of the Compensation provided hereunder, Railroad may by written notice to the CRD
elect to terminate this Agreement.
13.12 Titles and Precedent. The Parties agree that the titles of the Articles and
Sections of this Agreement are inserted for convenience only and shall not be considered for any
other purpose. This Agreement or anything done in connection herewith shall not be considered
precedent for any future agreement which may be entered into between the Parties.
13 .13 Documents Forming This Agreement. The Parties agree that this
Agreement, including Exhibits attached hereto, constitutes the entire agreement between the
Parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof, that there are no agreements or understandings,
implied or expressed, except as set forth specifically in this Agreement and that all prior and
contemporaneous agreements and understandings in this connection are merged into and
contained in this Agreement. No covenant or condition not expressed in this Agreement shall
effect or be effective to interpret, change or restrict this Agreement.
13.14 Powers of Eminent Domain. Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way
preclude the CRD from exercising any of its powers of eminent domain. Railroad hereby agrees
that in the event any of the property used in providing the commuter rail service is taken or
acquired by eminent domain by the CRD, for the purpose of determining the award due to
Railroad with respect to such property, no effect shall be given to any amounts paid or payable to
Railroad under this Agreement or any payment or grant made or to be made by the Authority to
Railroad.
13.15 Review of Operations. The Parties understand that one of the inducements
for CRD to enter into this amended and restated PSA with Railroad is to include a provision
where the Parties will review current Contract Services provided by Railroad to determine if any
of them can be transferred during the term of this Agreement over to CRD's operating affiliate,
the Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad Corporation. During the term of the
Agreement, the Parties will investigate the practicality of transferring some or all aspects of
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various Contract Services to CRD, including, but not limited to: maintenance of equipment,
training of personnel, and the employment and management of employees, such as: ticket and
accounting clerks, conductors, engineers, trainmen, and coach cleaners. As part of that
investigation, the Parties will analyze what further changes to this underlying Agreement would
be necessary to address financial equitable adjustments, including credits and/or additional
charges to CRD should it decide to accept the transfer of operations and the Parties must reach
agreement on mutually acceptable terms and conditions associated with any such transfer of
operations. The Parties also understand that such transfer be performed under a realistic time
frame and should address related personal and real property.
13.16 Article VI Exhibits: The Parties intend that the Exhibits conform to the
body of the amended Agreement and the intention of the Parties. Exhibits 6-A, 6-B (Kedzie
only), and 6-G to this Agreement have not been completely reviewed and approved by CRD's
Audit Department. During the process of incorporating the changes from Railroad's prior
mainframe accounting system into its new SAP system, Railroad has used its best efforts to not
change the scope and financial impact of these above-:designated Exhibits. Subsequent to signing
this Agreement, if during CRD Audit's review it determines that the Exhibits do not comply with
the body of the Agreement, the Parties will use best efforts to resolve the matter consistent with
the ACR process, which ultimately requires the participation of CRD's Deputy Executive
Director (Corporate Affairs) and Railroad's Vice President-Planning & Analysis in its Finance
Department. If agreement cannot be reached on the terms of the remaining exhibits after
participation by the Deputy Executive Director and Railroad's Vice President, any Party may
submit such matters in dispute to arbitration. In such arbitration, each Party shall have the right
to select one nonvoting arbitration board member. An impartial arbitrator will be selected by the
American Arbitration Association and appointed from a current listing of the membership of the
National. Academy of Arbitrators, upon request of any Party. Unless otherwise specified by the
Parties, the following procedure in interest arbitration shall be followed:
The party requesting arbitration shall name its arbitrator at the time the request for
arbitrations is made. Within five working days after receipt of such request, the other
party shall name its arbitrator. Within seven working days thereafter, the two arbitrators
or their representatives shall meet to select the impartial chairman of the Board of
Arbitration. Should the two arbitrators be unable to agree upon the appointment of a third
arbitrator within ten working days after the second of the arbitrators was named, then
either party to the arbitration may request the American Arbitration Association to
furnish a list of five arbitrators who are currently available to serve from which the third
member shall be selected to serve as Chairman. The list requested shall be composed of
arbitrators who are experienced in interest arbitration in the transportation industry.
Within seven days after the receipt of the list, the arbitrator shall be selected from the
panel by each party alternately striking a name until only one name remains. The order of
striking shall be determined by the toss of a coin.
The impartial arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding on all Parties. Each Party shall pay
an equal share of the impartial arbitrator's fees and expenses.

13.17 Effective Date. This Agreement is effective as of January 1, 2010.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be made effective
and executed as of the date first above mentioned by their respective duly authorized officials.

COMMUTER RAIL DIVISION OF THE
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
AUT ,,....,,~.....,

ATTEST:

B y : v ( ~ )!J1.

f~
:::,

(Signature continued on next page).
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THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
COMPANY:
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SUMMARY OF EXHIBITS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
19.

Exhibit 2-A
Exhibit 2-8
Exhibit 2-C
Exhibit 2-D
Exhibit 2-E
Exhibit 2-F
Exhibit 2-G
Exhibit 2-H
Exhibit 2-1
Exhibit 2-AA
Exhibit 2-AB
Exhibit 2-AC
Exhibit 2-AD
Exhibit 2-AE
Exhibit 2-AF
Exhibit 3-A
Exhibit 5-A
Exhibit 5-B
Exhibit 5-C
Exhibit 5-D
Exhibit 5-E
Exhibit 6-A

20.

Exhibit 6-B

21.

Exhibit 6-C

22.

Exhibit 6-D

23.

Exhibit 6-E
Exhibit 6-F
Exhibit 6-G
Exhibit 6-H
Exhibit 6-1
Exhibit 6-J
Exhibit 7-A
Exhibit 7-B
Exhibit 7-C
Exhibit 7-D
Exhibit 7-E
Exhibit 7-F
Exhibit 7-G
Exhibit 7-H
Exhibit 7-1
Exhibit 7-J

8.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Schedules
Train Consists
Standards of Performance
Maintenance of Equipment
List of Cars and Locomotives
Reserved
Fuel
Fuel Specifications
Reserved
Suburban Station Status
Fair Market Value
Appraisal Criteria
Parking Lots Covered by Leases
Parking Lots With No Lease
Station/Coach Contract Service Revenue
Use of CRD Owned Property for Elburn Extension
Fares
Pass Policy
Ticket Offices and Hours
Procedure for Sales of Tickets by Internet
Procedures for sales of Tickets by Credit Card
Expenses Assigned or Allocated by Responsibility Area (This
Exhibit is subject to Article 13.16)
Expense Allocation Techniques for Expenses to be
Assigned or Allocated by Responsibility Area or Special Study
(Kedzie dispatchers shall be subject to Article 13.16)
Expenses Not Assigned or Allocated by Responsibility
Accounting System
Functions to be Excluded from Automated Processing in the
Subsidiary Accounting System
June 15 Budget (Format)
Budget (Format)
Billing Number Maps (This Exhibit is subject to Article 13.16)
Accounting Change Request (Format)
Link-UP Bus Tickets
Reserved
Monthly Expense Report (Format)
Summary Variance Report (Format)
Allocation Statistics Report (Format)
Train Ridership Report
Capital Expenditure Plan (Format)
Budget Variance Report (Format)
Work Order Format
Reserved
Reimbursable Expenses Alternative Format (Format)
Personal Injury, Property Damage and Grade Crossing Report
(Format)
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39.
40.
41.
42.

Exhibit 7-K
Exhibit 7-L
Exhibit 8-A
Exhibit 8-B

List of Computer Tapes for Audit
Summary of Efficiency Reporting
Insurance
Report on Compliance
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EXHIBIT C

June 30, 2020

Via email to: JDerwinski@METRARR.COM
James M. Derwinski
CEO/Executive Director
Metra
547 W. Jackson Blvd., 13th Floor
Chicago, IL 60661

Re:

Union Pacific’s Notice to Metra of Its Intent to Transfer Services

Dear Mr. Derwinski,
Nearly one year ago, in August 2019, Union Pacific in conjunction with Purchase Service Agreement
(“PSA”) renewal negotiations, formally notified Metra of Union Pacific’s intent to discontinue providing
Union Pacific employees to operate Metra’s trains, provide mechanical maintenance and perform other
PSA services (“Services To Be Transferred”). As a result, Metra would assume responsibility for directly
operating its own commuter trains on Union Pacific’s lines. At the onset and throughout our negotiations,
Union Pacific has affirmed its commitment to provide uninterrupted track access as well as to retain
responsibility for right-of-way maintenance and dispatching (“Services To Be Retained”).
Negotiations have continued to the present time. Despite both parties’ efforts, little progress has been
achieved toward reaching an orderly and defined schedule covering the Services To Be Transferred and
providing for reasonable, future compensation to Union Pacific for the Services To Be Retained as well as
market-value compensation for Metra’s continuing use of Union Pacific’s property.
Most recently, on June 15, 2020, Union Pacific provided a comprehensive proposal to Metra that, among
other things, laid out a clear schedule for the orderly transition of the Services To Be Transferred. Metra’s
June 24, 2020 response identified a large number of action items that Metra believes would have to be
achieved before the relevant services could be transferred, including “satisfactory financial arrangements”
as a repeated precondition. It is evident that Union Pacific and Metra remain very far apart in our
respective understandings of reasonable financial terms.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

1400 Douglas Street, MS 1110
Omaha, Nebraska 68179

Cynthia M. Sanborn
Vice President Planning & Ops
Strategic Planning

P
E

402-544-5505
cmsanbor@up.com

In addition, among the reasons for our lack of progress in the negotiations was, and is, a substantial
disagreement between the parties about whether Union Pacific has a common carrier obligation to operate
commuter trains on its lines for Metra after expiration of the current PSA. Union Pacific rejects there is
any such obligation. Metra disagrees. Therefore, on December 5, 2019 Union Pacific filed a lawsuit to
assist the parties in resolving their differences.
The lawsuit remains pending. Union Pacific understands the Court will need time to address the legal
questions before it, and nothing in this letter intends to anticipate or prejudge the Court’s ultimate ruling.
Even so, there can be no dispute that a number of the services included in the Services To Be Transferred
do not involve “Public Transportation Services,” as that term is defined in the PSA and which describe
the core function of transporting or conveying passengers by rail. These services, unrelated to Public
Transportation Services, include the provision of legal, claims, accounting, clerical, and mechanical
(equipment repair) services and the like.
Therefore, by this letter, Union Pacific is providing advance notice to Metra that the services listed in the
attachment will be discontinued on the corresponding listed dates. The sequence of the services being
discontinued and the corresponding dates have been carefully selected to minimize impacts on Metra,
limit transition complexity, and provide Metra with abundant time to plan, adjust, and execute the
assumption of responsibility for the specified services while maintaining seamless commuter rail service
for Metra’s customers. If Metra has any concerns or feedback about any specific service or date, Union
Pacific will of course discuss those concerns and make any reasonable adjustments, while preserving our
commitment to move forward at a deliberate pace with a transfer of services that have no relation to
Public Transportation Services or the lawsuit.
With respect to the remaining Services To Be Transferred, Union Pacific also is providing Metra with
notice by this letter that such services will be discontinued 90 days following any final court ruling in the
lawsuit determining that Union Pacific does not have a common carrier obligation to operate commuter
trains on its lines for Metra. While the Court may rule otherwise, Union Pacific believes it is reasonable
and prudent for the parties to begin planning now for the contingency that the Court will find there is no
common carrier obligation. Metra’s commuters and customers deserve nothing less than advance, orderly
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and diligent planning for that contingency and for the discontinuance of the relevant services by Union
Pacific after the Court’s ruling.
Throughout the transition, Metra will be expected to carry out its obligations under the PSA, including
payment for the gradually reducing services being provided by Union Pacific, as well as the provision of
the crucial liability and insurance protections set out in the PSA.
Union Pacific has the deepest respect for our relationships with the numerous communities in our service
territory. Those communities have been important stakeholders throughout the years we have operated
passenger service in Chicago – and they will continue to be. We also appreciate and respect our
longstanding relationship with Metra. While that relationship is now entering a new and exciting chapter,
some things will not change: among them, the steadfast commitment of our two organizations to work
together to ensure safe and high-quality commuter rail service for Metra’s customers.
Union Pacific looks forward to working diligently and collaboratively with Metra to facilitate a seamless,
effective, and efficient transition as set out above.

Sincerely,

Cynthia M. Sanborn
Vice President
Network Planning & Ops
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Attachment
Services Transfer Schedule*
Services Transfer Date
(To Occur On or Before)
July 31, 2020
August 31, 2020
September 30, 2020
October 31, 2020
October 31, 2020
November 30, 2020

Services Transfer
Revenue Accounting
Law and Claims – For Passenger and Collection Claims
TCU Passenger Ticket Agents
Mechanical Car
Mechanical Locomotive
Engineering (minimal services only not personnel)

November 30, 2020

Communication and Telecommunications

Reasonable Time (90 Days)
Following Court’s Final Ruling**

Train, Engine and Yard Employees

After TE&Y Services Transfer

Timekeeping (services only not personnel)

After TE&Y Services Transfer

Crew Management (services only not personnel)

After TE&Y Services Transfer

Law and Claims – Remaining Claim Types

*For almost a year, Metra and Union Pacific have discussed a phased transition of Contract
Services to be transferred from Union Pacific to Metra. The above services transfer schedule is
submitted in an effort to assist with ongoing negotiations and commence the services transfer.
** Reasonable time (90 days) following any final court ruling in the lawsuit that Union Pacific
does not have a common carrier obligation to provide services to Metra.
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EXHIBIT D

547 W Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, IL 60661

312-322-6900

metrarail. com

July 17, 2020
Ms. Cynthia M. Sanborn
Vice President - Network Planning & Ops
Union Pacific Railroad Company
1400 Douglas Street, MS 1110
Omaha, Nebraska 68179
RE:

Union Pacific's Notice to Metra oflts Intent to Transfer Services

Dear Ms. Sanborn:
Thank you for Union Pacific's (UP) letter dated June 30, 2020, with the title above. The letter sets
out a schedule defining when UP intends to cease providing certain functions necessary for UP's
commuter service. While there are many issues raised in UP's letter, this response will be limited to
the two most critical.
The first issue is financial. UP's letter notes that we "remain very far part in our respective
understandings of reasonable financial terms." This is unfortunately accurate. Metra' s position is that
over the years the compensation in the purchase of service agreement has been negotiated six times
and is a fair payment to UP. UP's position seems to be that the compensation is wholly inadequate
and, excluding adjustments for direct costs Metra would be assuming, Metra must pay more dollars in
absolute terms even while UP performs fewer services.
The second issue is the challenge of transferring approximately 850 unionized employees from UP to
Metra. UP's proposed schedule does not take into consideration that there are seven collective
bargaining agreements (CBAs) governing UP's unionized employees. Each CBA must be negotiated
and finalized with the respective unions before the employees can be transferred to Metra. While Metra
is in good faith negotiations with those unions, the process is governed by federal law and is not in
Metra's control. Given that, and UP's own intimate knowledge of the lengthy CBA negotiation
process, it is not reasonable for UP to unilaterally set such an accelerated schedule to stop providing
services necessary for the commuter operation.
Particularly troubling is UP's stated intention to stop maintaining coaches and locomotives as of
October 31, 2020, in little more than three months. As UP is well aware, the coaches and locomotives
cannot be operated if they are not being maintained. Without coaches and locomotives, there is no
commuter service.
While UP has been clear that it wishes to transfer the commuter service to Metra, UP has also explicitly
stated its commitment to a seamless transition. To assure the commuting public that service will not

Cindy Sanborn
July 17, 2020
Page2
be interrupted, Metra is requesting that UP continue to maintain the coaches and locomotives, and
provide the other services currently under contract, until either: (1) the parties reach agreement to
transfer those services; or (2) UP elects to provide those services pursuant to its common carrier
obligation to operate the commuter service without the subsidy provided by Metra. Please confirm
that UP will continue to provide those services until one of those events occurs.
The transfer of approximately 850 unionized employees engaged in the complex provision of
commuter service does not happen as easily as throwing a railroad switch. On June 23 , 2020, Metra
sent UP a detailed three-page list of the major tasks to be accomplished before UP can responsibly
transfer segments of the service to Metra. That list was discussed with UP line by line on June 24,
2020. The list is attached again for your convenience. Metra is asking UP to cooperate in good faith
to work through both that list and the other issues dividing the parties.
Metra continues to look forward to working through these issues and coming up with a fair negotiated
solution. Metra believes this will be an exciting new chapter in our relationship.
Sincerely,

James M. Derwinski
CEO/Executive Director

DRAFT: LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Services Transfer Date

(as stated by UP)

Services Transfer

What needs to happen before transfer can occur?

When does Metro take on additional police work?
Hiring of additional admin personnel as needed

7/1/2020

Revenue Accounting
Work only, no

Bank accounts set up
Order deposit slips, stamps, money bags

personnel

Instructions distributed to agents
Resources distributed to agents
Supply contracts transferred/ procured
AX set up to handle UP revenue
Abolish PAD positions

8/31/2020

Law and Claims
Passenger and

Clearly defined process, procedures, designated point people

Collection Claims

9/30/2020

Train Strikes

Ongoing access to sites, documents, and employees, as needed

Ticket Agents

Satisfactory financial arrangements
Preparation (title preparation, negotiation, surveys, etc) and
transfer of UP stations/parking lots
Arrangement for station maintenance
Labor agreements
Transferring employee lists (contract and non-contract)
Hire/train crew calling staff
How will Stations FFA projects be handled? Need to reach
agreement
Receive and enter employee data into HR systems
Station leases for any UP Engr to remain
Receive and review all applicable training and work records
Employee drug tests/physicals, background checks??
HR plan for ethics/ state-mandated training
Any shared IT?
Any necessary easements for IT/Comm installation
Metra phones, other necessary equipment installed
Purchase and place AEDs, first aid kits, at manned stations
Wi-fi installation
Satisfactory financial arrangements

10/31/2020

Mechanical
Car and Locomotive

Manager cell phone distribution
Labor agreements
Preparation and transfer of UP property at Cal Ave, M19-A,
outlying yards, and associated yard tracks
Satisfactory financial arrangements
Define equipment and machinery ownership
Define equipment and machinery to transfer
Inventory taken and entered into AX
Rolling stock records entered into Maximo
Post-lease rolling stock inspection

DRAFT: LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Services Transfer Date

(as stated by UP)

Services Transfer

What needs to happen before transfer can occur?

When does Metro take on additional police work?
Hiring of additional admin personnel as needed

7/1/2020

Revenue Accounting
Work only, no

Bank accounts set up
Order deposit slips, stamps, money bags

personnel

Instructions distributed to agents
Resources distributed to agents
Supply contracts transferred/ procured
AX set up to handle UP revenue
Abolish PAD positions

8/31/2020

Law and Claims
Passenger and

Clearly defined process, procedures, designated point people

Collection Claims

9/30/2020

Train Strikes

Ongoing access to sites, documents, and employees, as needed

Ticket Agents

Satisfactory financial arrangements
Preparation (title preparation, negotiation, surveys, etc) and
transfer of UP stations/parking lots
Arrangement for station maintenance
Labor agreements
Transferring employee lists (contract and non-contract)
Hire/train crew calling staff
How will Stations FFA projects be handled? Need to reach
agreement
Receive and enter employee data into HR systems
Station leases for any UP Engr to remain
Receive and review all applicable training and work records
Employee drug tests/physicals, background checks??
HR plan for ethics/ state-mandated training
Any shared IT?
Any necessary easements for IT/Comm installation
Metra phones, other necessary equipment installed
Purchase and place AEDs, first aid kits, at manned stations
Wi-fi installation
Satisfactory financial arrangements
Manager cell phone distribution

10/31/2020

Mechanical

Labor agreements

Car and Locomotive

Preparation and transfer of UP property at Cal Ave, M19-A,
outlying yards, and associated yard tracks
Satisfactory financial arrangements
Define equipment and machinery ownership
Define equipment and machinery to transfer
Inventory taken and entered into AX
Rolling stock records entered into Maximo
Post-lease rolling stock inspection

DRAFT: LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Services Transfer Date

{as stated by UP)

Services Transfer

What needs to happen before transfer can occur?

PTC interoperability
Terminate FFA
Receive and review all applicable training and work records
Transferring employee lists (contract and non-contract)
Receive and enter employee data into HR systems
Employee drug tests/physicals, background checks??
HR plan for ethics/ state-mandated training
Any shared IT?
Metra phones and computers installed
Procure program licenses for all new employees
Wi-fi installation
Any necessary easements for IT/Comm installation
Manager cell phone distribution
Hire/train timekeeper
Supply contracts transferred/ procured
Purchase and install timeclocks

11/30/2020

Engineering
Minimal services, "no
personnel"

Hire/train new trainers
Need to identify work scope at each site
Labor needs to be hired
Labor needs to be trained
Satisfactory financial arrangements
Preparation and transfer of any property used for maintenance
purposes
Define equipment and machinery to transfer
How will Engr/Yard Track FFA projects be handled?
Resolution of shared headquarter issues
Self-flagging agreement
Process for reasonable and timely Form B approval
Hire/train timekeeper
FRA notification of transferring work
Supply contracts transferred/ procured
Purchase and install timeclocks
Procure program licenses for all new employees
Receive and enter employee data into HR systems (TCU janitors)
Employee drug tests/physicals, background checks??
HR plan for ethics/ state-mandated training

11/30/2020

Communication and
Telecom

Procure program licenses for all new employees
Need to identify work scope at each site
Satisfactory financial arrangements
Labor needs to be assessed/hired/trained
Any shared IT?
Supply contracts transferred/ procured
Procure program licenses for all new employees

DRAFT: LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Services Transfer Date
(as stated by UP)
Reasonable Time
following court ruling

Services Transfer
Train, Engine, and
Yard Employees

(90 Days)

What needs to happen before transfer can occur?
Labor agreements
Preparation and transfer of any property necessary for TE&Y
employees not already owned
Satisfactory financial arrangements
Receive and review all applicable tra ining and work records
Metra management to become rules qualified
Hire/train crew calling staff
Hire/train new trainers
Hire/train timekeeper
Receive and enter employee data into HR systems
Employee drug tests/physicals, background checks??
HR plan for ethics/ state-mandated training
Procure program licenses for all new employees
Access to UP DOBs provided- if agents will relay, need to be
rules qualified
Cell phone distribution
Define equipment and machinery to transfer
Process to transfer HOS data
Notification to FRA
Supply contracts transferred/ procured
iPads purchased and distributed

AS NEEDED
AS NEEDED
After TE&Y Transfer

Timekeeping
Crew Management

(services only, not personnel)

Law and Claims

(See list above)

Remaining Claims
Types

(services only, not personnel)

